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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE TRIBALLY CON-
TROLLED COMMUNITY COLL EGE ASSISTANCE
ACT OF 1978

MONDAY. APRIL 9, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Bismarck, ND
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:16 a.m., in the Ra-

disson Hotel, Hon. Kent Conrad (acting chairman of the committee)
presiding.

Present: Senator Conrad.

STATEMENT OF HON. KENT CONRAD. U.S. SENATOR FROM NORTH
DAKOTA

Senator CONRAD. If we could bring this hearing to order.
If people could please be seated, we could have a chance to begin

this hearing.
As you know, this is a Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

hearing on the reauthorization of the Tribally Controlled Commu-
nity College Assistance Act of 1978.

Good morning. I would like to welcome everyone to this morn-
ing's hearing.

Today we are here to discuss the reauthorization of the Tribally
Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978, the princi-
pal mechanism through which tribal community colleges receive
Federal funding each year.

Two bills have been introduced in the Senate to address this
year's reauthorization. The first simply reauthorizes current law.
The second, which I introduced on March 1, doubles the Federal
endowment contribution to the colleges. It is clear that tribal col-
leges cannot hope to become financially stable until they identify
funding sources that don't depend on the fibeal whims and con-
straints of the Feder al Government. Building endowments now will
help lead to that stability.

[Text of S. 2167 and S. 2213 follows]

(1)

k.)



101ST CONGRESS
21) SESSION
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S. 2167
To reauthorize the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of

1978 and the Navajo Community College Act.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEBRUARY 22 (legislative day, JAN0AnY 23), 1990

Mr. McCAIN (for himself, Mr. INOUYE. Mr. DASCIILE, Mr. CONRAD, Mr. BUR-

DICK, Mr. MCRKOR'SKI. Mr. DECONCINI, and Mr. GORTON) introduced the

foltming bill; %%Inch was read mice and referred to the Select Committee on

Indian Affairs

A BILL
To reauthorize the Tribally Controlled Community College As-

sistance Act of 1978 and the Navajo Community College

Act.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United states of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION I. TRIBALLY CONTROLLED COMMUNITY COLLEGES.

4 (a) GRANT PROGRAMS.Subse;n (a) of section 110

5 of the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance

6 Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1810(0) is ame ded by striking out

7 "1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990" each place it appears and

8 inserting in lieu thereof "1990, 1991, and 1992'.
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2

1 (b) ENDOWMENT PEOGRAM.Section 306 of the Trib-

2 ally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978

3 (25 U.S.C. 1836) is amended by striking out "1987, 1988,

4 1989, and 1990" and inserting in lieu thereof "1990, 1991,

5 and 1992".

6 SEC. 2. NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE.

7 Paragraph (1) of section 5(a) of the Navajo Community

8 College Act (25 U.S.C. 640c-1) is amended by striking out

9 "1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990" and inserting in lieu thereof

10 "1990, 1991, and 1992".

'At,: IS

7
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To increase the Federal contribution to the Tribally Controlled Community
College Endowment Program.

IN THE SENATE OP THE UNITED STATES

%Hell I (legislatie day, JAst,AnY 23), 1990
Mr. CONRAD (for himself, Mr, Bonn, Mr. MCCAIN, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. DECos-

(ma, and Mr. DAson,E) introduced the following bill; which was read twice
and iderred to the Select Committee on Indian Affairs

A BILL
To increase the Federal contribution to the Tribally Controlled

Community College Endowment Program.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That title III of th;, Tribally Controlled Comnmnity College

4 Assistance Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1831, et seq.) is amend-

5 ed
(1) by inserting "haff of" after "equal to" in see-

7 tion 302(b)(2)(E),

(2) by striking out "an epal amount of Federal

9 capital contribution" in section 302(b)(4) and inserting
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2

1 in lieu thereof "an amount of Federal capital contribu-

tion equal to twice the amount of such withdrawal",

3 (3) by inserting "twice" after "equal to" in sec-

4 tion 305 each place it appears,

5 (4) by striking out "$350,000" in section 305(a)

6 and inserting in Feu *hereof 1750,000", and

(5) by striking out, "$5,000,000 for each of the

8 fiscal years 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990" in section

9 300(a) and inserting in lieu thereof "$10,000,000 for

10 each of the fiscal years 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, and

11 1994".
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As 1 have stated on the Senate floor more than once, the impact
of tribal colleges on the social and educational fabric of Indian res-
ervations is absolutely undeniable. I have seldom seen institutions
accomplish as much, and with such limited resources, as do tribal
colleges.

In 1981, per-pupil funding for tribal colleges was $3,100. Howev-
er, by 1989, it had dropped to $1,964less than 50 percent of what
a smali State institution would receive in equivalent appropria-
tions, and less than one-sixth the funding per student provided, for
example, to Howard University in Washington, DC.

Last year, I had the privilege of addressing the graduation at
Turtle Mountain Community College. That experience made a last-
ing impression on me. What impressed me was the obvious impact
Turtle Mountain Community College had on the self esteem of its
graduates. What impressed me was the evident contribution of the
college to developing the economy of the reservation, and develop-
ing the minds, skills, and values of its students.

I have been told that Indian students who first attend a 2-year
tribal community college are more likely to complete a 4-year col-
lege degree than those who enter college straight out of high
school. That speaks to the value of these institutions in improving
the educational achievements of Indian students.

These are exciting times for tribal colleges. The recent report by
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has pro-
vided important insight into the value of these institutions. The
Select Committee on Indian Affairs has requested full funding for
the colleges$5,820 per student and $5 million for the endow-
mentfor the coming fiscal year. And an increasing number of pri-
vate foundations are investing in the future of Indian education.

Tribal colleges are beginning to receive the attention that they
clearly deserve. I am particularly proud of the four title I colleges
in North DakotaStanding Rock, Fort Berthold, Little Hoop, and
Turtle Mountainall of which are now fully accredited. And while
it is not funded under the Act, I also wish to acknowledge the
many contributions being made by United Tribes Technical Col-
lege.

Today, w,.. will not only hear testimony about the contributions
already being made by tribal colleges, but also about how to change
the current authorization in a way that will most effectively aid
tribal colleges in their mission.

Today we will hear from the Bureau of Indian Affairs [BIM
tribal and non-tribal educators, students, and tribal leaders. We
will also hear why private foundations are providing financial sup-
port to the colleges.

I would like to thank all of our witnesses br being here today.
Before we begin, I would just like to stress, once again, the pro-

found commitment that I have developed after watching firsthand
the contributions that the tribal community colleges are making.
All of us know that Indian Country has suffered through some very
difficult times. Over the last decade, the level of support has been
constantly declining. The levels of unemployment, suffering, and
hurt on our Indian reservations has grown.
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We have a positive obligation to help, and I can think of no
better way to help than to concentrate on the future. The future
lies with education.

I wish my colleagues in the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs could have been with me that day when I was at Turtle
Mountain Community College for the graduation. The look in the
eyes of those students who were graduatingthe very evident self-
pride, the sense that they could make a differencewas so clear
that I think it would have persuaded all of my colleagues that we
ought to do what I am proposing this year, to double the level of
the endowment for the community colleges. That would be a good
beginning to start emphasizing the educational opportunities that
exist in Indian Country.

That's what this hearing is all about--to focus on the opportuni-
ty and the future.

First we will start with an initial panz,l, panel I, that will include
Stanley Shepherd, the senior program associate of the Bush Foun-
dationas I am reading your names, please come up to the podium
and the witnet.s tableRobert Sul liver director, special projects,
North Dakota State University, and Jt. 'ph McDonald, president,
Salish Kootenai College, Pablo, MT.

I want to welcome the panel. I want to indicate to the people
that are here in the audience that this is an official hearing of the
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affa7rs and that we will con-
duct this hearing just as we would any official hearing in Washing-
ton, DC. The same rules will apply here as would apply if we were
in the Nation's Capitol.

With that, let me welcome the first panel, and call on Mr. She-
pard, again, the senior program associate of the Bush Foundation.

Welcome Mr. Shepard.

STM'EM ENT OF STANLEY SHEPARD. SENIOR I'ROGRAM
ASSOCIATE. THE BUSII FOUNDATION. BISMARCK. ND

Mr. SHEPARD. Thank you.
As I uncle.. ;tend it, our remarks are tuned to about 5 minutes

apiece. Is that correct?
Senator CONRAD. That is correct. Your complete written state-

ment will appear in the record as if gives in full. And if you could
summarize that statement, we would be most appreciative.

Mr. SHEPARD. Let me just say a few remarks about the organiza-
tion that I represent.

The Bush Foundat;on is located in Saint Paul, MN. It is a pri-
vate grant-making organization of the same type as the Ford Foun-
dation, Carnegie Corporation, and so forth. Mr. Bush, after whom
our Foundatian is named, was one of the founders of the 3M Com-
pany in Saint Paul, and our Foundation is based on the money that
he left when he passed away.

About 50 percent of the money that the Bush Foundation gives
away goes to education. We do support other program areas such
as human services, health, the arts, and so forth, but our primary
emphasis is in education. And within education, I think it's fair to
say that the primary emphasis is in higher educationcolleges and
universities.
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We call ourseives a regional foundation, which means that we
don't make grants all over the United States, or internationally.
We concentrate on a three State areaMinnesota, North Dakota,
and South Dakota. We do have a couple of programs that are ex-
ceptions to that, and one of those is our grant for Indian tribal col-
leges. I will tell you more about that in 1 minute. But primarily we
are a three State foundation.

I wish that I could tell you that our support for Indian colleges
materialized out of our own foresight and thinking, but it really
didn't. I think we first learned about them as a result of a request
that came to us from one of the tribal colleges about 1:3 or 14 years
ago. We were really unaware that such institutions existed. But
over the course of the last 14 years, I have personallyand some of
my colleagues have joined mevisited a number of the tribal col-
leges and our Foundation Board has committed itself to very en-
thusiastic aid sincere support, to the extent that we're able, for
the tribal colleges. So far that support limited to the fully accred-
ited collegesa judgment made by our Board, which I guess could
be debatable, but nonetheless, those are the ground rules as of the
moment.

Bush Foundation support takes two forms. The most common
type of grant that we have made to the tribal colleges, and will
continue to make, is support for what we call raculty development.
This simply means that Bush moneygenerally in the ration of
about $25,000 a yearcan Ix used by the colleges to support vari-
ous types of activities engaged in by fficu:ty members designed to
improve their own teaching abilities, improve their courses, and
design new curriculum segments for the Lallege, but primarily the
money is designed to help the cr,culty members.

Many of you in this room wno are faculty members I know have
participated in some of those things. Our feeling wiz that geo-
graphically these colleges are located rather far away from urban
sites. The opportunity for faculty members to go to a University,
take time off in the summer, and engage in profes,ional develop-
ment are limited. Therefore, it was our hope that this extra tyrie of
money from our Foundation would be helpful in those respects.

The other form of Bush Foundation support is less frequent, but
occasionally we do support some of the tribal colleges in the Dako-
tas in capital hnprovements. We helped repair a roof down at
Standing Rock, so Dave Archambault would not get wet when it
rained. We also helped to build a clasFroorn building out in Pine
Ridge in South Dakota, as well as others. But the primary empha-
sis of our Foundation in its grant-makiog has been in faculty devel-
opment.

I guess the final comment I would make is that about 3 years ago
our Board concluded that the contribution that these colleges were
making to Indian people throughout the Nation was so signifi-
cantand our Board was so enthusiastic about thc kind of support
that we were providingthat we broke out of our regional limits
and decided to support accredited tribally controlled colleges wher-
ever they existed. They didn't have to be just in Minnesota and the
two Dakotas. We would look at the proposals of accredited colleges,
wherever they were. As a result, we have made about three or four
grants outside of those regions.
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In summary, I would say that our Foundation has attempted to
provide some private money to your institutions for purposes above
and beyond what public support has been used for. We don't get
into the business of paying the light bills, support fact.lty salaries,
and things like that. That's the core operating support which, for
the most part, comes from the Federal Government, but it was our
hope that a little injection of private money for additiona' things
like faculty development, professional development, and an occa-
sional capital grant could be helpful to these institutions.

I appreciate the opportunity to have been invited here to testify,
and I will answer any questions that anybody ha:).

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Shepard appears in appendix.]
Senator CONRAD. Thank you very much, Mr. Shepard.
We will handle the panel as we typically do in Washington. We

will go through the full panel, and then open it up for questions to
all of the members of the panel so that we have a chance to get
additional views.

Next we'll hear from Robert Sullivan, the director of special
projects of North Dakota State University.

Welcome, Bob.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT SULLIVAN. DIRECTOR. SPECIAL
PROJECTS. NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY. FARGO, ND

Mr. SULLIVAN. Senator Conrad, other panel members, and
guestscan you all hear?

My remarks are based on approximately 20 years experience of
working with the reservations in both Dakotas and Montana, and
working with the AIHEC schools since their inception.

I was going to address three topics, one of which was the overall
impact of the colleges on the reservation, but the Senator has al-
ready spoken so eloquently on that, that I am going to have to skip
over that part.

The second topic is what the colleges have meant to post-second-
ary education, on the reservations, and the third topic is what they
have meant to economic development.

With respect to the first, part of my testimony, I think you can
really sum it up very quicklyand I think that the college presi-
dents that are here will agree with methe Indian Community
College Act of 1978 is probably the most significant feat of Federal
Legislation since the 19S.. Indian Reorganization Act. It has literal-
ly changed the reservations.

In light of what the Senator was saying, I would strongly urge
that every member of the Senate Select Committee on Indian Af-
fairs spend 2 or 3 days at one of these community collegs on any
of the reservations, because it is a very inspiring experience. You
will see people that have never had anything. These a-. ?. people in
their late thirties and forties, single parents, who go back to that
coliege, end up with an associate degree, and in many cases will go
on to another four year school and get a bachelor degree.

The colleges have revitalized the reservations as a whole. There
is a change, a sense of hope which I do not believe was there
before.
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They are also a symbol of the future for the tribes.
From the standpoint of post-secondary education, and what these

colleges have meant to the reservations, it would be only a slight
exaggeration to say that post-secondary education actually began
on the Indian reservations with the tribal community colleges. To
be sure, some reservation Indian people sought post-secondary edu-
cation at outside institutions in earlier years. But lack of money,
family obligations, cultural alienation, and other barriers greatly
limited their number. And even among the few who enrolled in
those outside institutions, the ccmbination of culture shock and in-
adequate primary and secondaiv preparation meant that even
fewer were successful.

The advent of the tribal colleges changed this situation dramati-
cally. The colleges brought post-secondary education to the reserva-
tions. They provided opportunities to people who were either
unable or very reluctant to go elsewhere. They provided an Indian
context for the educational process. And they also provided not
only personalized attention, but the comprehensive remedial work
their enrollees needed to ovt.rcome their inadequate earlier school-
ing.

The results have been striking. Not only are the tribal colleges
now enrolling approximately 10,000 Indian peoplemany of whom
first earned General Equivalency Diplomasthey are graduating
700 to 800 annually. The majority graduate with two year associate
degrees, but a substantial number graduate from Sinte Gleska and
Oglala Lakota with bachelors degreesand Sinte Gleska is also ac-
credited for the Master's in Education.

But perhaps the most ipressive statistic is that nearly 30 per-
cent of the students receiving associate degrees or vocational certif-
icates from their tribal colleges go on to pursue more advanced,
specialized degrees at outside institutions. And unlike past times,
the great majority of these tribal college graduates who transfer to
an outside institution following their work at a tribal college are
successful in obtaining a four year or more advanced degree.

What happens to all of these tribal college graduates after the
completion of their post-secondary education? An overwhelming
majority are fully employed, either on their reservation or else-
where. Indeed, unemployment rates among the tribal college grad-
uatesassociate, certificate, or four year degreeaverage only 15
percentand even the 15 percent is made up predominantly of
people who have just completed their education. This employment
outcome speaks for itself when it is compared with overall reserva-
tion unemployment rates ranging from 50 to 85 percent.

Furthermore, the production of degreed graduates is only part of
the tribal college's role in Indian post-secondary education. The col-
leges are also very active in providing supplemental courses and
training for the Indian population across the reservations, supple-
mental training which is often linked to improving the individual's
employment situation. Likewise, they have been directly responsi-
ble for the development and implementation of training programs
in connection with reservation economic developmentabout
which more will be said flu ther on. In other words, to repeat what
was said earlier, fie tribal colleges have had a major impact on
every aspect of reservation iife.
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The relationship between the tribal colleges and the State sys-
tems of higher education in their respective States appears to be
excellent. I can testify directly to this fact with respect to the two
Dakotas and Montana. And I have no information which indicates
that the situation is any different in those other States where
tribal colleges are located.

The state institutions in the Dakotas and Montana, including the
graduate institutions, have a variety of linkages with the tribal col-
leges. Among other things, arrangements have been developed be-
tween the tribal colleges and the State institutions which permit
the full articulation of tribal college courses and programs with
those of two and four year State institutions. Likewise, joint efforts
are going forward currently to develop specialized two year associ-
ate curricniums in, for example, pre-engineering and pre-business
degrees that will enable associate degree graduates of the tribal
colleges to transfer into the professional programs at the universi-
ties with no loss of time, that is, at the junior level.

Likewise, here in North Dakota, the State system is in the proc-
ess of implementing a unique faculty exchange proL,ram with the
four North Dakota tribal colleges.

More examples of the relationships between the tribal colleges
and Stec, institutions c)uld be offered; Montana and Montana
State universities have a number of very close linkages with the
various tribal colleges in Montana.

But since time is limited, I would simply like to state that, speak-
ing from the standpoint of the State system of 'higher education, I
believe that the tribal colleges have proved to be the critical link
that was needed to ensure that the Indian people have the opportu-
nity to take advantage of the public system of higher education in
the United States. I can also state that my opinion is shared by
university colleagues, and the Commissioner's Office in the North
Dakota system of higher education.

The tribal colleges have likewise become a key player in the eco-
nomic development process on their respective reservations. Clear-
ly, it would be impossible to overestimate the importance of their
continuing role in developing a well trained and educated reserva-
tion work force. Over the last 20 years the reservations where
tribal colleges are in place have become much more attractive as
potential locations for outside concerns.

They have likewise witnessed indigenous manufacturing develop-
ment, e.g., at the Turtle Mountain and Fort Peck Inaian reserva-
tions. This is not to say that economic development has become
easy for the tribal college reservations; they still suffer the disad-
vantages inherent in remote locations But a better educated work
force and the presence-of a tribal college able to provide specialized
work force train;ng as needed has substantially enhanced their eco-
nomic development opportunities.

At the same time, it should be noted that the tribal colleges 'con-
tribution to reservation economic development is not limited to im-
proving the quality of the overall reservation work force or the pro-
vision of specialized training in connection with specific new reser-
vation enterprises. The colleges have also provided many of their
local people with t:1e education and training they need to improve
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their employment situation, their income, and the quality of their
lives.

Two year programs in business and middle level management
have enabled local Indian small business people to improve their
operations, and they have enabled other Indian persons to establish
small business ent-erpris,,,s. Curriculums in land management and
farming and ranching have made very substantial contrinutions to
improving the economies of' the Plains reservations.

In a number of instances, the tribal colleges have taken lead
roles in enhancing the local economy, e.g., Standing Rock Commu-
nity College, whose agricultural curriculums and proactive stance
have had a major impact on the local farming and ranching econo-
my. In other instances, the colleges have spearheaded efforts to de-
velop new types of economic enterprises. The Blackfeet Community
College, for example, is working closely with the tribal leadership
to assume the management and further development of what is
currently a Federally funded Indian museum in . ,-owning, Mon-
tana, with the expected outcome being to substantially enhance
tribal income from Glacier Park tourism. Or again, the Fort Peck
Community College ii, leading a tribal effort to develop a major fa-
cility for .he commercial production of mushrooms.

In short, the colleges have become very ir-portant providers of
technical assistance and leadership to their tribes in areas ranging
fron economic planning to the analysis of potential tribal ventures.
Many of ,he tribal college presidents in this rooi -1 today are active
members of !le respective tribes 'economic development Commit-
tees.

What does this mean for the economies of the States, or, for that
matter, the Federal economy? Reservation economic development
contributes directly to the economies of their respective states and
to the Federal treasury. Indian people who are working are paying
taxes; they are not receiving welfare. Indian people who are work-
ing are likewise contributing directly to the economies of their
St-tes, since the majority of their earnings will be spent in non-
Indian institutions. Furthermore, the contributions of reservation
economic development to State economies and to the Federal treas-
ury can be expected to continue growing.

Can all of this be attributed to the tribally-controlled colleges?
No. But in my opinionand this opinion ;s based on years of reser-
vation experienceby far the largest part of it can. The tribal col-
leges have succeeded in creating a positive sum game. The better
they do, the better the reservations do, the better the State does,
and the better the Federal treasury does.

Senator Conrad, this concludes my test:mony.
Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Sullivan appears in appendix.]
Senator CONRAD. Thank you very much.
Next we wiil hear from President Joseph McDonald of Salish

Kootenqi College. I hope that I'm pronouncing that correctly.

I I

-
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH McDONALD, PRESMENT, SALISH
KOOTENAI COLLEGE, BISMARCK, ND

Mr. MCDONALD. That is very g-od. You do a lot better than some
of the people in Missoula.

4 Senator CONRAD. Welcome.
Mr. MCDONALD. Thank you, Senator, and thank you for the op-

portunity to testify, and for having this hearing here where our
students, faculty, and Board members can participate and view the
legislative process. I commend you for that.

I am to talk about the Carnegie Report. Dr. Boyer could not be
here, so I hope to review that for you.

Dr. Ernest Boyer and the Carnegie Foundation for the Aavance-
ment of Teaching do very outstanding work, and they ha re com-
pleted a report called the Report on Tribal Colleges. We are de-
lighted about the report and the posit? veness of the report.

Because they had the Carnegie Foundation do that is great for
us. The Carnegie Foundation is the most prominent voice in the
Nation in educational research and in reporting. They are sort of
like the E.F. Hutton ad, only when Dr. Earnest Boyer talks, the
whole field of education stops and listens.

Dr. Boyer got acquainted with the tribal colleges when he was
the head of the Department of Education whei1 it was part of the
HEWthe Health, Education, and Welfare Department during
the Carter Administration. He helped us by urging President
Carter tc; sign the legislation after Congress passed it.

The Foundation spent well over 2 years with the study- -formu-
lating the study, doing the research and doing the writing. The
report legitimizes what the tribal colleges are doing and what we
say we have been doing. The researchers visited my campusas
they did the other eampusesviewed the classes in progress, met
with boards, htterviewed students and community members, and
they really saw firsthand what is really going on in tribal colleges.

The report announces to the higher edacatIon community that
tribal colleges deserve to be legitimate members of that higher edu-
cation family. Jt announces this to all of them.

We are serving a minority populaticn in our Nation that was
previously not rer..ched. I know that you're concerned about the
future of the United States. Education forecasters warn us of the
huge ground swell forming of an under educated, unmotivated,
permanent underclass. If this ground swell is allowed to grow in
the United States, it will endanger the future of our Country eco-
nomically and socially. because by the year 2000, forecaeters t-ill us
that three Jut of every four jobs is going to take some education
beyond high school.

The tribal colleges hal e all the potential within them to keep the
Indian people moving ahead and not being a part of this predicted
permanent underclass. We can help the Nation to continue to be a
world leader economically, socially, and environmentally.

In the report, Dr. Boyer wrote
Poday 24 higher learning institutions, founded and controlled by Indians, are

serving Native communities from Michigan to Washington State While most of
these colleges are no more th m a decade olda blink in time for higher educa-
tionthey have undergone dromatic growth, expanding and gaining reconition in
sme of conditions others would regard as impossible.
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The researchers were continually struck with the way that the
tribal colleges could cope with very little resources. They found sal-
aries were very lowas our President told us this morning, we
take a vow of poverty when we go into the tribal collegeslibraries
were terribly underfunded, and administrators struggled daily with
financial crises. But it was their finding, despite all of these condi-
tions, that the tribal colleges have not only managed to stay alive,
but they have also managed to expand their services and creatively
serve the students in their communities.

They found that the very heart of the tribal college movement
was the commitment by the Indian people to reclaim their cultural
heritage.

Upon completion of the study, the Foundation summarized their
findings as follows. First they found that tribal colleges establish a
learning environment that encourages participation by, and builds
self-confidence in, students who have come to view failure as the
norm. Second, tribal colleges celebrate and help sustain the rich
Native American traditions. Third, tribal colleges provide essential
services that enrich the communities surrounding them. And
fourth, the colleges are often centers for research and scholarship.

We just completed our accreditation process last year and got
reaccredited for 10 years. In the report, the chairman of the Visita-
tion Committee wrote that she was totally amazed at the amount
of research that went on in our collegethe economic and social
researchthat we're doing on behalf of the tribe.

The report made 10 recommendations, and I am just going to go
over the two that affect the Federal Government.

The Foundation recommends that the Federal Government ade-
quately support tribal colleges by providing the full funding au-
thorized by Congress, in which you have said that your committee
has m,-...:d forward to help us attain. Specifically, it recommends
that the $5,820 authorized per student be appropriated and that,
from this point on, Federal appropriations keep pace so that we
don't fall behind. Dr. Sullivan has pointed out that we've fallen
behind in this first 10 years.

It urges that the libraries, science laboratories, and classroom fa-
cilities at each tribal college be significantly improved through
Federal appi opriations. It also proposes that Foundations help im-
prove facilities at tribal colleges. And it specifically recommends
that the Fedel al Government appropriate funds for construction so
that by the year 2000 every college has an adequate plan to fulfill
its educational obligations.

The report recommends that national awareness and advocacy
programs for tribal colleges be strengthened.

It goes on to list some other recommendations that will be in the
report.

I would like, at this time, to thank you very much. The members
of the Higher Education Consortium feel that the report accurately
reports what is actually going on with the tribal colleges and the
recommendations accurately portray the needs of the college.

Thank you very much for allowing me the time to present this.
[Prepared statement of Mr. McDonald appears in appendix.]
Senator CONRAD. Thank you very much, Mr. McDonald.
May I address the first question to you?
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Can you tell me, from your vantage point, what is the single
most important contribution that is being made by the tribal col-
leges to Indian country? If you had to single out something and say
that it was the most important thing, what would it be?

Mr. MCDONALD. I would say hope because it provides there-
gardless of where the student is coming from, whether coming
right out of high school, a recovering alcoholic, a new single head
of household, a recent widowerit provides them an opportunity to
get some education to begin to qualify for these jobs that are going
to require the additional training that we see in the future. This
gives them that hope.

Senator CONRAD. Can you just briefly tell us, what did the Carne-
gie Foundation find? What is central to the conclusion that tribal
community colleges are very important institutions? If you were to
sum up the findings of the Carnegie foundation, what would that
be?

Mr. MCDONALD. The report said that the heart of the tribal col-
lege movement is a commitment by Native Americans to reclaim
their cultural heritage. They found out that was really the heart.
The cultural eradication that we had which took place in the 19th
century is really important to try to reclaim and bring back so that
we can have a foundation to go forward from so that we know who
we are, and where we came from. We can then practice our cul-
ture, have a good positive self-esteem and move forward from
there.

Senator CONRAD. Isn't that really the heart of itmy reading of
it ispeople's views of themselves, if they have self-esteem, feel
good about themselves, feel good about their heritage and feel that
it is respected, then they are more able to respect themselves and
have a better chance of being successful and being productive.

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes; very much so.
Senator CONRAD. Mr. Sullivan, would you want to comment on

that question? You have a long involvement
Mr. SULLIVAN. I would agree with Joe, first of all, that hope is

the critical thing, and there is a future. But I think that it is also
it is not just the people in the colleges. This change has permeated
down through primary and secondary education. Education has
become, in fact, something that men and women do. It is not just
kind of there.

People that went off to distant schools, even though they suc-
ceeded, were not role models because they weren't around. Now
what you have are educational role models for little kids. I think
that's critical. I would agree completely with Joe that hope is the
critical thing if you want to look at the abstract.

Senator CONRAD. Bob, let me ask you, we've had a chance to
review the BIA testimony and they say in that testimony that the
Tribal Community College Assistance Act was never intended to be
the sole source of funds for tribal colleges, what would be your re-
action to that?

Mr. SULLIVAN. All I can say is that that is ridiculous. There is no
public education institution that starts off with seed money and
gradually becomes self-supporting. That is nonsense. If you wanted
to look at seed money at all, you might say that tribes have put in
a little bit of' seed moneywhat little they had, most of which do
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not have any. But the Community College Actmy understanding
of itis that it is identical to what a State would be putting into
their system of higher education. It is like State appropriations,
but it's from the Federal Government. And we have to have our
State appropriation every year, or we would close our doors. You
cannot do it all with tuition. You can't collect that much because
people don't have it.

Senator CONRAD. So the basic notionI mean it is a s,..ggestion
almostthat we put a Federal infusion in there to get them going.
And that's what we've been seeing. We have been seeing a steady
declinea rather sharp decline, as a matter of factin Federal
support to these institutions to the very part of our society that
needs the most help.

Mr. Suu . AN. Yes, right.
Senator CONRAD. It is realty hard to understand.
Let me ask Mr. Shepard, what is the reason that your board has

developed such a commitment to these colleges? If you were to sum
up, what is the most important thing that the Board feels is occur-
ring at these colleges?

Mr. SHEPARD. I think there was a feeling on the part of the
board, as we looked at our work in supporting higher education,
that our money was not necessarily providing 10 or 15 years ago as
much help for minority education as we would have liked. I think
that it's fair to say that within our three State region, the Indian
people are the largest minority, and they were not being served
very well, as far as we could see.

Regular 4-year institutions were doing their best, but as Bob
pointed out, the cultural differences when people came from the
reservations and entered these institutions were such that a lot of
them did not stay and went back. I guess our feeling is that these
tribal colleges provide, probably, the best and most significant as-
sistance in terms of education and an opportunity to break out of
the cycle of poverty, along with many other things such as jobless-
ness. that are on the reservations.

By supporting them, we are helping the colleges have an impact
on improving the lives of that very significant minority.

Senator CONRAD. Let me ask you a very specific question. The
bill that I have introduced would provide $2 for every $1 that
would come from a private ..ource up to $10 million of Federal as-
sistance for endowment's. In your judgment, would that kind of in-
crease from the Federa 1 Government provide an additional incen-
tive to Founautions?

Mr. SHEPARD. When you use the word "endowment" are you
saying that the Federal money would be targeted for an Endow-
ment Fund for each of these colleges, money that would be invest-
ed?

Senator CONRAD. Yes
Mr. SHEPARD. I see.
Well, I think the otion of a matching grant a two to one

match from the FedE-al Governmentas a chalhnge to private
sources is one that usually works. I think Foundations have differ-
ent attitudes toward Endowment Funds. Many Foundations will
say, "We are the endowment. We are not simply in business to
transfer our money over to some other institution and let them
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invest it." So while the notion is a good one, and probably worth
trying, I think it is probably not going to work in every case with
every Foundation, but neither does anything else.

Senator CONRAD. All right. Thank you very much.
Any last comment by any member of this panel. We would be

happy to have the opportunity for you to express any additional
feeling that you may have.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Senator, I would like to reiterate the cruciality of
trying to increase the title on appropriation. Without that, even
the reauthorized election, it will eventually turn into nothing. The
colleges are being penalized for success. The reason the allocation
for Fr has dropped so far is because the colleges have kept growing
and are enrolling more people. The better they do, the leis money
they get. And finally that comes apart. You can just cut corners,
and expect people to work 60 hours a week so long, and then you're
dead.

Senator CONRAD. All right.
Mr. Shepard.
Mr. SHEPARD. One short question. You have referred on a couple

of occasions to your colleagues on the Senate Select Committee on
Indian Affairs. To the extent that you can speak for them, do your
colleagues share your enthusiasm?

Senator CONRAD. I think the fact that the committee reported
out full funding for the colleges for this year, $5,820 per student,
when they are getting $1,964that is a threefold increase--speaks
volumes about the commitment of my colleagues on the Select
Committee on Indian Affairs .

I also might add, on a bipartisan basis, that I am very pleased
that my colleague Senator McCain from Arizona joined me in a
hearing for the overall appropriations for Indian country, and I
think it is fair to say that we delivered quite a stern message to the
BIA with respect to the request that was made on behalf of Indian
country. I do not know what could be more clear as you travel
around this State and go to the reservations and see 80 percent to
85 percent unemployment, high levels of alcoholism, and absolute
despair, that those communities are in need of additional assist-
ance.

What kind of assistance will pay the greatest dividend? What
can do something about breaking this cycle of pain? I think that
many of us have concluded that education is the future.

Bob talked about the positive role model and a sense of hope, and
a sense that there was a future. My own conviction is that these
tribal colleges have been doing more than any other thing that I
have seen to break the psychology. When you find something that's
working, you ought to put your shoulder to the wheel and try to
make certain that they have sufficient resources to get the job
done.

The numbers are so dramatic$3,100 in 1981 per pupil. That
would be equivalent to $4,800 today. What are they getting? In
1989 less than $2,000less than half on a fair comparison basis.
And this is the greatest hope that we have for the future. It makes
no sense. It makes absolutely no sense.

Somehow v have the money to go take bushel loads of cash over
to Japan and pay their military bills, suitcases of money to pay Eu-
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rope's military bills, and we don't have enough money to deal with
one of the most acute problems that we fn.- 1,ere at home. It just
doesn't make sense.

Again, I want to thank this panel very much for your contribu-
tion.

I will now call the next panel, David Archambault, president,
Standing Rock College, and also president, American Indian
Higher Education Consortium, Twila Martin-Kekahbah, tribal
chairperson, Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewas, Edward Lone
Fig Ir., tribal chairman of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
Robert Moore, preside-t, AIHEC Student Congress, and Laurence
Gishey, president, Navajo Community College.

I want to welcome this panel. Thank you very much for your at-
tendance and participation here today.

Again, I would ask that you sumnt4rize your testimony. Your
full written statement will be mad, a part of the record as if given.

Again, we very much appreciate you being with us today.
We will start with David Archambault, president of Standing

Rock College, and president of the American Indian Higher Educa-
tion Consortium.

STATEMENT OF DAVID ARCHAMBAULT, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION CONSORTIUM. ANV PRESIDENT,
STANDING ROCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. ARCHAMBAULT. Senator, I want to thank you for making this
hearing available at this time. I too, as Joe said, think we have a
little temporary reservation here this weekend.

As you can see, this is a big event for AIHEC, and we have wall
to wall Indians in about every room here. It's a good feeling. This
is a time of a lot of festivities for us, and we have a lot of activities
going on, and I'm happy to see that we have the number of people
here interested in what is going on here. This process is very im-
portant to us and is vital for our future. To understand the politi-
cal process is vital. I think everybody here is getting a learning ex-
perience, as am I. This is the first time that I have ever provided
testimony. So, here we go.

Senator CONRAD. You are doing great so far.
Mr. ARCHAMBAULT. For the record, I wotlid just like to bring note

to some chronology that I think is important to bring out, and that
is that there was a report done in 1968 called the Kennedy Report.
It was a need to look into the issue of Indian education and the
problems that were there. The investigation took place over a
couple of years. There were field hearings just like this one, and a
lot of testimony was given.

Anyway, overall the investigation of the Kennedy Report came
out that Federal policy toward Indian education was a complete
failure. It had completely failed in what it was trying to achieve.

Some of the recommendationsit was a very lengthy report with
many volumes, and many hours of testimony given--but basically
it was recommended that Indians needed creative and innovative
programs to address the needs of India% education.

Another important aspect that came out of it was that Indians
should begin controlling their own affairs. Resulting from those
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recommendationsthere was a lot of other things, butin 1972 an
Indian Education Act came out. That was sponsored, passed, and
has done a lot.

I think there is a lot of benefit that we see in Indian country and
in Indian schools, and that there are programs that are given how
that address the needs of Indian kids in education.

Also the Self Determination Act of 1976 was passed si.,,ing that
Indian people deserve the right to conduct their own affairs, seek
to recognize their needs, and address them. I think culminating
from that reportin Congress there was a move showing what
Congress would do and allow.

But what I think really came out of this was that we have lead-
ers who have taken lead from there and took a look at needs of
Indians on reservations, and that being the need of having a post-
secondary education on our reservations.

These leaders. Lionel Bordeaux being one, and we have Car li
Minett, there is just several of them here that worked hard at get-
ting a law. I think this is the best lawthis Tribally Controlled
Community College Assistance Actis the best example that Con-
gress has of what Indian people can do if left up to their own to
devise what is best for themselves. It was, again, a law that was
derived by Indian people, for Indian people, and is affecting and
making a lot of successors for Indian people.

In regard to what it has done :or us. I can only speak of what I
feel is the importance of reauthorizing the Act, and that is in
regard to sovereignty. I think as nations we are diversewe repre-
sent several different nations, but we still are very proud of who
we are. and this is one of the best vehicles for Indian country, and
on reservations, that we have these institutionspart o: their mis-
sion statement is that they preserve and protect the culture of the
nation where they are residing.

With that, in turn, I think agaiu that this is spoken by other
people here, and this is that what we are trying to dowe have
that in our mission to preserve and protect our culture, but we also
want to help the people that are there. Again, in building this
strength and pride in our people and then giving them the skills,
we then become productive people, and that is nothing more than
what we want. That is something that is very important to us. We
want to be, in the most way, contributors to the State in which we
reside, and contributors to the Federal Government, rather than
being a drain.

I feel that will be evident. People are starting to realize that this
is our intention.

With regard to the reauthorization of the Bill, we do have some
heatednot heated discussion, but I guess you might term it that
in which way do we want to go with this in number of years. In
November we went with a 2-year simple reauthorization, and then
we came back again in February at our Board meeting and spent a
lot of time on this and weighed these issues to decide what was
brq for us. At that time our membership decided to go with a 4-
year reauthorization. The reason for that being that we don't have
a lot of money, and it is a very expensive proposition to be going
into Washington toI guess this is the term I heard others use
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float this so that everyone becomes aware of it so that it does not
get turned down.

We thought that using the 4-year reauthorization would give us
more time if we just offered minor amendments, and then we come
back to this hearing now and changed to go to the 2 year because
we feel that it would be best to align ourselves with the Higher
Education Act in 1992 So that's where we are now. In regards to
some of the changes that we would like to see in the reauthoriza-
tion, we are calling them m:nor technical changesthey are not
amendmentsjust minor technical changes that we feel would be
helpful in this 2-year reauthorization.

One of these which is very important to us in section 10, is that
our allocation of funds that we do receive is based on our previous
year's student count. So, for instance, if I have 250 students at my
institution, and I use that figurethat was last year's figurethen
I can use that figure to plan for this year. The systm that we are
in right nowit just does not work. We are trying to get our fig-
ures together, and it is changing. We get three payments, one in
November, usually one in March, and one in May or June.

We'd like to just use the previous year's count and get it all at
once. That's the next change that we'd like to see, if that's possible.
If we got all the money up front then we could use that money as
we see fit. It seems to me that people think that Indian people
can't manage their money. I think the United States Llovernment
is probably the most guilty of not being able to watch their budget,
yet they always point to the Indian people and say that we can't
watch our spending. So tha :s one of the minor technical changes
that we'd like to see.

Again, the $5,820 level is very crucial to us. We have just fore-
gone so many things and cut so many corners, if we were to get
that, it would just help us address the backlog of needs that we
have. I'm really happy to see that the Senate Select Committee on
Indian Affairs is supporting us with that.

Another thing that we would like to seethere is some colleles
that have received some Snyder Act money, and we'd just like to
see that language strengthened sl that those colleges that have re-
ceived it in the past can receive it again in the future. Again, any-
thing we can get in these colleges we can use and will spend
wisely.

I guess that is the main thing, that we see that this is gie best
speat money that the Federal Government can spend. For every
dolla: that we get inall our budgets represent a finite figure, but
then by operating us, we get more money from other sources, so
our budgets swell. All that money doesn't come to us, it comes to
our students and it helps our reserva ion economy. So by giving us
the small amount of money that we do receive, that !s two and
three times over generated by our ability to work with the Pell
Grant. By operating, we are able to ask for grants from other Fed-
eral agencies.

You spoke of endowmentand I really appreciate that you are
supporting an increase in endowment, and of course that is very
vital to usso I will not speak to that.

In closing, I would like to say that for my comments, if you ask
.hose questions, I would like to bring up Lionel! Bordeaux, cnd Joe
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McDonald to assist me in answering any questions that you might
have. I am a fairly iiew junior member to the AIHEC ranks and
these people 'lave been there. They have fought the battles. They
know the law. Anything that you would have, I think they could
give you much better background, so at that time I would like to
call up Lionel! Bordeaux and Joe McDonald.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Archambault appears in appendix.]
Senator CONRAD. We welcome them. Please join the witness

table.
Next we will hear from Twila Martin-Rekahbah, the Chairper-

son of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewas.
Welcome Twila.

STATEMENT OF TWILA MARTIN-KEKAIIBAIL TRIBAL
CHAIRPERSON, TURTLE MOUNTAIN CHIPPEWA TRIBE

Ms. Martin-i .ekahbah. Thank you, Senator.
Gentlenum, since fiscal year 1980-1he first year for which funds

were received by the Turtle Mountain Community Collegethe col-
lege has visibly improved in all areas of operations. Clearkr without
the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act, there
would be no independent tribally controlled community college on
the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation today.

The Turtle Mountain Community College was founded in 1973
with the philosophy that "higher education for Indian peop1e can
best flourish when provided by, for, and of Indian people and that
Indian self-determination will result from Indian people so educai'-
ed with the physical and philosophical matrix of their community".
To that end, the underlying goal of the institution is to provide
quality education to all people.

In order to provide quality post-secondary education, the Turtle
Mountain Community College must have a firmly established,
stable runding base for college operations.

Without exception, every tribrl college depends on the Tribally
Controlled College Assistance Act for its primary source of oper-
ational funds.

Also. without exception, every tribal college receives other funds
from numerous other sources. Almost to the dollar, these other
sources involve Federal dollars, which have restricted, and categor-
ical spending restricLions. In addition, these other programs are
sought co.npetitively, are supplemental, are short term, and cannot
be used for the general operation of the institution.

All of the tribal colleges would like to reduce their dependency
on Federal funds. To that end, the tribal colleges are doing every-
thing possible to raise money from private sources. To be useful,
any private money raised should be stable, long term, and with the
investment available for the general operation of the institution.

The law provides for the funding of an Endowment Program, but
to this date very little funds have been appropriated for this pur-
pose. Last year our tribe awarded the Turtle Mountain Community
College $350,000 to apply toward the matching requirement of the
law. However, fiscal year 1990 appropriations did not provide for
adequate funding. As a result, the match could not be met and our
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college is losing out ot, Endowment interest, money which is essen-
tial to their long term financi.4 stability.

We all recognize that one of the most important roles of the
tribal colleges is to graduate students who can find employment or
transfer to upper division colleges and universities to earn ad-
vanced degrees in areas necessary for tribal development. 1wever,
our tribal college is taking the lead in two areas that are Uportant
to tribal development. The first of these is the contribution they
are making to economic development, and the second is the leader-
ship role they ate taking in regards to strengthening tribal cavern-
ment. Both of these strengths can be tied into literacy, a ,00l of
empowerment.

The chief function of literacy is to make us masters of the stand-
ard instrument of knowledge and communication thereby enabling
us to give and receive complex information, orally and in writing,
over time and space. Advancing technology requires all of us to use
standard written English, and the community colleges are provid-
ing that. In today's world, the dreams of tomorrow depend upon
true literacy. No modern society can hope to become a just society
without, a high level of universal literacy. Economics depond on
this.

At the Turtle Mountain reservation, we are currently dtilizing
that form of universal literacy in the areas of the Uniband oper-
ationwhich is a data processing operationthe Turtle Mountain
manufacturing plant, and the medical profession, as well as in pro-
viding two ;5ear degrees in the area of early childhood as well as
other forms of education. That ties into the universal standard of
literacy.

Universal literacy is inseparable from democracy. Having the
right to vote is meaningless if the citizen is disenfranchised by illit-
eracy or semi-illiteracy. They are condemned to poverty, powerless-
ness, and have no capability of comprehension. They do not trust
the system.

The civic importance of literacy lies in the fact that true enfran-
chisement depends upon knowledge, knowledge upon literacy, and
literacy upon cultural literacy.

An educational, sociological term I would like President Bush to
keep in mind is that c cultural literacy,. For the American Indian
population on the reservation, we must define what knowledge we
want our people to receive and for what purpose.

For exam2le, much has bet .. written within the last year regard-
ing the con uption of tribal government. Whether this is true or
not is irrelevant, as I have not yet come across a country, State, or
muipality which does not have il degree of corruption. What is
relevant to this testimony is what the tribally controlled commuoi-
ty colleges are doing in their areas in helping to stabilize tribal
government.

For example, our tribal college is t, e only educational entity on
the reservation that has deliberately made tribal government a
part of their curriculum. Over the years, through their studen0,
we have witnessed a gradual awareness of the need to have a
strong tribal government. The college has taken the responsibility
to bring issues before the people in open forums. For example, the
college is currently working with the tribal government to put
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before the people a revised constitution and by-laws. The new con-
stitution will result in a stronger Government whi.th will help to
ensure sovereignty and protection of tribal member rights.

This is called cultural literacy. We cannot have on the reserva-
tion literacy alone, but must also have cultural literacy. The com-
munity colleges are providing that form.

In conclusion, I feel that the Turtle Mountain Community Col-
lege has been, and will continue to be, the best investment and the
best alternative for our Indian people who desire a college educa-
tion.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Ms. Martin-Kekahbah appears in appen-

dix.]
Senator CONRAD. Thank you very for that excellent testi-

mony.
Next we will hear from ivlr. Edward Lone Fight, tribal chairman,

Fort Berthold Reservation.
Welcome.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD LONE FIGHT, TRIBAL CHAIRMAN. FORT
BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION

Mr. LONE FIGHT. Thank you.
[Remarks given in native tongue.]
Dave, I do not know, you said that you were sort of jittery, but I

have done these before, and I do not think it gets any easier as you
go along because it is very difficult to articulate what the tribal
policy ought to be, and to articulate the needs in such a way that
you get some direct results. So it is never, in my experience, a real
easy situation, but is always a very difficult situation.

Senator, before i. begin my talk, I would like to express my ap-
preciation on buhalf of the Three Affiliated Tribes for all the won-
derful work and the excellent leadership that you are providing the
State of North Dakota, including the members of the Three Affili-
ated Tribes. I appreciate that very much.

I also appreciate the opportunity to express some of the testimo-
ny regarding the Tribal College Bill.

In view of time constraints, I would like to summarize my
speech. I have a prepared statement that I've submitted for the
record.

There are many issues facing the Tribally Controlled Community
Colleges, fundintr, construction, and also the reauthorization of the
Act. It was very discouraging to learn that the BIA is opposing the
reauthorization of the Tribally Controlled Community College Act.
I view the College Act as one of the primary authorizations for
tribal primacy and that in order to exercise and implement the
Federal policy of self determination, the tribal colleges are very in-
tegral in that effort. In order to do that, we must have trained
members that can carry on the services currently provided by the
BIA.

I view education as a trust responsibility of the Federal Govern-
ment and I'm just going to go through some different parts of the
speech.
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I recommend that $45 million for each fiscal year for the next 5
fiscal years be appropriated for the Community College Act. This is
based on the authorized level of $5,800 Indian Student Count, and
the projected Indian Student Count would be about 7,580.

We definitely need new facilities at Fort Berthold. Our tribal col-
lege is now scattered in about five different store fronts on the
main street in New Town. We are looking at construction funds,
and I would recommend that money be appropriated at least
around $2 million in the construction provision of the Tribally Con-
trolled Community College Act. I also recommend that $70,000 or
so be appropriated in the endowment so that money can be used by
the tribal college for the operations and to develop such things as
faculty development and other needs that the tribal colleges have.

Senator, I support your bill. I hope the rest of your colleagues do
the same. I recommend the passage of S. 2213 which you intro-
duced, and also to increase the appropriations to $5 million.

The organization AIHEC has developed some long range goals
and objectives which hopefully you will include in your consider-
ation as you go through the bill.

There are many successes at the tribal colleges that I can point
to. We have just one that I would like to mention. Eldora Poitra,
from Mandari, graduated from Fort Berthold Community College
and is now a senior at Mary College, the University of Mary. She
was selected to appear in the who's who in American colleges and
universities so this is a classicor a goodexample that we can
point to and say that this is an individual that perhapsI know
that if a college was not at Fort Bertholet, that she would continue
to be dependent upon the W :fare and continue the cycle that
others have eloquently spoken about here.

This concludes my testimony, and I will be happy to answer any
questions that you may have.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Lone Fight appears in appendix.]
Senator CONRAD. Thank you very much, Chairman Lone Fight.
Next we will hear from Robert Moore, president, AIHEC Student

Congress. And, as before, when we have completed the testimony of
this panel, we will have time for questions.

Welcome.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT I). MOORE. PRESIDENT. AMERICAN
INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION CONSORTIUM STUDENT CONGRESS

Mr. MOORE. Thank you. Good afternoon, Senator, Mr. Obey, and
Mr Arnold, it is a pleasure to be here, and I am grateful to be rep-
resenting the over 10,000 students who attend tribal colleges all
across the Nation. As I look out into the audience, I see some of
them here and I would like for you to recognize them as well, and
to see their faces. If those students that are here at this Senate
hearingthis very historic moment for uswould please stand
that sv:.. might recognize you.

[Applause]
Mr. MOORE. These are students that, iii(e myself, have been

changed, or whose lives are in the process of being changed, be-
cause or their experience of going to a tribal college.

1
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In 1986, when I began my experiences at Sinte Gleska College in
Rosebud, SD, I found myself going into it very blindly. I had been
out of high school for about 6 years and was very much not into
that whole role of studying, learning, being with other people, so-
cializing, and all that accompany a higher education experience, as
I am sure you are aware.

But with the emotional support of my family, I was able to go on
and jump in there. I thought I would go into the college's business
program, go through it as quickly as I could, and go on. But wheth-
er that meant going on outside the reservation or going on within
the reservation, who knew. But I just wanted to get it over with.

During that time, I found it to be very challenging and very ex-
citing to open up a textbook or t hear an instructor give examples
of lessons, or to teach us, or to hear our Lakota studies teachers
teaching me about something that's very important as an enrolled
member of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, my heritage. That Lakota life-
style that we have all practiced, that has been practiced for hun-
dreds of years, has become a learning style, and a teaching style
for us. Those same values and cultures that are unique to all of the
institutionsthat is the teaching style, it is that culture.

At any rate, I continued on with my experience there, and I dis-
covered that I was not :Alone there. There were students there in
their twenties, thirties, and we even have a 71 year old student,
who are pursuing an education not only for personal benefit, but to
see that they become a role model for their family, friends, commu-
nity, as well as going back to their community to work, to lead, and
to be a part of a contributing society that will lead us into the 21st
century.

I know this morning, President Archambault gave a talk "1990
state of tribal colleges in the 1990's" and we see ourselves as stu-
dents carrying that even further into the 21st century as contribu-
tors to a society that will one day belong to your children and to
my children. I am excited about that.

But perhaps the most significant component of my tribal college
experience has been cultural. In every classroom experience, every
activity, every community endeavor, anything that the college is
involved with, it all focuses back and goes perspectively to the cul-
ture that is uniquely Lakota, for us. It continually amazes me that
over 100 years ago, somebody with a vision saw somebody like me
being able to allow our people to survive. But we have gone beyond
survival. We have been going into development of new areas for
our people that are no longer survival, but leading us into a group
of people, a nation, that is recognized as a successful group of
people and a successful nation.

Values like bravery, generosity, fortitude, and wisdom are con-
tinually what we look back to in an endeavor that we undertake as
an institution. We continue to look back to those values and the
irnpoitant role that those values played for our leaders then, and
what they should play for us now, and how we should respect and
apply those values to every day life and living for us.

Vision, I believe, is probably being able to see the result before
the action is complete. Tribal colleges in the last 20 years have
taken action, and as a result I am part of 274 people that graduat-
ed, walked across the stage, and receivei a diploma from a tribal

t.;
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college, nine of whom were masters degree students going back
into the work force contributing not only to the role model and the
teaching of Indian students, as these master degree's educators
have discovered need to be taught so that our Indian stuaents, at a
very young age, have the same opportunity and experiences that
we have

They have broken the mold of maybe 500 years of attitudes of
teaching Native American people that I see, and that I have
learned about, is that role and that attitude, myself, can never be
educated more than being less than the best. But instead we are
being educated to be the best at what we do.

I have found that being a part of this group, this 274 people, that
their lives were changed just like mine, and there arc :iterally
thousands of others whose lives are just like mine, and whose sto-
ries and premises are just the same, that their lives have been
changed because of their experience at a tribal college.

The American Indian Higher Education Consortium Student
Congress is committed to the vision that is tribal colleges. We are
committed to seeing that each student that enrolls is ensured of
the experience that is borne out of the values unique to each insti-
tution. We are committed and dedicated to securing for ourselves
recognition for our own civil and student rights, to voice the needs
of students being served by the institutions and to ensure the pur-
suit of self determination by students, and the quality of educaticr
which we are receiving.

And last, we wish to enhance the efforts of the American Indian
Higher Education Consortium, particularly the reauthorization of
the Tribally Controlled Community College Act today. It is vital
that experiences such as we are experiencing now, and that I have
experienced, continue. It is so important. The conditions, though, in
which they do are extremely adverse. More often than not classes
are held in old, abandoned, condemned buildings with classes rang-
ing from the size of 15 to 30 in a room not fit for 6 people. Some-
times it is difficult for us to learn when there are not enough
chairs for us to sit in and we have to stand in an already over-
crowded room. Or we have to sit at a terminal learning computers
and advancing our technological training on the reservations with
five people and can only be there for 5 minutes because there are
five more people waiting to get to use that same computer. It is
outrageous. It is unheard of. It is difficult to learn.

ramilies suffer. Many of our students begin their day on campus
at 8 a.m. and do not get home until 11 p.m. Families suffer. The
children suffer from not seeing their parents there, or having to
support the work that we have to do in our family structures. Stu-
dents go hu :gry. People who live as far away as 50 miles away
have to come into the campus, and for the most part, I would say
90 percent of them have very unreliable transportation.

We see the solution as being very easy. As students, we say,
"Why don't they build a cafeteria for us? Why isn't there a dormi-
tory for us to stay in?" But we realize and recognize that that is
just extremely unaffordable, not only for the institution, but it's
unaffordable for us to contribute any more into tuition and fees.

The misconception that we as Indian students are attending
tribal colleges for free is just that, a misconception. We have to pay
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just like everyone else. Our institutions provide the education, and
they provide us the opportunity to go. Maybe we cannot pay right
away, but there comes a time for accountability for us as well, to
what we receive from our institutions.

Our educational facilities must improve. We need construction
dollars for dormitories, for cafeterias, for day care centers especial-
ly. Financially, students are strapped. Economic conditions, as I
know you are aware, on our reservations often suppress potential
students from continuing their education, making it totally un-
available for them because they don't see any other way or any af-
fordable way for them to go. The reality of book bills, tuition, and
fees, and the harsh fact of having to put that roof over their heads,
or the meal on their table for their families and their children,
means a great deal to them. How can they do that?

We are continually asking ourselv 'len is cycle going to
end? When can we contribute to the 'mice ple when
affording to educate ourselves is so citi F.? H ,e do that?

I know that our institutions do th .iey go beyond
what they can afford to provide. How, the need, pro-
grams that might have been, never are, e zo limited to
the available resources that they can do II , than those few
programs that many colleges offer.

We support the Consortium's request for an increased endow-
ment. This, as a benet.t to students, will be available through
scholarships, it will certainly enrich curriculum development in
current curriculum programs as well as create new programs for
ourselves, and it will mean increased degree programs for a lot of
our two year institutions. In our doctoral program at Sinte Gleska
College, we have students who are going to graduate this year, 11
masters degree students, along with 9 students, who are saying
"We're ready for our doctoiate." But how can we provide that, or
provide the research into developing the program, and the program
itzelf without the endowment dollar.

Finally, and most important, we support the Consortium's efforts
to increase the amount, per Indian Student Count, to $5,820. As
you have already said, the Senate Select Committee on Indian Af-
fairs has recommended this. The value of this does not compare
with the human resource value that we are offering as graduates,
going back into our community, into the grassroots community,
building the economic base from which an entire nation will oper-
ate

As institutions continue to forge the paths for us in the areas of
agriculture, natural resources, economic development, education,
health. P,:id ether areas, we as students are going to be developing
tw liauicwork for which those areas are workable and doable in
our communities, and for which those areas we constantly return
to our institutions for guidance and direction. As they set the edu-
cational tone for those things, teaching us how to go back into our
communities and start a farmhow do we develop the land? How
do we address health issues which are so poor on our reservations?
How do we build an economic base so that ws!'re not always saying
"We need $5,820 from you?" How do we do that? I do not know,
but our institutions are helping us. The investment in us, for us,
will return thousands of times as long r.E: there are tribal colleges.
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I am grateful for the opportunity to be here today, and knowing
that we as students are a part of the vision of tribal colleges today,
encourages us to develop and contribute visions of our own. We've
set our own agendas for what we want to do to help our people. So
it has increased our determination to succeed in our personal
quests, because of our tribal college experiences. Our experiences
also validate the existence of tribal colleges. It is wonderful that
the Carnegie Report has done so much for us in the area of Nation-
al recognition, and in areas of possible funding sources outside the
Federal Government and in a number of other areas, and how it
has validated the existence of tribal colleges to the entire educa-
tional world.

Yet we as students and graduates of these colleges are doing that
ourselves now. We are the validation for IA hy these tribal colleges
exist, and will continue to do so for many tears. We are the prod-
ucts of vision, and we are certain that the continued efforts of the
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, and the American
Indian Higher Education Consortium and its student Congress will
enrich and continue to change lives in tribal colleges, and as tribal
colleges progress into the 21st century.

I would like to thank you again, and Mr. Obey, and Mr. Arnold,
for this opportunity, and that concludes my testimony at this time.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Moore appears in appendix.]
5( ator CONRAD. Thank you very much.
And Mr. Gishey, the president of Navajo Community College,

welcome.

STATEMENT OF LAURENCE GISHEY. PRESIDEFT, NAVAJO
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. TSAILE, AZ

Mr. GISHEY. Thank you very much.
Senator, and members of the panel, up to this time we have been

talking about title I colleges under Public Law 95-471. Navajo
Community College is a title II college under Public Law 95-471

I just want to give you a little overview. I am representing over
200,000 Navajos. growing at rate of 2.7 percent per year, with a
medium age of 18.7 years, with over 250 K-12 schools with an en-
rolhnent of 70,000 students, and with 4,500 graduating each year
from high school.

While these statistics seem alarming, we do also have issues and
problems that we face. We have the highest unemployment rate.
As you have already heard earlier, from our other leaders, we ex-
perience probably the highest incidence of alcohol and drug abuse,
the highest mortality rate, and the list goes on.

As much as I would like to coer all the problems and the issues
that 11 'e the reservation, we do have some successes. But before I
do that., there are four main points that I want the panel here to
consider with regard to the Navajo Community College Act.

The College Act was enacted back in 1971, then in 1978 it was
amended and put together with Public Law 95-471. During those
two amendments, or with the initial act and the amEndment, there
are two main items that were maintained throughout, and I would
like to ask the panel that we would like the NCC Act stay as it is
with no charges.
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However, the different sections in the NCC Actthere are some
points of concern that I would like to have the panel to realize.

I would like to recommend for purposes ofconstruction grants to
authorize appropriations which shall provide "such sum as may be
necessary". In addition, that the authorization and provisions of
construction be made permanent.

Second, for purposes of maintenance and operations grants which
are already permanent to continue as is based on "an amount nec-
essary to pay expenses incurred".

I strongly urge that the authorization for construction grants to
NCC be made permanent so it will go hand in hand with the main-
tenance and operatiov s grants. This will allow us to provide, devel-
op, and implement a long range plan for the Nava;o Community
College.

Third, since no facility study was conducted in 1979, even though
it was authorized in 1978 by Public Law 95-471, that the authoriza-
tion on "Study of Facilities Needs" be retained. This section will
provide for "a detailed survey and study of the academic facility
needs of Navajo Community College" funds. And as the last
amendment stated, that the funds be "drawn from the general ap-
propriations to the Secretary".

Fourth, for purposes of endowments, we support the addition of
Title III of Public Law 95-471, which will "increase the Federal
contributions to the Tribally Controlled Community College En-
dowment Program". And Senator, I want to thank you for spear-
heading and introducing that bill.

There has been a lot of discussion here about title I programs. I
just want to reemphasize that the seed for control over school was
planted somewhere in the southwest in the 1960's. The Navajo
Nation started the Navajo Controlled School Boards back in the
1960's. Following, the Navajo Nation also started the Navajo Com-
munity College, which all started the Indian college movement. I
am very proud to see all these faces in the audience representing
all different reservations. What was planted over 21 years ago is
now beginning to spread and is beginning to show its impact on
some of the things that have plagued the Indian nations for too
long.

I just want to bring out a point about construction. Earlier, some-
one saidChairman FIopkins, Russell HopkinsI took it to heart
from what he said that Indians have stopped talking, they've put
their money where their mouth is. I would like to say that we had
a $15 million investment when Navajo Community College was
built, and that was completed in 1973. We have used some Federal
money, but not 100 percent.

The Navajo Nation invested n,oney and the Board of Regents in-
vested money. To this day, on an annual basis, I pay over 8500,000
to my covenants, loans, and bonds. So this gives you an idea that I
am strapped with some obligations that I cannot get out 6f, but at
the same time, I have got to worry about expanding our programs
and meeting our needs. And the kind of students that we're receiv-
ingtheir needs are changing. The residents of the reservations
are changing.

Further. Ne have State supported institutions that have set camp
outside the boundaries of the Navajo Nation who are after our stu-

_
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d ents. As I mentioned, we have a medium age of 18.7, prime mate-
rial for college recruitment. am against this competition. They
have the odds over me, thev are State supported, they have all the
resources. I believe that -ry people should come to Navajo Commu-
nity College first.

We believe in culturc education. In fact, there will be a day
when Navajo Communit; College will offer its first 4-year program,
and that will be in Navay) language, and in Navajo culture.

I just want to say that I appreciate this ,pportunity. I also en-
courage all the rest of the AIHEC members that I hope we can
stand together, and V. t we will continue to forge forward in
IndiE.n education. I thin:t our time has come to provide that leader-
ship. The presidents are all providing that.

I thank you very much, Senator.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Gishey appears in appendix.]
Senator CONRAD. Thank you very much.
Let me first turn to Chairperson Twila Martin-Kekahbah, and

ask this question, what are the differences that you see on reserva-
tions that have a tribal community college and those that do not?
What are the differences in the dynamics on the reservation, from
your observation?

Ms. Martin-Kekahbah. The reservations I have visited, in refer-
ence to community collew-s, you can see a definite difference with
the economics, but more critical in my mind is the stability they
provide to tribal government. I think in the past the history that
we have been taught is thattribal government is not important
or critical, to self-determination. The BIA conth.daly used tribal of-
ficials as a means of trying to rubber stamp the Bureau's philoso-
phy but I believe the community colleges have brought forward the
true meaning of what a stable tribal government means to self-de-
termination.

Without a tribal government there are no BIA schools, them are
no IHS hospitals, there are noother services that are provided.
We are not without the tribal government sovereign. So, I see the
colleges as providing that stability. Again, they've done it through
forums, culturally related curriculum, and by providing the right
type of leadership that we all know we need.

Senator CONRAD. All right. Thank you very much.
Chairman Lone Fight, if we vere successful in getting my dou-

bling of the endowment from $5 million to $10 million and we pro-
vided that two for one match of Fedet1 iollars to every dollar that
we could attract in the private sector, would that help, in your
judgment, attract additional private funds?

Mr. LONE FIGHT. Senator, yes. To kind of piggy back from what
President Gishey was talking about, I think, as an example, at Fort
Berthold Cormounity College we are going through a construction
phase. The planning and design stage has been completed. We are
now forging ahead to actually turn some dirt and constrtct the
first phase of the Fort Berthold Community College Program.

To give you an example, we have secured first of all our need is
about $1.97 million for phase 1we have secured $173,200 from the
Library Service Construction Act. We have secured $44,000 from
the Otto Bremmer Foundation, and also the tribe has contributed
through the docket moneys, $120,000, and also in a kind gift of
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land from the Industrial Development Corporation of $30,000, and
$20,000 was donated by the Three Affiliated Tribes for the acquisi-
tion of land, which brings a total of $387,200. We also secured
$25,000 from the MacArthur Foundation. With fund raising, that
brings the total amount to $412,200. We still need a balance of
$684,800.

From that kind of a backdrop it would definitely be more than a
shot in the arm. I think it would make the new college a reality.

Senator CONRAD. All right. Thank you very much.
Let. me ask President Archambault, you said that the colleges' al-

location should be based on the previous years student population
How is that allocation made now?

Mr. ARCHAMBAULT. Right now it is based off our student count,
but we start schcil, and then they consider what that student
count is. So, we are going into school, and we really don't know

Senator CONRAD. You do not have the money to match the stu-
dents, is that it?

Mr. ARCHAMBAULT. Right. We are given money, we start up
school, and we are operating for 2 or 3 months, and then the
.noney comes later on. So we have a deficit operation there. So it
creates a lot of strain. I know the first time when I first got there,
we had to borrow money because the Congress was tied up in its
budget process and that money did not come to us until December,
and we just imply did not have the reserves to pay our employees.
We were fortunate that our Tribe was able to sign a loan for us,
and we received $50,000 and we were able to pay our payroll. But if
they had not done that, then we would have had a prey blue
Christmas.

senator CONRAD. Thank you very much.
In the interest of timeI have additional questions, but we are

getting close to the end of our hearing period, and I want to make
sure that we have a chance to hear from Ed Parisian, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Indian Education, and to have time for
questions as well.

So I would like to thank this panel very much. Your testimony
has been excellent. You've made a significant contribution to the
work of,che Committee, and we very much appreciate that.

We will now call on Mr. Edward Parisian, Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary for Indian Education Programs of the BIA.

Welcome, Mr. Parisian. It is very good to have you here.
I want to welcome your associate as well.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD PARIS! tN, DEPUTY TO TIIE ASSISTANT
SECRETARY, INDIAN AFFAIRS; DIRECTOR, INDIAN EDUCATION,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY DON
MCCABE, OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION

Mr. PARisiAN. I wouli.: like to introduce Mr. Don McCabe. He is
with the Office of Indian Education. He works in the higher educa-
tion area. He will be providing some answers to some specific ques-
tions although he will not be making a statement.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Parisian appears in appendix.]
senator CONRAD. All right.
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You have had a chance to hear the testimony here this morning,
and the testimony, I think, is very articulately delivered, and
really very overwhelming in its persuasiveness as to the role of
tribal community colleges and the very positive contributions that
are being made by them. Could you give us the view of the agency
on the role of tribal community colleges and on the kind of contri-
bution that they are making?

Mr. PARISIAN. Yeu; first of all, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
thalik you for the opportunity to provide testimony.

As far as S. 2167 is concernedand I heard this in earlier testi-
mony that the Bureau did not support thisthe Bureau strongly
supports the enactment of S. 2167, just for clarification, section I
and section II. So we do support that and, as I said, we strongly
support that issue.

I am not going to go ahead and read this statement, because I
have provided that for the record and would like to have time for
quest ions.

As far as S. 2213, I would like to say that we cannot support the
enactsment of that bill. This bill would increase the Federal contri-
bution to the Tribally Controlled Community College Endowment
Program and would change the current 50/50 cost sharing arrange-
ment to a two to one Federal/non-Federal cost share. We support
the 50/50 cost share and we believe the $5 million uuthorization
level is sufficient for fiscal year 1991. However, we do intend to
consider the changes suggested in S. 2213 in the context of the
fiscal year 1992 budget process.

Senator CONRAD. Let us talk about that 1 minute here, because
we have a differei1 z? of opinion, obviously, on the need for increas-
ing tLe endowment. We have heard the testimony here today. We
know that these colleges are operating on half the Federal contri-
bution that they received in 1981. We have cut them in half, and
the overwhelming testimony is that this is one of the most positive
things occurring on the reservations. This is about the only thing
that's providing hope out there, and a chance to break this cycle of
poverty and you come and tell us that we ought uot to increase
the endowment. How do you justify that?

Mr. PARISIAN. I justify that by saying that we do supportwe do
not say we do not support the endowment,.we say that we support
the 50150 or the one to one match. We just don't support the two to
one match that is in your bill.

We also
Senator CONRAD. You are not supporting an inc-ease in the en-

dowment?
Mr. PARISIAN. We are supporting what is in the current authori-

zation which is $5 million.
Senator CONRAD. $5 million. You are not supporting the increase

to $10 million? You are opposing the increase?
Mr. PARISIAN. That is correct.
Senator CONRAD. I am asking you, how can you justify that given

the overwhelming testimony we have heard here this morning on
the value of what is occuri..ig at these colleges and the fact that
their funding has been cut in half over the last 9 years? How can
you come and take that position?

) '
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Mr. PARISIAN. It is my understanding that with the authorization
of $5 million in the current bill, and the proposed authorization of

million in the next reauthorization, that even over the last 3
cars, actual appropriations amounted to $1.2 million approximate-

ly, so they have not appropriated up to the amount that was fully
authorized at this point yet. So we support continuing that authori-
zation up to the $5 million amount.

Senator CONRAD. Let me say to you, that the way that you send a
signal to Congress that there is a need, is for you folks to come in
there and lay it on the table, and say, "Look, this is working. This
is working. This is something we should support. If we want to
break this cycle of poverty, this is what needs to be supported."
And when you come in and say, "No, just don't do any increase
there," the signal that you send is, "Just keep on doing what
you're doing." And I would urge you to go back, after hearing the
testimony that we've heard today, and say to your colleagues at the
Bureau, "You know, maybe we shouldn't be talking about rethink-
ing this in 1992, maybe we should think about changing our posi-
tion now."

Let me ask you, Mr. Parisian, I understand that before you
joined the Bureau, you served on the governing board of the Stone
Child Community College in Montana. Is that correct?

Mr. PARISIAN. Yes: that is correct,
Senator CONRAD. And when you were in that position, did you

support increasing the Federal endowment contribution? [Laugh-
ter.]

[Applause.]
Senator CONRAD. Let us let him answer.
Mr. PARISIAN. Well, when I was in that position, sir, I did sup-

port a 2 to I match.
Senator CiNRAD. So you had a very good position at that time,

would you say? [Laughter.]
Mr. PARISIAN. I would hope that they are both good positions.

[Laugh ter.]
I would take that recommendation back and look at that consid-

eration, but at this time we are supporting the $5 million authori-
zation.

Senator CONRAD. And opposing an increase?
Mr. PARISIAN. Yes.
Senator CONRAD. And that is at variance with your own previous

position?
Mr. PARISIAN. In my other life, yes. [Laughter.]
Senator CONRAD. Well, I hope you go back to the position y

had in your previous life, that was a better position.
I do not raise that for the purposes of embarrassing anyone, but I

do raise it because when you were in that position you saw very
clearly the need, I think. And I think you took a very principled
position, and a very honest position, that those institutions deserve
more support. If we're going to make some difference in Indian
country, we have got to fight for it. And what IQ happening out
there now, is just unacceptable. I am sure that would be .. our posi-
tion. Am I wrong? Do you see the need for more resources for these
community colleges?

-
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Mr. PARISIAN As I said, we strorgly support the community col-
leges, I see the need for the commue collegez and what's hap-
pening in Indian Country, as well a. ,ie positive reinforcement
that's happening from Indian colleges, but at this point, we're just
supporting the reauthorization of S. 2167, which has in it the 50/50
match.

Senator CONRAD. Let me ask you this, do you support the in-
crease in the per student funding that has been called for by the
Select Committee on Indian Affairs?

Mr. PARISIAN. At this point, we support the dollars that were rec-
ommended in the fiscal year 1991 budget. We are currently looking
at increasing those dollars in the fiscal year 1992 budget. What we
have done is found that that is one of the needs that have come up,
not just from the hearings that we have been at, but from the
many summits that we have had over the past two months. That
post-secondary education is in need for increased dollars as far as
per student count has been one of the priorities has come up, par-
ticularly from the mini-summit that we had in Rapid City in the
north. We are considering that and looking at that for the fiscal
year 1992 budget process.

Senator CONRAD. I really have to say to you, I do not understand
the delay. We know the need. There is no need for any more delay,
studies, or hearings. The fact is that these tribal colleges have been
cut in half over the past 9 yearscut in half. All of the testimony,
and in my owe experienceI have seen it with my own eyes what
is happening with these community colleges. They are the most
positive thing going on on the reservations in my State to break
this incredible cycle. I hear you saying that BIA is stuck on last
year. When do we advance the ball? When do we make some
progress?

Mr. PARISIAN. As I said earlier, sir, we are taking that under
consideration for the fiscal year 1992 budget process.

Senator CONRAD. That is my question. Why do we have to wait
for fiscal year 1992? You have been around the country, you have
had the hearings, you know the numbers just as well as I do. These
colleges have been cut in half in 9 years. Why should we wait for a
recommendation from all of you until fiscal year 1992? In your pre-
vious life, you saw the need.

Mr. PARISIAN. It is the Bureau's position that we support what
was asked for in the Administration's budget in fiscal year 1991.

Senator CONRAD. All right. Let me ask you this way. Are you
aware that, with respect to the endowment provisions of the Act,
that the black cc leges can receive more than a one to one match?

Mr. PARISIAN. No; I am not.
Senator CONRAD. Well, if you became aware of that, would you

then see justification for allowing the schools in Indian country
to receive more than a one to one match?

Mr. PARIS:AN. I will check into that, review that, and make a rec-
ommendation based upon that knowledge.

Senator CONRAD. Let me ask it this way. Is there any reason why
we should not provide at least as much, in terms of a match, to
tribal colleges as we provide to black colleges?

Mr. PARISIAN. Again, not knowing what
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Senator CONRAD. No; just as a principle, without knowing. Just
as a principle.

Mr. PARISIAN Again, I would just have to say that we feel that
what's in the budget, the $5 million is sufficient for fiscal year
19?1.

Senator CONRAD. You do not want to answer the question on
pvinciple, I blke it?

Mr. PARISIAN. I support the administration's fiscal year 1991
budget request.

Senator CONRAD. Let me ask it to you this way, the President has
proposed triplilig Federal Government's contribution tk the endow-
ment of the black colleges, and I hear you testifying on behalf of
the President that we just keep the Indian colleges the same. You
are opposed to an increase. How do you justify that position?

Mr. PARISIAN. If the President is suppor in tripling the black
colleges, I would hope that he would also support tripling the
Indian colleges

Senator CONRAD But he is not. You are testifying on behalf of
the President today. Is that right?

Mr. PARISIAN. Yes; and that is why we support the $5 million
that is in the fiscal year 1991 budget.

Senator CONRAD. And you are opposing an increase for Indian
colleges, but he has called for a tripling of the support to black col-
leges. Could you explain that to us?

Mr. PARISIAN. No; I cannot, because I am not sure of his reason-
ing for the increase in the black colleges.

Senator CONRAD. Would it be the Bureau's testimony that the
colleges could effectively use additional support?

Mr. PARISIAN. In what way?
Senator CONRAD. Would it be the Bureau's testimony that if Con-

gress was able to find additional support, working with the Presi-
dent, if we were able to find additional resources for the colleges,
that they could use them effectively?

Mr. PARISIAN. I feel, given the situation that the tribal communi-
ty colleges are in that it would be beneficial for us to support that,
yes.

Senator CONRAD. All right. I appreciate that.
Could you just give us, on a more general basis, your view of

what role the tribal community colleges are playing in these com-
munities?

Mr. PARISIAN. I think that they are playing a very important
role in the communities. I think you had asked the question earlier
of the chairman from Turtle Mountain. I think that they're
making education more available to the students that are there on
the reservations, you can see that they have more of an opportuni-
ty and a chance to use the community colleges to begin education.

I think you are seeing also something that was not mentioned
earlier, that you are : eing more students in the elementary and
secondary levels survive, as far as the drop out rates being less. i
just feel that they are being successful at that local level, as far as
education is concerned, across the board.

Senator CONRAD. Let me ask you another question. Haskell, of
course is an institution which is BIA operated, is that correct?

Mr. PARISIAN. Yes; it is.

)1t.it
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Senator CONRAD. And if one looks into the total support at Has-
kell, which is the BIA-run institution, is it true that thew per stu-
dent support from the Bureau exceeds the support received by
tribal colleges?

Mr. PARISIAN. Yes; it is.
Senator CONRAD. Why the difference?
Mr. PARISIAN. If I understand the numbers correctly. I believe

Haskell receives approximately $6,000 per student. Theirs is done
on an enrollment basis. I believe the difference is because at Has-
kell you have dormitories, and you have food service program over
and above the academic programs. At tribal community colleges,
it's more to run the academic programs that we have.

Senator CONRAD. I just make the point that at the BIA-run insti-
tution there is a level of support of $6,000 per student, and these
other institutions are at less than $2,ON. We are at $2,000, at Has-
kell you are at $6,000, It would seem to me that, that should tell us
that there is a need for additional support.

Let me ask, what is the total budget for Haskell, do you know?
Mr. PARISIAN. The total budget for Haskell for fiscal year 1990 is

$8.67 million?
Senator CONRAD. What percentage of that is Federal?
Mr. PARISIAN. 100 percent.
Senator CONRAD. 100 pement?
Mr. PARISIAN. Yes.
Senator CONRAD. And you make the point that Federal funds

were not intended to cover all costs of tribal colleges, but they're
covering all of the costs at Haskell. Flow do we justify that differ-
ence?

Mr. PARISIAN. The point that was made in the testimony, sir, was
that it wasn't intended for the full amount. Again, it goes back
tothe way I understand the situation, being in this position for
the last 2 monthsis that it was intended to be the base support,
and that there would be other areas, such as endowments, founda-
tions, and tuition costs to pick up additional costs as happens with
State run colleges and other universities in the system.

Senator CONRAD. But how do you justify this difference? Haskell
is getting $6,000 per student, 100 percent Federal, and the tribal
colleges are getting $2,000 and you're saying that they shouldn't
expect to get all their money from the Federal Government. How
do you justify this difference It seems like we have a contradiction
here.

Mr. PARISIAN. I agree with that, and I'm not sure just how to jus-
tify it. I would have to take that back and check into that.

Senator CONRAD. 3 would appreciate it if you would do that. I
very much appreciate your testimony that the Bureau supports the
reauthorization. That's important. I would urge you to go back and
say to the folks at the Btu "Al, "Why is it nat. the Administration
is tripling the endowment for black colleges and our position is no
increase for the Indian colleges when they have been cut in half
over the past 9 years?" That question needs to be answered.

The second question that needs to be answered is, how do we pos-
sibly justify a position by the Bureau that we keep these Indian
tribal colleges at $2,000 per student, which is half of the level that
they had 9 years ago, when we see the need, and we see what
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they're doingthe positive difference that they're making. Why
are we saying that the Bureau should wait until fiscal year 1992 to
start closing this gap?

I would ask you to take those questions back and see if we
cannot get an answer. I will tell you, there is such a crying need
out there, and the Bureau needs to take leadership. The Bureau
needs to stand up and fight for what is legitimately needednot
one penny more than what is legitimately neededbut there is, in
my judgment, an affirmative obligation to ask for what is legiti-
mately needed. If you will do that, I would appreciate it.

Any last comment?
Mr. PARISIAN. Sir, I appreciate the opportunity to be able to pro-

vide this testimony.
Thank you.
Senator CONRAD. Thank you. And with that we will close the

hearing, and thank all who have participated here today. We ap-
preciate your help.

[Whereupon, the committee was adjourned to reconvene at the
call of the Chair.]
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The Bush Foundation, established by Mr. and Mrs. Archi-
bald Granville Bush of Saint Paul, Minnesota, was incorporated
February 24, 1953, under the Minnesota Nonprofit Corporation

Act, to encourage and promote charitable, scientific, liter-

ary, and educational efforts. It is a tax-exempt organization
under the laws of Minnesota and the United States. Mr. Bush

was one of the founders of the 3M Company. The Foundation has
concentrated its grantmaking in the areas of education, human-
ities and the arts, social welfare, health, and leadership

development. Geographically, the Foundation's grunts are
principally in Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota. The

income available to the Foundation represents the investment

yield from assets given the Foundation by Archibald and Edyth

Bush. The Foundation's assets are roughly $400 million. Its

annual grants appropriation is just under $20 million.

In April, 1977, the Foundation granted $100,000 to con-

struct a library at Sinte Gleska College on the Rosebud Indian

Reservation in South Dakota. This was the first grant by the
Foundation to a tribally-controlled college located on an
Indian reservation enrolling primarily Indian students. Since

that time, the Foundation has granted over $1.5 million to

eight fully accredited colleges of this kind located in the

western half of the United States. (In 1987, the Foundation
Board decided to extend eligibility to accredited tribal
colleges outside the Dakotas.)

Bush support for tribally controlled colleges is now

aimed at fully-accredited institutions located anywhere in the

U.S. So far, these have included:

Blackfeet Community College, Browning, Montana
Fort Berthold Community College, New Town,
North Dakota

Navajo Community College, Tsaile, Arizona
Oglala Lakota College, Kyle, South Dakota
Salish Kootenai Community College, Pablo, Montana
Sinte Gleska College Center, Rosebud, South Dakota
Standing Rock Community College, Fort Yates,
North Dakota

Turtle Mountain Community College, Inc., Bcdcourt,
North Dakota

Since 1983, the majority of Bush support for tribally-
controlled colleges has been used for faculty development.

Most of these colleges are geographically isolated, their
operating budgets are tight, and opportunities are scarce for

faculty members to attend professional meetings, engage in

graduate study, or work on improving the curriculum or teach-

ing techniques. Bush money has supported these types of

activities. With some variation depending on the number of
full-time faculty, Bush grants for this purpose have generally
averaged $25,000 annually for each college. During 1989,

(39)
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$260,000 was appropriated for faculty development activities
ih these institutions.

During this past year, Bush money was used both for group
activities as well as for small grants to individual faculty.
At Salish Kootenai College, part of the Bush grant supported
faculty attendance at a three-day conference with tribal
elders designed to improve faculty understanding and sensitiv-
ity for the local culture and heritage. At Standing Rock
College, a group of faculty attended a conference in Grand
Forks on different approaches to student testing. A Turtle
Mountain Community College instructor enrolled during the
summer in a course on tribal natural resource management at
the University of Colorado. He subsequently incorporated
information on Indian water rights into his own course on
Federal Indian Policy and Tribal Government.

Some Bush grants in the Dakotas also have supported
capital projects. For example, after student enrollment had
increased to over 1,000 students at Oglala Lakota College in
South Dakota, a Bush grant of $225,000 helped to support the
construction of a new classroom building in the small town nf
Kyle. Because of the large size of the Pine Ridge Reserva-
tion, instruction at Oglala Lakota college is offered in nine
separate locations.

In June, 1989, the Foundation also granted $218,000 to
North Dakota State University in Fargo for a program designed
to increase Indian student enrollment in North Dakota's six
public universities, particularly for transfer students who
will have completed two years of study at a tribally-control-
led college. Each year during the summer, five faculty mem-
bers from public four-year universities in North Dakota and
five faculty from tribally-controlled colleges will team-teach
for one month on two of the reservation campuses. In addi-
tion, four faculty from tribally-controlled colleges in the
state will engage in faculty development activities or enroll
in graduate programs at two of the public universities. Bush
money will underwrite stipends and living expenses for the
faculty participants. Program administrators expect that
after two years, if the program is successful, the public
unive-sities will support continuation of this project.

Bush support for tribally-controlled colleges is based on
the belief by the Foundation's Directors and staff that these
institutions provide educational services which are not avail-
able to Indian people anywhere else. Students can live on
reservations and attend classes on a full or part-time basis
as they choose. Both academic-counseling and career-coun-
seling services are available at the tribal colleges. Statis-
tics appear to support the claim that attendance at a tribal
college assists students to break ou, of the cycle of jobless-
ness, poverty, and substance-abuse wnich affect so many reser-
vation residents.

It ;trikes me as I visit these tribal colleges that they
operate on bare-bones budgets, not only with respect to meet-
ing program costs, but also with regard to providing adequate
physical facilities. They clearly need more support in both
these areas.
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Robert Sullivan
Director, Special Projects

North Dakota State University
Fargo, North Dakota 58105

Senator Conrad, other members of the committee,

distinguished guests. My name is Robert Sullivan and I am

?irector of Special Projects at North Dakota State University. I

would like to thank the members of the Senate Select Committee on

Indian Affairs for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the

reauthorization of the Tribally-Controlled Community College

Assistance Act.

I will address three topics: First, what the twenty-four

tribally-controlled colleges have meant to their respective

reservations; second, the impact of the tribally-controlled

colleges on Indian post-secondary education and how they relate

to state systems of higher education; third, the impact of the

colleges on reservation economic development and, as a

consevence, the economies of their states.

My remarks on these topics are based on twenty years of

experience working with the eighteen Ind.an reservations in the

two Dakotas and Montana in the area of economic and community

planning and development, and with the tribally-controlled

colleges and AINEC from t,leir inception.

what the Colleges Have Meant

The establishment of the tribally-controlled colleges is, in

.1 ;
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my opinion, the most significant event to occur in the Indian

world since the 134 Indian Reorganization Act. The 1934 Act

focused on insur.:ng Indian sovereignty and self-government -- or

to speak in broader terms, Indian self-determination. The

Triball,-Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978

offered the Indian people their first ma3or opportunity to

transform self-determinatian from a pnilcsophical notion that

everybody agreed with, ta an operating reality. In effect, tne

Act represented the federal government's recognition and s.:pport

of some ten years o: widespread Indian efforts to establish an

Indian-controlled system of post-secondary education designed to

meet Indian needs.

The impact of the twenti-four tribally-controlled collegea

on their respect-va reservations has amply demonstrated the

wisdom of t:u., 1-J48 legislative initiative. It would be hard to

identify any fedJral legislation or expenditure, Indian or

otherwise, wh.lre the benefits have so completely overshadowed the

costs. Put simply, federal support of tne tribally-controlled

college movement may well be the most important Indian investment

the government has ever made.

The specific impact of the tribally-controlled colleges on

Indian post-secondary education and on economic development will

be reviewed further on. The interest here is in their broader

impact on reservation Indian life. Three outcomes are worth

noting:

1. The success of the tribal colleges conclusively
d'naonstrated the efficacy and power of self-

2
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determination. Indian leaders had long been aware of
the importance of post-secondary education to their
tribal futures; but they had also been aware of the
inability of outside institutions to provide this.
They sougnt the opportunity to design their own systen,
i.e., the opportunity for self-determination. They
conclusively proved that given that opportunity, they
could do it very well indeed. Witness the fact that
all but flie of the tribally-controlled colleges are
either fully accredited or in various stages of
candidacy for full accreditation -- and the remainder
soon will be.

2. The tribal colleges have been a primAry factor in
tribal revitalization on their respective reservations.
They are directly responsible for the rekindling cf
hope and pride among the Indian people. They are a
symbol of a better future.

3. The tribal colleges have had a major impact on the
quality of life on their respective reservations. They
are the leaders in a process of cultural and historic
revival. The success -f the colleges has strengtnened
the entire reservation educational system. Likeise,
tribal college leaders are playing advisory roles in
every area of reservation development. And finally,
cribal college graduates are moving into leadership
positions within their tribes.

141Pz.r Impact on Indian post-Secondarv Education

It is onl'i 1 slight exaggeration to say that reservation

Indian post-sei,ndary education actually began with the tribal

colleges. To be sure, some reservation Indi.n people sought

post-secondary education at outside institutions in earl.vr

years. But lack of money, family obligations, cultural

alienation and other barriers greatly limited their nunter. And

even among the few who enrolled in those outside irstitations,

the combination of culttre shock and inadequate primary and

secondary preparation meant that even fewer were successful.

The advent of the tribal colleges changed this situation
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dramatically. The )lleges brought post-secondary edu,..Ation to

the reservations. 7 ty provided oportunities to people who were

either unable or very reluctant to go elsewhere. They provided

an Indian context fcr the educational process. And they also

provided not only personalized attention, but the comprehensive

remedial work their enrollees needed to overcome their inadeguate

earlier schooling.

The results have been striking. Not only are the tribal

colleges now enrolling approximately five thousand Indian people

(many of whom first earned General Equivalency Diplomas), they

are graduating seven to eight hundred annually. The ma:ority

graduate with two year assoc4ate degrees, but a substantial

number 4raduate from Sinte Gleska and Oglala Lakota with

bachelors degrees (and Sinte Gleska is also accredited for the

Naster's in Education) . But perhaps the most impressive

statistic is that nearly thirty percent of the st4dents receiving

associate degrees or vocational certificates from their tribal

colleges go on to pursue more advanced, specialized degrees at

outside institutions. And unlike past times, the great ma)ority

of these tribal colleae graduates who transfer to an outside

institution following their work at a tribal college are

successful in obtaining a tour year or mcre advanced degree.

What happens to all of these tribal college grad.lates after

the completion of their post-secondary educaton? An

overwhelming majority are fully employed, either on their

reservation or elsewhere. Indeed, unemployment rates among tae

4
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tribal colleye graduates, associate, certificate or four year

degree, average only fifteen percent -- and even the fifteen

percent is made up pr_dominantly of people who have just

completed their education. This employment outcome speaks for

itself when it is compared with overall reservation unemployment

rates ranging from fifty to eighty-five percent.

Furthermore, the production of degreed graduates is only

part of the tribal colleges' role in Indian post-secondary

education. The colleges are also very active in providing

supplemental courses and training for the Indian population

across the reservat.ons, supplemental training which is often

linked to improving the individual's employment situation.

L.kewise, they have been directly responsible for the development

and implementation of training programs in connection with

reservation economic development (about which more will be said

further on) . In other words, to repeat what was said earlier,

the tribal colleges have had a major impact on every aspect of

reservation life.

The relationship betweon the tribal colleges and the state

sistems of higher educat.on in their respect.ve states appears to

be excellent. I can testify directly to this fact with respect

to the two Dakotas and Montana. And I have no information which

Indicates that the situation is any different in those other

states where tribal colleges are located. The state inotitutions

in the Dakotas and Montana, including the graduate institutions,

have a variety of linkages with the tribal colleges. Among other

5
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things, arrangements have been developed between the tribal

c..11eges and the state institations which nermit the full

articulation of tribal cal-ege courses am pr;grams with those ot

two and four year state institations. Likewise, joint efforts

are going fonard currently to develop specialized two year

aasoc-ate carriculums in, for example, pre-engineering anc pre-

bL.a_ness, decrees that enabie associate degree graduates of

the tribal ca-leges ta transfer into the professione. programs at

the universities with no loss of time, i.e., at the junior level.

Likewise, here in North Dakota, the state system is in the

process of implementing a unlque faculty exchange program with

the four North Dakota tribal colleges.

More examples of the relationships between the tribal

colleges and state institutions could be offe.ed: Montana and

Montana State universities have a number of very close '.inkages

wIth the various tribal colleges in Montana. But since time is

limited, I .ould simply like to state that speaking from the

standpoint of the state system of higher edui---ion, I believe

that the tribal colleges have proved to be the c-,- -al link that

was needed to ensure that the Indian people have the opportaniti

to take advantage of the public system of higher edLcation in the

Cn-ted States. I can also state that my opinion is shared by

oniversity colleagues (note the attached letter from President

Jim Ozbun of NDSU) and the Commissioner's Office in the North

Dakota system of higher education.

6
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Their Impact cn Peseraticn lad State Ezonomic_DevettInneat

The tribal colleges have likewise become a key player in the

economic development process on their respective reservations.

Clearly, it would be impossible to overestimate the importance of

their continuing role in developing a well trained and educated

reservation work force. Over the last twenty years the

reservations where Vita- colleges are in place have become much

more attractive as potential locations for cutside concerns.

They have likewise witnessed indigenous manufacturing

development, e.g., at the Turtle Mountain and Fort Pec Ihdian

Reservations. This is nct to say that economic deveopment has

become easy for the "tribal cege reservations;" they still

suffer the disadvantages Inherent in remote locations. But a

better educated work force and the presence of a tribal college

able to provide specialized work force training as needed has

substantially enhanced the.: economic development opportunities.

At the same time, it should be noted that the tribal

colleges contribution to reservation economic development is not

limited to improving the quality of the overall reservation work

force or the provision of special-zed tr33 in connection with

specific new reservation enterprises. Tae colleges have alzo

provide many of their local people with Zhe education and

training they need to Improve their employment sitwation, their

income, and the quality of their lives. Two year programs in

business and middle level management have enabled local Indian

small business people to improve their operations, and they have

7
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enabled other Indian persons to establish small business

enterprises. Curriculums in land management and farming and

ranching have made very substantial contributions to improving

the economies of the Plains reservations. In a number of

instances, the tribal colleges have taken lead roles in enhancing

the local economy, e.g., Standing Rock Cammunity College, whose

acriciltaral c.Irriculums and proactive stancevhave had a ma;or

impact on the local farming and ranching ect*.omy. An other

instances, the colleges have spearheaded efforts to develop new

types of erdm.mic enterprises. The Blackfeet Comnunity College,

for example, is working closely with the tribal leceProhip to

assume the management and further development of what Is

currently a federally funded Indian museum in Browning, Montana,

ui:h the expected outcome being to substantially lnhance tribal

income from Glacier Park tourism. Or again, the Fort Peck

Community College is leading a tribal effort to develop a major

faciiity for the commercial eroduction of mushrooms. In short,

the calleges have become very impor!ant providers of technical

assistance and leadership to their tribes in areas ranging from

eeoncmic planning to the analysis of pocential tribal ventures.

Many ot the trIbal college presidents in this room today are

act.ve members f their respective tribes economic development

committees.

What does this mean to for the economies of the states, or,

for that matter, the federal economy? Reservation economic

development contributes directly to the economies of their

8
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respective states and to the federal treasury. Indian people who

ar t. wc ng are paying taxes; they are not receiving welfare.

Indian k.eople who are working are likewise contributing directll.

to the economies of their states, since the maJoriti of their

earnings will be spent in non-Indian institution Furthermore,

tne contributions of reservation economic development to stat

economies and to the fedora. treasJry can be expected to continLe

crowing.

Can all of this be attributed to the tribally-controlled

colleges? No. But in my opon, and this opinion is based on

years of reservation experience, by far the largest part of it

can. The tribal colleges have succeeded in creating a positive

sum game. The better they do, the better the reservations do,

the better the state dces, and the better the federal treas.lry

does.

Senator Conrad. this concludes my testimony. Thank you.

9
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April 6, 1990

To Whom It May Concern:

This is to express my regrets that it will not be possible forme
to atteno the Nintn Annual American Indian Higher Education
Consortium Conference. I had intended on being there, but the
b,.dget and planning issurs facing higher education in North Dakcta
at tne present time have mmle it impossib.e for me to attend.

My visit to the community colleges across the state have convinced
me that these institutions play an important role in the higher
education system in North Dakota. We will do what we can at NDSU
to cooperate with the community colleges in achieving th4ir goals.
eurther, we are committed to making NDSU a positive experience for
our Native American students.

Best wishes for a most succe -", conference.

Sincerely yours,

J. L. Oztun
Prezident

C3
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DR. JOE MCDONALD
PRESIDENT SAL1SH KOOTENAI COLLEGE

AT BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA

Thank you very much for providing members of A1HEC to provide

testimony to you on the Tribally Controlled Community College

Assistance Ac' of 1978. As you know the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancemeht of Teaching did an extensive study nf the tribal

colleges over a two year period. The Foundation reported its

findings in a Special Report entitled: TR1B8L_GOLLEGES,SMAPING THE

FMIURE OF NAT1YE AMFaic.84

Dr. Lrnest Boyer wrote: "Today twenty-four higher learning
institutions, founded an' controlled by Indians, are serving
Native communities from Michigan to Washington State. While most
ot these colleges are n. more than a decade ole a blink in time
for higher edecation they have undergone dramatic growth,
expanding and gaining recognition In spite of conditions otners
would regard as impossible.''

The Foundation researi.hers were continually struck bf the capacity
of tribal colleries to cope with resources they felt ..vre,
"painfully restricted". They found salaries far too low,
libraries that were terribly underfunded, and administrators
struggling In daily financial crises that other higher learning
institutions would totally reject.

They found that many of the colleges were housed in mismatcAed
trailers and unsuitable buildings converted from other useg after
tram; virtually condemned. It was their finding that despite all
of these diffiult conditiehs, the tribal colleges have not only
managed to stay alive, but they also expanded their services and
"creatively serve their students and their communities".

The Report stated that the tribal colleges are truly come:tic,
institutions. "Aiter years of bri.tal physical hardship and
diuorienting cra 107,b, Native Americans--throcgh 'he tribal
college movement are building new cemmunities based 0. shared
traditions."

The problems of extremi, pdverty, high unemployment, rampant
alcohol.sm, pcor hcalth aLd high infant mortality are
crises the tmibal colleges ere trying to help solve by providing
leadership, prcgrame, and resources to meet the challenge.
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The researchers for the Foundation found that the heart of the
tribal college movement is a commitment by Native Americans to
reclaim their cultural heritage. Some tribes have lost much of
their tradition and feel an urgency to reclaim all they can from
the past as they co-,front the problems of the present. They went
on to write: "...inians are determined to reaffirm their
heritage, and tribal colleges, through their curriculum and campus
climate, are places of great promise".

Upon completion of ths two year study of the tribal colleges, the
Foundation summarized their findings as follows:
First, tribal colleges establish a learning environment that
encourages participation by and builds self confidence in students
who have come to view failure as the norm.
Secqnd, tribal colleges ceiebrate and help sustain the fich Nati:e
American Traditions.
Vitra, tribal colleges provide essential services that enrich the
communities surrounding them.
Fourth, the colleges are often centers for research and
scholarship.

The Report discusses the place for traditional culture in higher
education, the enrollment trends, the characteristics of the
students, the governance, the faculty, physical facilities and
builds a need for funding. It discusses the important role the
tribal colleges play in their local communities by helping in the
areas of native culture, health care, and economic development.

Ten recommendations are made to help maintain and improve the
tribal colleges.

1. The Foundation recommends that the federal government
adequately support tribal colleges by providing the full funding
authorized by Congress. Specifically, it recommends that the
$5,820 authorized per student be appropriated and that, from this
point on, federal appropriatiuns keep pace with the growth of
Indian student enrollment.

2. It urges that the libraries, sience laboratories, and
classroom facilities at tribal coileges be significantly improved
through federal government appropriations. It also proposes that
foundations help improve facilities at tribal colleges.
Specifically, it recommends that the federal government
appropriate funds for construction dS authorized in the Tribally
Controlled Community College Act so that, by the year 2000, every
college has an adequate plan to fulfill its educational
obligations.

3. The Report urges that connections between tribal colleges
and non Indian higher educat.-on be strengthened. Specifically, it
recommends that four year institution work with tribal colleges
for the transfer of credit and the development of cooperative
degree payments.

:I )
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4. It rec4v,lends that programs linlung tribal colleges to
their communities be .ignificantly increcsed.

5. It recommends that Tribal colleges expand their important
role of preserving the languages, history, and cultures of the
tribes.

6. It is recommended that state governments more adequately
support tribal colleges. The Report urges especially that the
states target funds for community service programs

7. The Foundation felt that the establishment of a
comprehensive program for faculty development at the tribal
colleges is very important.

8. Other Foundations are encouraged to collaboratively
support the Tribal College Institute, which is designed to
strengthen administrative leadership in Native American higher
education.

9. The Report recommends that the national awareness and
advocacy programs for tribal colleges be strengthened.
Specifically, it recommends that private philanthropies
collaborate to provide, for three years, support for a Washington,
D.C. office with a full time oirector.

10. The final recommendation is that the newly established
tribal college endowment (The American Indian College Fund) be
supported to increase the fiscal base and bring long-term
stability to the tribal colleges.

Senator$, the members of the American Indian Higher Education
Consortium feel that the Report accurately reports whet is going

on with the Tribal Colleges, and that the recommendations
accurately portray the needs of the College. We sincerely hope
that we can count on the help of this Committee and of Congress to

help carry out the recommendations.

Thank you very much for allcv.ing me to present this information on
the carneg.e Spec.aI Report entitled Tribal Colleoes,Shapino the
Future of Native America.

r '1
e) r)
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DAVID ARCHAMBAULT
AIHEC PIUSIDFNT, And

FHVBIDFNT, STAND7NC ROCA COMMUNITY COILECF

On behalf of the 22 member Colleger of the American Indian !either
Education Consortium which are supported by Titles 1 And 71 of "The
Tribally Controlled Community Colleges Assistance Act," we extend our
eppreciatior to the 8nited States Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs for this opporturity to express our views retarding the
resuthoriration of [hie Act. This tertimony will limit itself to
addressing Title 1 of the Act. Our AIHFC colleague, Navajo Community
College, will present their views on Title II.

Before spefeaing to the specifics of reauthoriration /CAUCA, 7
,ould liLe to first point out for the record some relevent baclground
and successes of the tribal colleges. it is our opinion that "The
Tribaliy Controlled Community Colleges Assistance Act" is one of the
most powerful Success stories in Indian country today. Although this
statute has been :Implemented for just a decade, insufficient time to
fully mersure all its far-reaching social and economic impacts, it hAs
estahlirmcd sone exertordirary accomplishments in its infant history.

It is out conteAt'oe that the ribal collegos aro onv of the
wfrest f.vestments of Federal Colitis. When first enacted in 3978,
only 12 !hal cellegos existed. lhe original number of full time
equivalency Indian Ftuecntg Was ),,,00. By 199C, this number had
crpanded to 22 tribal colleges 4nd 4,975 full-time equivalency
lfdien student count. (lo actuality, over 300'100 students attend the
DAtIon't. 22 tribal colleges ranging from full to part-time
enro)lments, but for purposes of the allocatio( formula, these counts
Are reduced to full-time equivalencies).

hoz. 'his growth to hae occured within a hardship environment of
consistent non-reaponsIveness from the Federal: trustee (the BurFeu of
Irdian Affairs), inadequate facilities and reager appropriations which
continually averaged less than half that aafiable per student to
AIHEC's colleague public institutione, attests to p tremendous
edu.ationt: void that erieted, ard which these colleges came ii, (,

existence to fill.

Among those who hare earned degrees or honed their shills through
Attending the tribel c,"1-gre, tht unemployment rate Is 17,. 71.1f,
COrtlAst6 dracreitally tm A national ree.reatinn unemployment rote
tt,a! tenger fro- Sit to a, high ar

In a 1990 srucy of AlBrC irstitutiors, wages corned by
treduater ranged (rom f.,P,'Vq, to above S2:.".(W arnurlly. In m.st
instances, these indi%iduele can he expe,ted to contribute to the tAxbase et an e4tinr.ed grin per individual end social security tit $1,150
per inclividuel. Further, the Surve) documents thet uperrd of 705 of
.11 entering !lethal college ATO,"ante bed ,o jot (11,1110 rvr PeOtll'ete
erfloymcn7 Pri"7 tr atterding there col.eger. For somo of the tribal
,<11(ger, tv fo' of (reefing students faced this ble,b employment
,l,tutr tt, ad'issicv.

It appears that not only e,e0 the 'Tribally Controlled Commonity
Colletr AtrIgtPnce Att.' erthle S wise irsestment of Feeer$1 dollars,
in nary Instanter it preider An entire redirection of Federal dollars
as regIrds trihal college benefieiarteb wto are no longer welfare
hound. iquipped wfth appropriate educatfmral opportunities, tribal
college etudentr car teed ec, become certributors within our neliGf'
aconory,

chi, crP,Shvtlon car Fr( they 4"0'
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Of the 22 trthe) collepos, 2.1 aro Sul)), arrred,ted. TwO offer

four veer degrees, ()slain Lakota College, srrving the Oglola Sioux

Resersotion, ord finte Cleske CoIleeo, aervide the Rosebud Slooy

Reservation, both rf South Dakota. This year, Slnte Cleske College

graduated its (irst class of nine Ye.sere deerees In Fducation. The

other 20 tribal collegec offer twr year degrees et the Associate

level. For mAny Irdian students, these co)leges are the bridge to

continting their educatio s at d.nlna.,t society education.,1

Institutlens. Of the trlhol col/eges surveyed, 24 of their .tudents

have gore or to Attend other nalnstrear colleges. In many Instances

tWif SAM( students would not have succeeded had they begun their

postsecnndory experience by directly ertering molnotream institutions.

The collet,e experience clot, to home enables a suppertive environment

whet, students con learn within their ewP OolturOS And move at their

own pore. Mary studerts require remedfol and support services [hot

would simply not be avollahle to then In the larger, dominant society

Institutions. In cone tribes served by the colleges as 1,0,fy At 75% to

95% 00 the enrollment speak their native language. The bilingual

nvore 0! trihAl colleges erhorces leerring opportunles hs creating o

ccrlduci%, crviroprent for the many students who apes}, Fng)1Ah As A

s,tonf looguac. , ore as A consequence have schtcord full proficiency

ir neither lartuage The colleges Also fr.quently reme&iote for the

iiichtnees of the secundary schools from high rutty students ce.s,

And effer rorewed Fete to erstwhile 'drop-, ts" Who trr given a

mend. Ard third chorce 1! necessary, at r'.cetional Achleverent .

mses atodents hese depcndert forIlles, ore for these attendance e;

a distant university would 'I.-ply he beyond consideratior. Of the

colltges turseyed. or average of 82h of th., students have dependent

fa.1)fez. For four cf these colleges, over 90% hzd dependent

cs,t/ies. An average of 51' of the studerts are ogle
hrrt-cf-hos.seheId haeltlf or average of 2.8 dependeria to support.
Thlt it a tiplc average: two of the colleges enrollecnts are 75% ond

811" singit tead-of-householdt, some with yore then 4 dependants. For

t*.et, ottdshts, close to bore, part-time attendarcr and a persore:Ily

shtrort!se rnstroposot that car eercide. the whole forfly Emit Pre
absulutly tssentlel In order for then to prugrosg.

lf,nv stod.ots enroll not seellng degrees, but u- t.e spotiff,..

c,urses that uill upgrade their Joh skills. At ore college alone,

st,.. 1485, 121 of the 221 business majors hsve been eeployed whilr

toting ,-our(oc. Aer,ct al: tt trihal collt-gcs. on Avrrgt cf. 44t of

tte ttafntf, tor.d thir enplev-ert abilities, frOe earrlos pobtr.

el. 51,1-F psrt-'ioo erriehoret :'t,u7Fer.

:. it i-f rt... raiv careful rote of tie grouh trend evong the

p t''...,.. Wrg sersed tru1,, te.leget tor donttart Anerirar

s fetv tht bats t,oc.,"r bll of 6.cfetv are aging, post college cgs

fey O. rot. far.. ^ferirg their Irrties. For rodt Indior

go,u'...ent, tie Se. troy. A. ereefles, of the tr1I-1

ropelatien 1' t' rrti,P Ares r! ttttl, Poop re-rurfty herth

t.cre Ere to.dtr Aft St' ef ti Ic populatiev or. order

es. Ie. At St.odirg Fv.h Sltur, herts lteleeta, SI' of tie till- 1

tootlor ft vrdor age '9. tit of tbfa porulstion Is under I. A'

Crfu, Fcrters. sorsed by l.ttiv itg Pert reflect., 50' ore under Aft

Is. Via the vahlitled soecesses of the tribel colleges ir theft'

'e-- Arf tlroutt eu. the nstion, it is a tIrto.' e.rteirtl
tile 1,4.11.8:4v inererrfog peculation %All 1screosingly 100 no tf(

ttil.1 0,1 te pr6,jee (g,Fanced ,srulcet in leirert future years,.

7.
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There Art stilt many other fer-reaehing contributions of the
tribal colleges to their resertation conrunities beyond ratriculatior
and employability considerations. Poe to the isolated locatior of
most of the reservations, ts,e tribal colleges serve as a center (or
man) ttibel seryiees. ?lost tribal colleges offer CFP, ABE And
correnit) outreach programs Pc resources permit which ere Inaccessible

eu. IP crAt'at dritances, severe winters end inadequate
rerds Tribal college Health Feucation offerings have a significant
impact on entire reaervations, where for some the incidence of
dtAbete$ among Adults is As high os Nit, and alcoholism as high as 40>
Sort, tribal colleges conduct health screening clinics for the public.
Sore operate alcohol abuse and drug avareness programs for their
cormenities and schools, es uell as science fairs and career fluidanc(
programs in coacert vith elementary and secondary schools. nany offer
nen-partisan voter education and citizen awareness progrars. As just
one example, Orough its Student Government, Ft. Belknap College
increased voter registration (ror 211: to 871 er (our Years. Sore
provide paeenting ccottes and child day care; Pan) ettreach to senior
citizens. Many hold leadership trAinIng and other ttp(cfelired
w:TkShSgt Are sePirare; es one example, training an en Ire urit of the
Soil Conservation Seryice on database. Nearly All ere fora) points
for Native Arcricen cultural activities end preseryatioe. Ane neArly
all offer their library resources to the reservation public. Ar least
one otter; pgC to the reservation through the Colleg. Ph1fc
Teltsfslon. And all of the :2 trlhal colleges enable their students
to lee] a greater scree of self-worth aed self-esteem through their
eel:ego achievements.

Wti/e tho eforementiored lists and examples are not exhaustive,
thy ale fully represestati.e. P...pefully, these substantiate the rany
verthv contributions of these ,eileges to their communities, unserved
thtoogh ar) other statute, and spes/s to the critical need for the
reneeserezation of the *Tribally Controlled Community Colleges Act."
I would now like to speak to the many unret needs of the tribal
collet., as relates to our concluding requests for amendmerts tc the
reauthorization.

Thy A:t al ove for a 1-or student euthortration of
$5,B2c. Chile ttfc level hes never been realized throqgh
appropriations, it Is critl.ally needed. The seecre Isolation, factor
of tie )(cation of rose of the colleges increases roarly 011 eosts.
H,0riug c,s.a sr( iro,,eceed modestly St hetvoen IPT erA 20% hfe,e, OR
rsiretfe :tmn Icc,rfore. ell sereices, rhippinis
Ind delivities ade an extra layer of cost. Travel costs for
rural-as:op or tell cells for t-te r.ceipts accumulate to costle
prctortl.,ne. Ptstence edu.rsely effects tribal cellege employers. w
PO higher (oett. of staples at )1,..tted nearby vendors, or pay high
COSts of distence trPo.c1 Snd tire to competitive vendors. Employees
frequently lave in,reesce co^nutlPg costs documented as high As an
edetinc 1 s:,non to 0,0(.0 per year. let tribal college personnel
(verage sal/ries that range betveen 1ST ctd 287. over that 0' ir
public institution or) c0gues. Their fringe be fits are sirflArly
less, in sets' instnrctf, Aen-existent. If tribal colleges are to
contirue to lool touare a goAl of educational exce'lerce ene equal
edue,tionel opeortunity fer thcIr stedents, the authorized level of
yer student tund.ng must offer sore hope toward sehieving that gee).

3
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It is our fucther recommendation that the overall level of
authorication for the Act be increased to $45 Million. Mix Is
necessary because, should the por Indian ztudent count level of
funding become realized. and we remain dedicated tevard this goal,
then considering the rocest growth in annual enroll ents, this
Increase Is justified. The eolleges have averaged up to 14% annual
growth in past years, end In vies. of the population indicators,
enrollmen, growths seer assured. This request simply seeks that equal
educational opportunity be avsilable to students In tribe) collegcs as
thAt whioa is oval/able to mainstream America.

Although AIHFC has consistently endorsed the need for forward
funding, it has never been realized. Indian education programs ere to
ay knowledgo the on)y educational programs which find themselves
frequently well into an academic year without knowing what their
budgets for that year "Ill be. It teems that this problem mao not be
remedied through the authorizing statute, but since it is se paramount
) wish to point out for the record the severe negative impact ft las

on planning and operations for the collegos.

AllirC recommends that the allocation per Title I college should
he based on the previous yeer'a Indian Student Court a%erage.
kurther, that the enrollment overage of 127 per year shall be
catablished as the maximum increase ir per college allocation, over
the pre.cious year allocation. This is intended toward minimizing the
negative effects on all colleges, particularly the small colleges, if
an unanticipated trersndous Increase in enrollment should occur et any
one college, as has occured In past years.

Finally, under distributions of operations, A1HEC reconnenea that
funds distribution he provided to Title I colleges at 1001 or or shoot
October of each Fiscal leer. Pelays in 51A AdmInisfrative
dishureervrts, are errors in their disbursement calculations, cur
crests havoc for tribal co//egs operations even after the final FICCAl

Year appropriation level is know:. The colleges have more then
establial.ed a responsible trees recotd In administering tribal college
funds, and bellese this request is fully justified.

Peeler Planning, lat.rt recommends that appropriations earmemlea
for new colleges startups, awl, that en amount equal to 5/ of the
Title 1 Section 12le eporeprietion sball be :he maximur atailabla for
reu colleges fundieg, 614 if not expended, On1) be reallocated
equirabiv tc vsletine Title : colleges,

Us urge that tbc reeuthorization certain p.ovisions that will
prefect, rester( and etreeribqr, fendl-g stability fur colleges ubich
receive funds tbroupl tle Sn}dci A t, Odra arc in addition to ftmds
authorized tbri,tfl r1P Ccaleges Art. It choull be crsoled that
trit 1 ecilcpke r6t be Ter,OirPe ir ar) lot receipt ef Sevder Act

fumes. Te date tress eclieges include. For: Feftbold Comurity
C. :pc, Turtlt ,trtair CQ31(f.t, I a L,4crs Ccilcpr, Doll /rife

Yeac.riel C,11cp. , st,1 firre C5bu Ccher....

4-f

,'"t
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Tribal eolleges need fot fecilitie. and construction haF been
well-documented. Most colleges hegan in deteriorated or ohondoncd
go'oirnvet 10,ilition, tne out,t bam nem: hpe adequate repair or
['since:once since Inception. Sone pose serious health end safety
probless. such es tbe presence of asbestos in two colleges. Most need
simple bosic repotts, and withot attention these deteriorating
corditiont art only exaccrhered evr time. lmmedfote needs ore more
:bar modest, such as A fence and froulatioo for Ono college day care
Arca, sne upgrade(' fttrrAce6 and roofs fOr others.

A1HEC urges the Cocr,ittee to strengthen thcFc focilities and
conttruction pzosisione. tzder facilities we recommend that the
Appropriation Authorisation be tot et S30 X"Ifon per year. Vneer new
construction, uc recormend thot the appropriation authorization be Get
at 512,5 milliur prt yeer, with t 4 to 1 ratio notch from eacb
cellege, Ache A cfiiing of S4CP,O0c be stooliFled on the maximum
requited rellege cOntributiOn.

finally, urOcr the Eneeumant provisions of the Act, we commord
the introduction of S 2213, a Bill to increase the Federal
contribution to thr Tribally Cortrolled Community College Endownert
Proctor. The need for increased oneowmetts hos been
well-euhstortiated ty tlo colleges, end likewise the Fever('
11mItetiouF amorg :be cottcger to raise substentIsl private notching
resources. This arerdment uculd ease the hardship and greocly enhonc .
the colleges ability to realize a potentially sore stgritIcart Septct
from tie interest provisions. We utge its enactment.

A1PEC else rteosmands that :he Coneittee areod the Frdownert
provisions to include real estate ard deferred gising as An ellowehle
non- Toegr.al r..tch. The date for registering matching resources with
the BIA shoo/0 bc Ect et tho 1.,.st month, or quarter, of the Fiscal
Year in ordor to maximize tha banefits of the prov.iFion. further, tho
prosition the: funds under the Endowment remain available until
erpeteed should be clarified and ztrengtbened to ensure thot no
letitttc cxistF 7or SSA e!sinterpretation, and subsequent terninstfon
i the tvaiishi)ft,h of those oneourent lands tit the close of ery

fiscal Iter. Firstly, tle provl I, hhoolel expAtA th( etfinfation Of
expcneftureq :c ergur. t4 intortnt IncON0, rey h. experod

in accere,nke ufth tx re' nrd rissior of tic respective college.

tr. sume=stfon, the"o ere ircblee.; 61th the irrlementotion of this
statute for which our year, cf dcilbcrationt still yield :lc proposed
so)utions. Thsc problerb c(nter 6coune A bletoty whele/r, despite
cut dccomented needs end th. eutforizatfor ollosances of the Act, the

(x1/,C.,c ccrtinuo to r(r4eso p per stueert level of funding et
spproofeotel) half tha: prc%:e 4 to our sister punlic Institutions.
Our federel trot:tee, the E,reat of lndien Affefre, continues in what
Apps.Irs :0 be the tnfthest, . of their sevoese% rebpessfbilitv tol,,
and yesr After yeAr requen,n f.,nding fron the Co.greeF or 1.,1e th;:
would raintain tribal :allege offering. et less than half the:
prey:see to the rest of the nation's pcatteconeery Institutions.
Ithfle this Men, stems to be outs,de the auspices of or soCiorizinr
remedy, i v161 to c(rcludi ulti stating it for the lecord, in the hope
:hat eot.du A. ersucr right be fouri tfrough the authorizing proeecc
uhich would help hritg full erd ego.] educational epporturity to
Ar4ricir :noien ett,*.ct, ir tribe/ colleges through :WI r4,,,,,ratIon

C. ,. t-
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TESTIMONY ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
"TRIBALLY CONTROLLED COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSISTANCE ACT OF

1978" AS AMENDED

SUBMITTED BY
TURTLE MOUNTAIN CHIPPEWA TRIBE

TWILA MARTIN-KEKAHBAH, CHAIRPERSON
BELCOURT, NORTH DAKOTA 58316

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee. My

name is Twila Martin-Kekahbah. I am Tribal Chairperson of the
Turtle Mountain Chippewa Indians. I thank the committee for
this opportunity to share my belief that the "Tribally Controlled
Community College Assistance Act" should be reauthorized.
Since FY 1980, the first year for which funds were received by
the Turtle Mountain Community College, the college has visibly
improved In all areas of operations. Clearly without the
"Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act, there
would be no independent Tribally Com trolled College on the
Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation today.

The Turtle Mountain Community College was founded in 1973
with the philosophy that "higher education for Indian people can
best flourish when provided by, for and of Indian people and that
Indian self-determination will result from Indian people so edu-
cated within the physical and philosophical matrix of their
community". To that end, the underlying goal of the institution
is to provide quality education to all people.

ACCREDITATION
Foreseeing reauthorization of the act, North Central Association
of Schools and Colleges, after a thorough on-site review of the
institution, granted continued accreditation to the college in
Ju It 1989.

To illustrate the importance of P.L. 95-471 to the accreditation
process, let me quote the Reoort of a Visit document submittod
by North Central Association following its 1980 visit, "with the
funding of the Indian Community College Act a reasonable secure

- - 2;
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source of revenue can be provided". Without a doubt, a firmly
established funding base will influence the Accrediting
Associations determination as to whether the Turtle Mountain
Community College will maintain continued Accreditation in the
years to come. In order to provide aualitv post secondary edu-
cation the Turtle Mountain Community College must have a firm
Iv established stable funding base for colleae operations.

The reauthorization of the Tribally Controlled College
Assistance Act is essential to the continued growth of Turtle
Mountain Community College. The law authorized "grants for
the operation and improvement of Tribally Controlled Community
Colleges to insure continued and expanded educational opportu-
nities for ndian students, and to allow for the improvement and
expansion of the physical resources of such institutions".

The Act should provide more than "seed" money. This interpre-
tation was not the intent of congress)however the Bureau of
Indian Affairs has not accepted the legislation as a critical
part of their education programs and has never requested ade-
quate funding levels. Reauthorization should address this issue.

Using documents which have been furnished to Congress by the
BIA showing the complete financial status of each Tribal
College; the BIA has concluded that the Tribal Colleges are re-
ceiving mega-bucks from "other " sources and that, because of
this, the funds available per ISC are more than adequate.

Without exception, every Tribal College depends on the Tribally
Controlled College Assistance Act foi its primary source of op-
erational funds.

Also, without exception, every Tribal College receives "other"
funds from numerous other sources. Almost to the dollar, these
other sources involve federal dollars, which have restncted and
Cateciorical _spendina restrictions. In addition, these "other"
programs are sought "competitively". and are "supplemental",
are short term, and cannot be used for the general operation of
the institution.

C) )
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AH of the Tribal Colleges would like to reduce their dependency
on Federal funds. To that end, the Tribal Colleges are doing ev-
erything possible to rais money from private sources. To be
useful, any private money raised should be stable, long term,
with the Investment avallabio for the general operation of the
institution. The law provides for the fundin2 of an endowment
program, but to date very little funds have been appropriated
for this purpose. Last year our tribe awarded Turtle Mountain
Community College $350,000 to apply towards the matching re-
quirement of the law. However, FY 1990 appropriations did not
provide for adequate funding. As a result, the match could not
be met and our college is losing out on Endowment interest
money wh!ch is essential to their long term financial stability.

It takes money to raise money, and if the fund raising initia-
tives of the colleges are to be taken seriously, then a multi-
year investment would be required. At present, the colleges do
not have these types of financial resources available to them.

Our students, particularly our graduates, continue to demon-
strate success. Each of these successful students represent an
individual insuran.te policy against unemployment and virtually
assures than one more American Indian will become an effective
and contributing citizen of the American democracy. If one
comp9res ell of the Federal Funds spent on Indian reservations
and Indian programs over the past several decades and compares
that figure to the Federal funds spent on Tribal Colleges and
then compares the genuine success of these programs, it be-
comes clear that the Tribal Colleges are the most cost effective
pronrams on Indian reservations today.

We aH recognize that one of the most important roles of the
Tribal Colleges is to graduate students who can find employ-
ment or transfer to upper division colleges and universities to
earn advanced degrees in areas necessary for tribal develop-
ment. However, our Tribal College is taking the lead in two
areas that are important to tribal development. The first of
these is the contribution they are making to economic develop-
ment and the second is the leadership role they are taking in re-
gards to strengthening tribal government.
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In the area of economic development, the college is making
three main contributions. The first is the natural impact in
economic dollars that are being generated because the college Is
owned and operated by the tribe. The 4e are new dollars that
only a few years ago were not in circulation within the reserva-
tion economy Secondly, the college has taken the initiative to
assist tribal members with the establishment of Indian ownod
business. The college has formed what Is perhaps the first
tribally based business organization whose membership Is ,n-
tirely locally owned Indian businesses. The third contribution
involves the training of tribal members to assume employment
with private industry. For example, the college has trained
welders and machinists for the tribally owned manufacturing
plant and they have trained data entry technicians tor the trib-
ally owned Data Ent ly Corporation. Both of these are examples
of the college identifying the employment needs of the reserva-
tion and responding by developing training programs to satisfy
thoso needs.

Our tribal college is the only educational entity on the reserva-
tion that has deliberately made tribal government a part of
their curriculum. Over the years, through their students, we
have witnessed a gradual awareress of the need to have a strong
tribal government. The college has taken the responsibility to
bring issues before the people in open forums. For example, the
college is currently working with the tribal government to put
before the people a revised constitution and by-laws. The new
constitution will result In a stronger government which will
help to ensure sovereignty and protection of tribal member
rights.

In conclusion, I feel that the Turtle Mountain Community College
has been and will continue to be the best investment, the best
alternative, for our Indian people who desire a college educa-
tion.

Mr. Chairman, members of tho Committee, this concludes my
testimony. Your attention is greatly appreciated. Migwetch.
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TESTIMONY OF CHAIRMAN EDWARD LONE FIGHT
BEFORE THE

SENATE SELECT`COMMVITEE ON INDLAN AFFAIRS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee thank you for this

opportunity to provide this testimony. My name is Edward Lone

Fight, I am the Tribal Chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes of

the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.

We at Fort Berthold have made gigantic strides in recent years

in providing the opportunity of post secondary education to members

of the Three Affiliated Tribes as well as to all members of the

surrounding non-Indian communities. While the growth of services

proN.Ided by the Fort Berthold Community College was in direct

responue to community need and interest it has not been able to

grow in proportion to that need. The P.7.rt Berthold Community

College has not had the financial resources to expand to keep pace

with the community demand for more services and the increassd

enrollments.

Currently the College is housed in nix scattered store fronts

in the city of Now Tow.., ND. The spring enrollment is 285 students

which ropresents both full and part time students and due to lack

of space some of the classes had to be cut.

By this testimony I am requesting your assistance in the

following six areas:

1. A reauthorization of the Tribally Controlled Community College

Assistance Act of 1978, as amended;

We are seeking reauthorization of the act for a period of 5
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years, which would provide the college with financial

stability as it prepares for its continued accreditation. The

next accreditatior it is scheduled for March 1991.

2. Arpropriation 14vela for 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995;

..4n appropriation level should be eatablished at $45,000,000

each year for the next five fiscal years. This dollar amount

is based on 55,800/Indian Student Count (ISC) x projected

ISC's of 7,580 reflecting approximately a 121 annual grow*h

rate in ISC per tribal college.

3. Construction/Facilities Section in the Act;

Facilities are badly needed at Fort Berthold Community

College. Appropriation which meets che minimum standards to

construct adequate facilities is absolutely necessary. Fort

Berthold Community College has documented construction needs

at $2.6 million dollars. The development of adequate

facil!ties will take several years to complete therefore, in

anticipation of this, and in keeping with the Carnegie

recommendations, a ten-year financial effort to construct and

improve physical facilities should be initiated by Congress.

Howiver, in the short term, several tribal colleges tice

immediate and serious problems with deteriorating buildings.

At this time an amount of at least $2,000,000 should be

immediately appropriated.

The tribal college consortium devaloped a priority and ranking

system for meeting construction needs, the following

priority/ranking eystem for construction was developed by the

tribal colleges:
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A. Emergency repairs

B. Emergency renovation and acquisition

C. Construction by accredited icacitutions with documented

cil .ies development plans. (Fort Berthold Community

College has these plans)

D. Plannin; fees for accredited institutions, and

E. planning aes for non-accredited institutions.

4. Endowment for Tribal Colleges;

Since the initial endowment appropriation, Fort Berthold

Community College has developed an endowment fund or $70,000.

The Tribe and Fort Berthold Community College supports S.2213,

the bill would inczease the Federal contribution to the

Tribally Controlled Community College Endowment Program

recently introduced by Senator Kent Conrad. The increase from

$5,000,000 (current appropriation is $500,000) to an annual

appropriation of $10,000,000 would significantly increase tne

college's endowment, to meet capita: expansion and program

needs.

S. 2213 which provides for a Federal match on a 2:1 ratio

can be matched by the tribal colleges if tho endoKaent match

includes real estate and deferred giving as a match.

Since the relt-oe of the Carnegie Report on Tribal

Colleges, responses from private funding t w: have been

positive. As endowments are developed, en() greater and more

stable tho sources of income to the colleges become.

5. Long Range Goals of tho College;

Long Range goals of the college aro to:
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Develop a central campus for the college as a resource

in all areas

Assist the Tribe

Develop the necessary curriculum to match 21st Century

technology needs and meet the human needs of all members

of the communities of Fort Berthold

Preserve the Three Tribes cultures and traditions by

instituting relevant curriculum.

6. Future Perspective;

Fort Berthold Community College is one of the fastest growing

institutions on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. In its

history the college has graduated a total of 135 graduates.

Over 55 percent of the graduates have gone on to four year

baccalaureate programs. Their success rate at the four year

colleges has ben phenomenal. An example of the successful

graduates is the story of Eldora Poitra. Eldora is a graduate

of Fcrt Berthold Community College who went on to the

University of Mary in Bismarck. She was named to Who's Who

In American Colleges E. Universities by the University of Mary.

Eldora has been on the Deans List since enrolling at the

University of Mary.

The college will continue to develop into a quality

college providing quality programs of study for the small

community of Fort Berthold.

This concludes my testimony, I will be happy to respond to

any questions you may have. Thank you.
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OF

NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE
REOUESTING THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE

NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACT
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Senator Kent Conrad, Chairing the United States

Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs
Field Hearing At 'i 9, 1990
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On behalf of the students. faculty, staff and members of theBoot d ol Regent:, dt Navajo Community College (NCC). I express
my sincere appreciation to the United States Senate Select Committee
on Indian Affairs foi the opportunity to request the reauthorization
of the Navajo Community College Act As you know, the NCC Act
is Part II to PA- 95-471. As such, I asking this Panel to
leauthoriz.: the NCC ACL as it stands with no change.

1 am recommending to the Panel:
1) For purposes of contruction grants to authorize appropriations

which shall provide any 'such sum as may be necessary'.
In addition, that the authorization ana provisions of contruction
ra-.c be made permanen..

7) For purposes of maintenance and operations grants which
are already permanent authorirations to continue as is based
on "an amount necessary to pay expenses incurred'.

1 stranqly urge that the authorization for construction
grants ,o NCC be made permanent so it wild be consistent
with grants for maintenance and operations, thus allowing
the College to develop and implement long range planning
for facilities and programs simultaneously.

3) Since no facility study was conducted in 1979 even tnough
it was authorized by P.L. 95-471 in 1978, that the authorization
on 'Study of Facilities Needs be retained. This section
will provide for 'a detailed survey and study of the academic
facility needs of Navajo Community College' funds for which
arc to be 'be drawn from general appropriations to the
Secretary'.

4) For purposes of endowments, support the addition of Title
Illof P.L. 95-471 which will 'increase the Federal contributions
to the Tribally Controlled Comounity College Endowment Program'.
Senator Kent Conrad, you arc to be commended for introducing
this bill (S22I3) which holds guaranteed benefits for future
generations.

In view of the four items I have presented, I cannot overemphasize
the importance of full appropriations for the authorized prov sions
in the NCC Act. Navajo students have nothing left to look forward
to except education because they can no longer earn a decent
tieing from farming and livestock. Their only chance is education
and they can obtatn thts most valuable commodity at Navajo Community
College.

NCC is playing d key role the socioeconomic deveopment of
the Navajo Nation. It traio.. and educates students who arc transferring
to tour year institutions and who are gaining direct employment.
It has become the change agent for more than 200,000 Navajo people
whose annual birth rate is 2.78 and with a median age of 18.7
years. Among the Navajo people there arc nearly 250 K-I2 schools
wrving some 70,000 Audento, of which 4,500 graduate from high
whool each year. Notwithstanding its greatest human resource
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potential the Navato Nation still lags behind the Americaa mainstream
In til,lhq educolsoh, heolth Cote, houstna, employment
ood economic development. only through education ,an tnese negative
trends be reversed.

Navaio Community college Is the first Indian cootrolled College
in the United Suites which was established in 1968. The College opened
its dcors almost exactly one hundred years after formal education
hod first been imposed on the Navajo people. The Navajor' initial
iesistance to compulsory education had become supplanted during
this bundled year period by demands fc- appropriate and gu,lity
education, a change of attitude that was accelerated by world
War II which heavily involved Navajo people in the armed forces
and the defense Industry.

The new College opened classes in January 1969 in a Bureau of
Indion Affairs hIgh school facility in Many Farms, Arizona which
it shared with the high school program for the next three and
one-half years. The Office of Economic Opportunity funded the
initial three years of operation, with additional support from
the Donner Foundation, other priVate agencies and the Navajo
Tribe. In July 1969, Dr. Ned Hatathli became the first Navajo
President of the Lollege and the Board selected the Tasile-Wheatfields
area as the permanent site (or the College. In order to meet
the long-term goals of the College, funding was sought from the
tede I Government, resulting in the passage of the Navajo Community
College ACt, Public Law 92-189, in December 1971. This law
provided for basic operational funding fo.: College programs with
funds to be channeled through the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Construction began on the new Tsailc Campus in 1971.

In October 1978, the United States Congress passed and President
Carter signed the Tribally Controlled Communrty College Assistance
Act. Public Law 95-471, which authorized toe funding of Cortege
operatlons and facilltles construction for NCC and other tribally-
controlled community colleges, replaci, 4 the earlier legislation.

The Carnegie Foundation for the Adva ment of Teaching has recently
ADecember 1989) tcleased a study of the tribally-controlled colleges,

Native American (Princeton University Press,
089), in which It cites two "false assumptions behind the historica)
"mis-education' of the Indian pe. le: That they could be removed
from their culture without harm - and must be removed for their
own progress; and that the dominant society could accomplish
this goal through Oucatioa (p. 39). After over one hundred
years (in the Nova, case) of attempted cultural genocide under
aovernment policies shaped by such tninking, anu tupported by
d new fedeial policy of Indian self-determination 'naugurated
during he Nixon presidency, tribes arc now taking nore control
of their own destinies. In the view of the Carnegie study, in
this new cra in which tribes are taking more control of their
own development, tribal colleges should be the means of ttibal
empowerment.
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Navajo Community College is the only postsecondary academic institution
based on the Navajo Reservation. The Nava;0 Tribe supports a
sister vocational training institution, the Ciownpoint Institute
of Technology, which is located in Crownpoint, New Mexico. The
Reservation encompasses some 25,000 square miles situated in
north-eastern Arizona, northwestern New Menico and southeastern
Utah - an arca frequently compared in size to the state of West
Virginia. It is the largest Indian reservation in the United
States, located on the high Colorado Plateau. The topography
is distinguished by a diversity ranging from flat, dry barren
plains through strinkingly beautiful red sandstone canyons and
buttes to high mesas and forested mountains. This land traditionally
sustained the Navajo as a pastoral and horicultural people, noted
for their :kills In weaving and silversmithing. While these
pursuits continue to contribute to the economy of the Navajo
Nation, rarid population growth and sociocultural changes have
brought recognition to tribal leaders that diversification and
expansion of the economy, supported by development of a skilled
labor force, is essential for sustaining the Nav..jo people into
the future.

The Nrvajo Nation along with other Indian nations is striving
to mote from a status which has been described as analogous to
that of a third world nation, as a *colony* of the United States
(The Navajo Nation: An American Colony, A Report of the United
States Commission on Civil Rights, 1975), to a self-directed
nation rooted in its own culture and guided by its own vision.
It faces many of the problems confronting other emerging nations
poverty, a relatively unskilled labor force, growing population

and the lack of.capital for economic developmert. Navajo Community
Ctilege, as its institution of higher learning, provides one
instrument for addressing the nation's self-perceived needs.
Ernest C. Boyer, in his Foreword to the Carnegie report on tribal
colleges, vocies the necd to support this movement for Indian
self-determination.

To the exten. that we fail to assist Native American, through
their own institutions, to reclaim their past and secure their
future, we arc compounding the costly errors of the past.

The educational programs of the College arc consistent with the
Mission Statement which specifically provides for the College
to offer two-year transfer programs, vocational and technical
training, Dine Studios, Development Studies, research projects
and consultancies, continuing education programs and coordination
of higher education programs on the Navajo Nation.

The mission of Navajo Community College iz guided by an educational
philosophy that is based in Navajo culture tradition. The
central concept of Navajo philosophy places .iman life in harmony
with the natural world and the universe.

7-5
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The Dine (Navajo) Phtlosophy ut Learning, detived from the sacred
otigin story ot the Navajo people, establtshes the state of harmony
(hoato) W., the ultimate goal of Navajo Learning.

kcc han produced a number of successful students. Two have become
medical doctors and one has chosen to serve his people in a remote
area of the reservation; another has earned his Ph. D. and is
DOW the Superintendent of a reservoLnn public school disrict;
four have held the prestigiovs title of Miss Navajo, two of whom
have won the Mtss Indian America title; and another has acquired
his CPA and established a siccessful accounting firm. There
are d number of others who are working in leadership positions
within the public and private sectors on the reservation and
across the country.

The institution as a whole is also making progress; The North
Centtal Accredttation Association's Site Vis tation Team has
tecently concluded its evaluation of the College with a recommendation
tor continued accreditation; the Navajo Language Pvogram has
added 300 and 400 level courses for certified teacher instruction;
three arttculation agreements hav been signed with four-year
institutIons which will provide a smooth transition for our gladuatcs,
and the College will become d regional testing center for Navajc
Language by providtng an alternative to the foreign language
requirement for students attending four-year institutions.

Yet, in spite of these successes, the College still faces funding
uncertainties, cutbacks, unexpected emergencies and changing
student needs. Butldings arc starting to settle underlining
the need for major repair and renovation. New construction,
especially for the Community Campus is a pressing need.

The total needs of students and reservation residents arc changing.
There are growing numbers of single-parents and married students
with dependents who arc in need of appropriate college housing.
There are large numbers of students who arc academically deficient
who need baste programs, prior to the start of their college
career. There arc also growing numbers of handicapped students
who arc betng denied access and opportunities due to the physical
batriers at Tuaile and at the community campuses.

Mr. Chatrman and distinguished members of the Panel, I respectfully
request that you support the re-authorization of the Navajo Community
college Act and to make Section A -ike Section B a permanent
authorization.
In (-losing, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to
yots mt. Chairman and distinguished members of this Panel. I

assure you, once educated, our young men and women will become
contributing and resourceful members of society.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD PARISIAN, DEPUTY TO THE ASL.1STANT SECRETARY -

INDIAN AFFAIPS/DIRECTOR (INDIAN fOULATION), DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, U. S.
SENATE, FIELD HEARING IN BISMARCK, NCRTH DAKOTA, ON S. 2167, "10
REAUTHORIZE THE TRIBALLY CONTROLLED COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSISTANCE
ACT OF 1978 AND THE NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACT': AND S. 2213,
"TO INCREASE THE FEDERAL CONTRIBUTION TU THE TRIBALLY CONTROLLED
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENDOWMENT PROGRAM."

April 9, 1990

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here to present the views of the

Department of the Interior on S. 2167, a bill "To reauthorize the

Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978 and

the Navajo Comruniity College Act"; and S. 2213, a bill 'To

increase the Federal contribution to the Tribally Controlled

Community College Endowment Program." I will discuss the bills

in that order.

S. 2167

We strongly support the enactment of S. 2167. Section 1 of the

bill authorizes appropriations for grants to tribally controlled

community colleges tor two additional _ears, through FY 1992, by

amending the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act

of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1810(a)). This section also authorizes

appropriations for the endowment program for tribally controlled

community colleges through FY 1992 by amending the 1978 Act (25

U.S.C. 1836). Section 2 of S. 2167 reauthorizes appropriations

for the Navajo Communi'y College through 1992 by amending the

Navajo Community Coiiege Act (25 U.S.C. 640c-1).

The Bureau of Indian Affairs provIdes grants under these two Acts

to 22 tribally controlled colleges for academic and administra-

tive purposes and fci the operation and maintenance of the

colleges. Each college is governed by a local board of regents,
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a majority cf whom are Indian. Most of the colleges are on

Indian reservations making them accessible to the Indian students.

In addition, the environment and atmosphere of the colleges are

familiar to the stJaents. Because of cultural differences and

language barriers, dropout rates of Indians at traditional

institutions of higher education have been high. However, the

retention rate at the tribally controlled col unity colleges is

39.28 percent; the drop-out rate is 10.72 percent.

The 22 tribally controlled colleges are located in 10 midwestern

and western states. Twenty of the colleges are located on

reservations. The colleges are sponsored by 36 Indian tribes.

During the 11:86-1989 a.a. mic term, the colleges enrolled 16,787

Indian students ..nd 4,208 non-Indian students, for a total of

20,995 students. During the academic year, the colleges awarded

152 one-year certificates, 427 AA/AAS degrees, and 35 BA/8S/MA

degrees. The age of the students range from 16 to 85 years. The

composition of the stocle,, body is 5,964 males and 10,823 females

for the Indian students, and 1,320 males and 2,888 females for

the non-Ind ans. These co eges play an important role in the

education of individual Indians and In the development of Indian

tribai gove-nments.

S.2213

We cannot support the enactment of S. 2213. This bill would

increase the Federal contribation to the Tribally Controlled

t,ommunity College Endowment Program and would change the current

fifty-fifty cost-sharing arrangement to a two-to-one

Federal/non-Federal cost-share. We support the fifty-fifty

cost-share and believe the S5 million authorization level is

sufficient for FY 1991. However, we do intend to consider the
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proce<s.

The purp..)se of the Tr bally Controlled Community College

Endowment Program, established under the Act, is to provide

grants for the encouragement of endowment funds for the operation

and improvement of tribally controlled community colleges. Under

thiS provision, each college that receives an endowment program

grant is required to match the grant on a one-to-one basis. The

endowment grant and the matchin g portion must be invested in a

financial instrtution insured by an ageir.y of the Federal

Government, or in Federal securities. Only the interest earned

from the endowment fund investment nay be used to defray the

expenditures associated with the college.

The Bureau haS maintained that the grants provided to the

colleges under Title I ' the Act were never intended to pay the

toll operating cost Of the thstItutions and that the colleges

were expected to find other Sources of revenue such as

ioondations, philanthropic organizatiocs, corporate entitles.

federal and state grants, tuition charges, etc. The Title III

euduwment program is ideally suited for this purpose. Technical

assistance is being provided by the Bureau to the colleges in the

3reds of proposal writing and grantsmanship. In addition, the

names of publications and other materials that list foundations,

philanthropic organizations, and corporations that provide

funding for Indian programs have been identified for the TCCCs.

Considering the body t necAs or the coli,ges, an endowment fund

of, for example, $500,000 tO SI million invested at current

interest rates would generate approximately 140.000 - S80,000 in

annual interest income.
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The endowment program authorized under that A-t provided S5

milliop for each of Fiscal Years 1988, 1989. and 1990. The

$1,250,00u appropriated for the endowment programs for the paSt 3

fiscal years has been matched dollar-for-dollar by non-Federal

sources.

This concludes my prepared statelent. 1 will he happy to answr

any questions that you may have.

29-90q 0 - 90 - 4
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URITTEN TESTIMONY

Submitted to the:

U.S. Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

Honorable Daniel K. Inouye, Chairman

Honorable Kent Conrad, Field Chairman

1990 American Indian Hig r Education Consortium Conference
Apr 9..11, 1990

BisGAICh, North Dakota

-Fiscal Year 1991 Interior Appropriations-

Submitted on behalf of:

Sinte Cleska College
P.O. Box 490

Rosebud, South Dakota 57570

Irene Bordeaux, Chairperson
SCC Board of Directors

nd

Lionel R. Bordeaux,
President

April, 1990

;
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Uritten Testimonv.FY'ul Interior Aporop iiiii ons
'.'. senate select '!oYnittee on Indian Affairs
The Honorable t'aniel k. Inouye. Chairman
The Honorable Kent ,7.onrad. Field Chairman

SVMHARYSTATEMENT

'Int, rolesk. College Is young and growing higher education
institution charts-ed by thc R,sebud Sioux Tribe in 19"l to design and
ieliver appropriate post-secondary proqrams. services and opportunities for
the icangu Yokota 4kosebud Sioux') Feofle on the Rosebud R ton.

are p eeee ntly seeking Congres.lonal support and assistance in the

folloeinst

is.els

The foremost concern of ainte (lieska College in terms of the FY'91
interior Appropriations bill centers around funding for PA. 00-428. "The
Tribally cons -sited community College Assistance Act of WO, as amended".
60 now request. that Congress cOnsider at propriati4ns of which provide
f.nding 5 VC,A20 per student (or Title I tribal collages in regt.
Funding at this levtl, authorized b law, would require $11.012,240 1$5.62,1
per x 5.112 1,C).

End Sinte r.lessa :ollege. like its tribal c liege colt
has sukcessfults developed an Endowment Fund to help establish long-range
fiscal stability. Future growth depends heavily upon the availability of
ea t,hing funls. ue therefore request funding at the authorised level of

Technicl Anal Funding for the provision of technical
oosistan,0 soPiort t. tribal colicges has remained at $1l6.07n for the past
seyetal veers' despite expanding needs and continued prog.am development
efforts. 'Ante Cleska College requests that funding for technical
assistance he in d to $220.0,10, sum which would provide $10000 for
ea,h eligible trib 1 college.

Construction -- In rY'vo, tribal colseges requested that $22.S million
he appropriated for fast ee ccnstruction purposes, including our stated
neei for S:.s nil lion to complete the proposed Sint. efleska rot lege
tbucatton-Administration ,omples. These needs haven't ehansed, h in

the short tern, we request an pproprition of $2 Gitlin" for emergency
resalts at those tritai ;.lieges where there exists serious facilities
sr ,dlems.

ther

.atIttional k.l.a. Higher Educe r.rant (Scholarship) funding to
assist trital mebers in defraying .ational costs at Since Gleska

1n, 4 Admit Fducation funding to provide ed. sato oppottunities
anl seryies fur ani adult literacy programs.

.In, ttttt 4 A4uit Vocational Training fuevu to enable students to
rsse vAtional edqcatlon programs that correapono to tribal priorities.

.,estoratirn of T./.. 44.0A funds, awarded to Sinte Aeska College in
!,"1 per aoth.rttv the .nyder Act. to funding levsi of
T.f.f were. reP.yed from the tribally-banded tp, budget by the A.1.A.

"e reet,,rei liter St sits.5.10 funding level.
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Introduction

Since Cleska College serves the Rosebud Sioux Indian

Reservatior of south-central South Dakota, an area encompassing

four countiis that cover 5,337 square miles whete some 18,000

tribal members reside in twenty communities. Named in honor of

Chief Spotted TaL (Sinte Cleska), leader of the Sicangu Laknta

(Rosebud Sioux) People, Sinte Cleska College represents an

emerging entity in the field of higher education, an Indian

college established to respond to the needs of the Native

American student who chooses to pursue postsecondary studies

while remaining "at home" in a reservation-based setting. Sinte

Cleska College is a unique institution which is of, kz and for---

the community. This character enables us to provide a range of

accessible programs, that are comiatible with local educational

priorities and developmental plans of tn.: Rosebud Sioux Tri")e and

that reflect the cultural vflues of the Lakota People.

Sinte Cleska Colelge is the only source of higher education

opportunity for local students. We are committed to an overall

program philosophy which promotes student success through designs

and approaches that foster personal esteem and increase

individual skills. Sinte Cleska College is the product of

tribal members who rec lized Chief Spotted Tail's vision for an

eduzation that incorporated Western thought and Lakota culture.

Our graduates a_e educated to achieve in both Indian and non-

Indian society. We see our role to be that of a reservation

catalyst--to heti) students, which in turn, strengthens

communit es, ths tribe, and ultimately, Sinte Cleska College.

C' *
0 ki
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Such a premise is the foundation of our institutional mission and

reinforces the prevailing sentinent thdt Sinte Gleska College is

an expression cf the ambitions of the Lakota People.

Higher Education. Economy and People

The mission statement directs Sinte Gleska College to

deliver high quality postsecondary education to the Lakota

People. In addition, Sinte Gleska College seeks to:

(1) increase the number of Lakota People in middle
and upper management positions.

(2) reflect, strengthen and develop Lakota cultural life.

(3) provide national leadership In tribally-controlled
education.

GO establish mechanisms for improving the quality of life
on the Rosebud Resz-vation.

Economically, the Reservation is extremely depressed, with

all of the negat ve social factors that accompany unemployment.

The few employme:t opportunities that exist are in the public

sector. This situation is of grave concern to tribal leaders and

elders who are vigorously pursuing economic development on

several fronts il.e luding nicroenterprises, industrial

development, tourism and governmmt con'racting.

Due to the economic development efforts and the educational

promise offered by Sinte Cleska College, the future looks

brighter. However, statistics docuncent a narsh and sometimes

overwhelming everyday rcality for most people on the servation:

Todd County, which the Rosebud Reservation
encompasses, is the Ath poorest county in
the nation.

Per capita income is $l,23A.

0 I
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Over 60% of all (amities on the Rosebud Reser-
vation are at or below the poverty level.

Tribal members posseAs an average literacy level
of 6th grade and an average of 10 years of school
completion.

55.: of the adult population on the Rosebud
Reservation have not earned high school
diplomas or C.E.D. certification.

Outlook for the Next Decade

In the 1410'5 more and more tribal members will opt to

pursue their higher education at Sinte Cleska :*.oliege. We have

seen too manv young students leave tlei communities and families

ani go away to school. aoon they would return, unable to find a

niche in institutions which seem appropriate for others but not

for the Indian student. Our graduates work in the (immunities to

help future generations. nut students must work hard, however,

they are dedicated and the$ haye a hope in SAnte Cleska College.

Enrollment and Demographic Trends
on the Rosebud Reservation

FNrollment at 3Inte :Lesko College will continue
tJ increase In slight Increments until l902, when
it witl range between 5'5 -.00 students per semester.

Fnrollmenc v.11 grow at significantly larger rates
once we successfully complete construction of tht
proposed Sinte Cleska College Education/Administration
Builiing, a 16,000 square foot facility on the
antelope campus.

The avorage age of linte Cleska College students
will Jerease as a result of more younger tribal
moohers seoking higher education opportunities
and the o'lvacing costs of attendance at off-
reseryat.on institutions. The younger stude,nt
population will present a different set of academic
noods than those of older Indian adults.
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We will continue to witness a higher percentage of
incoming students who will be academically under-
prepared and require remedial studies assistance.
The result will be a gradual expansion in our
Special Support Services Progrm and an increasing
demand for tutors.

More tribal members, especially younger students,
will be seeking matriculation in vocational
education programs at the certificate and

. associate degree levels. Sinte Glcska College
will be called on to develop more curricula that
trains tribal members to meet specifi, job needs.

t.

There will be a continual request for more Lakota
Studies classes On the Rosebud Reservation, both
on campus and in the tribal conmunities, especially
language classes We will need to develop more
Lakota Studies curriculum and train more Lakota
Studies instructors.

There will remain a need throughout the remainder
of this century to provide outreach services to
the Lakota Pelple -- we will need to strengthen
our Community Education programs and explore new
ways to deliver services across the Rosebud
Reservation.

Financial Resources

Slnte Gleska College will continue to operate witb
limited financial resourc,s and limited facilities,
however, we will nit do so in a manner that
detracts from acaTmic quality. -- This status
restricts institu.ional opportunities for program
expansien.

Sinte Gleska Col'ege will contlnee to be dependent
on federal fund g and rely upon numerous revenue
sources through .rants and other "soft" monies. --
This st=tun will provide adequate stability for
crr.nt perations but will protr.g efforts to
establIsh a permanent funding base.

The main avenue for institut:onal funding will be
P.L. 99-428, "The Tribally Controlled Community
College Assistance Act of 97, as amended". --
We will continue to seek Congressional support for
increased apprnpriation: and to add funds to the
Endowment and Construction programs of this
legislation.

c
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We will continue to strengthen our relationship
with private funding sources, particularly
foundations. Sinte Gleska College must increase
its national visibility to genera6e greater
support from the corporate sector.

Inflationary increases will raise institutional
operating costs and ne-essftate salary increases
for Sinte Gleska College faculty and staff, who
are already underpaid b. any atandard.

Sinte Cleska College wi'l con-inue to assess program
delivery in order to gain added cost-efficiency
that emphasizes more empioyee responsibility and
accountability with minimal cesources. Ve must
continue to demonstrate that Sinte Gleska College
is a leader in the field of Indian Education.

Cost efficiency decisions will require greater and
nore expedient access to institutional informational
bases and thereby increase the need for expanded
automation of programs and functions. -- We must
balance the high cost of these efforts with our
otherwise limited resources.

The increased need for financial assirtance among
Sinte Gleska Colleges students will require external
support from ne ' sources. -- A responsiveness to
student needs must remain our predominant concern
as Sinte Ileska Collegt striver for growth and self-
sufficiency.

Opportunities in the
Surrounding Community

rnesplovnest will remain high on the Rosebud
ResercatIon. Nonetheless, Sinte Gleska Co..ege
graduates who are tribal members will opt to
compete for local job opportunities. We must
take A more aggressive role in job placement for
our gradLates, especially those at the associate
level.

The Todu Gountv School 'Nistsrict will continue to
hire linte Gleska College Elementary Edu-ation
graduates as classroom teachers. There remains a
creat need for teac era who are familiar with the
local area and wn are sensitive to the concerns of
Infian children.

'!%t new hospital will Secome the second largest
e-7I,ver on the Rosebud leservation and will magnify

Aeute need for trained health professionals.
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FY'91 Department of Interinr Appropriations

Institutional Concerns

Increased P.L. 9 -428 (The Tribally Controlled
Community College Assistance Act of 1978, as amended)
appropriations for salary raises, additional staff
and program expansion.

$2.5 million dollars for completion of the proposed
Since Gleska College Education,Administration
Building, originally started in 1978.

Additienal B.I.A. Higher Education Grant (Scholarship)
Program funds are required to assist tribal members in
defraying post-secondary educational expenses at
Since Gleska College.

Increased funding for adult literacy programs and
C.E.D. services in order to deliver an adequate level
of tribal adult educetion opportunities on the Rosebud
Reservation.

The current demand for adult vocational training
opportunities far exceeds the amount of available funds
to meet student nee... and thereby fails to address
tribal vocational education priorities.

restoration of P.L. 13-638 funds, awarded to Sinte
Cleska College per authority of the Snyder Act in
1073, to A funding level of $358,300. These funds
were removed fr... the tribally-banded budget by the
B.I.A. in 1080 only to be restored later at a
$136,500 funding level. Since Gleska College has
suffered a total cumulative loss of 82,000,000 in
Snyder Act funds since FY'SI and requests a
rest:ration to the initial $358,300 level but not
at che experse of annual tribal all cations.

Continued Congressiona: Support for tne White House
Conference or Indian Education with partieular
emphasis on .he role of tribal colle?es relative to
planninC anJ facilitating Conference activities and
program agenda.

Lack of advocacy by the B.I.A. on behalf of tribal
colleges witnessed in annual eppropriations
testImony where officials state that tribal
colleges are adequately funded and that tribal
college funding is neant to be "seed" or start-up
monies. This latter point was never the intent
of any tri Al :allege legislation.
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The ensuing testimony discussion relates to P.1. 93-638

programs and to p.t. 99-428 at Sinte Gleska College, as funded

through fhe Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Scholarship

Sinte Gleska College administers the B.I.A. Higher Education

Grant (Scholarship) Program via a P.L. 93 638 contract on behalf

of tribal menbers who wish to pursue their higher education goals

ile remaining "at home" on the Rosebud Reservation. Sinte

Gleska College has managed this contract for its students since

1978 and does 30 today on a shared basis (50%-50Z) with the Local

Indian Education, Inc. which provides funding for students

attending off-reservation institutions.

,During the 198.8-89 academic year Since Glesxa College

awarded B.I.A. Scholarship funding to 138 studenLs with an

average award of $1,689. We estimate that 185 students were not

funded because of depleted monies and further estimate, based on

the average B.I.A. award, that Sinte Gleska College would require

an additional $315,000 to assist these unfunded students. The

Local Indian Education, Inc. estimates that it would require an

additional 5l60,00G to assist unfunded students attending off-

reservation institutions. The total unmet need for Rosebud

Agency students is approximately $500,000; an amount which i3

sure to increase throughout the l990's.

At this time Sinte Gleska College requests that the B.I.A.

give strong consideration to a significant increase in overall

f ing for the " I.A. Higher Education C ant (Scholarship)

Progran. The RoseLd Sioux Tribe has watched its allocation
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decrease from a high level of $553,000 1. FY'87 to the present

FY.90 level of $528,000. We on the Rosebud Reservationtneed at

least $1,000,000 to provide adequate B.I.A. Scholarship funding

for our current students and for future generations of students

who seek to advance their educational interests for the Rcsebud

Sioux Tribe and the %akota People.

T.C.C.C. (Snyder Act Supplement)

These funds are used for faculty and support staff salaries

and the cost of le-aing G.S.A. vehicles for the Sinte Gleska

College Student Transportation System.

Sinte Gleska College originally received thls particular

revenue in 1973 per authority of the anyder Act. In 1975, these

funds became allocated as part of the P.L. 93-638 contracting

process. Between 1973-1980 SInte Gleska College and the Rosebud

Sioux Tribe increased these funds to a level of $358,300 in order

to assist tn establishing a stable fiscal base to defray on-going

Institutional operating costs. In FY.81, the B.I.A. moved to

eliminate this source of funding for Sint( leska College and, at

one point, totally removed the monies from the tribally "banded"

budget. Sinte Gleska College and tne Rosebud Sioux Tribe worked

diligently to restore these funds to a level of $136,500 which in

W90, through P.L. 93-638 p-- cost increases, has now reached a

level of 31.4,000. In the past ten years Sinte Gleska College

has lost more than $2,000,000 in T.C.C.C. (Snyder Act Supplement)

funds as 1 result of this unilateral administr,tive determination

by the A.I.A.

9
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As we begin the 1990's, Sinte Cleska .ol lege is once again

requesting a restoration of T.C.C,C. (Snyder Act Supplement) funds

to a level of $358,300 which we.e decreased, without tribal

knowledge or consent, in FY'81. We are specifically requesting

that these monies be restored to the Rosebud Agency/Rosebud Sioux

Tribe "banded" IPS budget beginning in FY'92 and for each year

thereafter to remedy this unjustified B.I.A. reduction action.

Adult Education

These funds are used for personnel costs and other minimal

Adult Education program expenses. During the past five years

Sinte Cleska College has witnessed a decrease in Adult Education

funds from $49,300 to the current FY'90 1....el of $43,000.

We request that the B.I.A. support a position ,thich calls

for a substantial increase in Adult Education funding. Sinte

Cleska College has contracted the Adult Education program since

1972 and over the past 18 years has assisted 1,200+ individuals

in earning C.E.D. certification. Because of present funding cuts

we have been forced to implement serious reductioas in testing

and tutorinz, opportunities on the Rosebud Reservation. Such

reductions continue to oc Jr at a critical tine for Indian

Education; a time when all programs, includin 5 the provision of

Adult Education services, must grow and expand to prepare Indian

country for the challenges in the next century.

Adult Vocat*.mal Training

These funds, in the anount of $153,000 (FY'90), ar. used

primarily to provide stipends tor tudents engaged in vocational

10
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training program pursuits. Sinte G leska College began

administering this program in 1988 and is currently in the second

year of a P.L. 93-638 contract due to expire in 1991.

As in the case of Adult Education funding, Sinte Gleska

College believes that an increase in Adult Vocational Training

monies is essential to improve conditions for Indian tribes. We

also need to promote reservation-based vocational education

training opportunities, such as the programs offered at Sinte

Gleska College, to help build stronger local economies and

provide tribal members with employable skills centering around

trioal priority areas. Here too, the key is to advocate for

additional funds so that more Indian students become involved in

the educational process and attain a goal which empowers tribal

self-determination and enhances our aoility to effectively manage

tribal resources in the year 2000 and beyond.

P.L 99-428

Tn 1178, tribal colleges gained a big boost in funding

efforts with the passage of P.L. 15-471, "The Tribally Controlled

Commanitv College Assistance Act". Appretriations started on a

positive note in lo80 when tribal colleges received $3,100 per

full-time Indian student equivalent. however, in the ensuing

years, as the number of tribal colleges and student enrollment

increased, appropriations failed to keep pace with educational

operating costs. By 1184 tribal colleges were receiving a mere

S1,164 r full-time Indian student equivalent. Currently

a,,thorized as P.L. 44.2a, this legislation is central to the

future fiscs1 stability of tribal colleges. We will realize an
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increase in appropriations in FY.90 which yields a funding amount

of $2,190 - $2,400 per full-time Indian student equivalent....in

other words, an increase to our FY'88 funding level. This

increase nonetheless represents an important first step in

addressing the numerous funding concerns for tribal colleges in

terns of salaries, academic program development and facilities.

To do so, we cannot rely on the year to year fluctuations of

"soft" funding which dictates the flow and scope of each

expenditure. lie require the latitude and support of P.L. 99-428

funding--funds that provide$5,820 211 full-time Indian student

equivalent as authorized by current legislative language.

Moreover, we require advocazy from the B.I.A. in seeking

increased appropriations "to defray expenditures for academic,

educational and administrative purposes and for the operation and

maintenance of the tribal college". P.L. 99-428 funding was

never intended as seed money.

American Indian Nigher Education Consortium (AINEC)

By way of verbal testimony, the American Indian Nigher

Education Consortium cited numerous issues set forth in the

special report Tribal Colleges: Shaping the Future of Native

America, by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Tlaching. In particular, this report corroborated a long-

standing AIHEC position; that funding at :he authorized P.L. 99-

428 funding level of $5,820 per ISC is imperative if tribal

colleges are to fulfill their institutional missions. Tribal

colleges have proven their capacities to use scarce resources

effeetivels. Now, more money is required.

12
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In addition, the American Indian Higher Education Consortium

has identified other concerns which ribal colleges believe

warrant Congressional attention:

that tribal colleges be recognized as key entities in
future overall tribal devel-przent efforts and
initiatives in order to promote the educational
interests and needs of tribes and tribal members.

that PA.. 100-713, the Indian Health Care Amendments
Act of 1988 (Title I, Indian Health Manpower,
Section 115, Health Training Programs of Community
Colleges) authorizes $100,000 for each tribal college
for the development of health programs.

that appropriations for the Carl D. Perkins
Vocetional Educational Act allow for funding in the
amount of $17$,000 per tribal college along with the

opportunity to compete for and administer grants
through the tribal set-aside program.

In closing, Sinte Gleska College joins its fellow American

Indian Higher Education Consortium members in requesting

Congressioral assistance with these considerations so that We may

produce at equitable &ducational opportunity for our Indian

students. We thank the Sub-committee for the many past efforts

on behalf of Indian Education, and especially, the support to

Sinte Gleska C Ilege.
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Testimony submitted by Paul Boyer

on tribally-controlled colleges

April 9. 1990

Tnbally controlled colleges have der..:anstrated the past Mo decades

that they are able to ler their communities educational opportunity.

Toning with extreme4 limited resources in reservations marl.ed by

,,x\ert). tribal colleges have nonetheless prm en that they can offer real

change to Native American societies.

This is what we concluded at the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching as we completed a twoyear study of these

institutions From our research. inter% iews and extended \ isits to se% en of

the colleges we assert in our report. IritaLco IltgeS-5.1inin2 thcluture of

S11113kraerM. that their success 0 tea: and N% ith stronger support, tits:1r

potential is significant

The colleges have been able to chaange the multiple barriers laced b

Indian students because thel are controlleii by Native Americans and won,

v, anti* the context of the co-rounding tribal culture The needs ol students

from the logictical to the emotional are understood and accepted In

addition, they also worl to bring opportunit d'rectly to the reservation

o,inraunity hy developing inisovative cota aad econotnic development

r ,)grams

BEST COPY AVAILACLE
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III First, tribal colleges offer a culture based curriculum where traditional

Indian culture is celebrated. Not seen as just another area or study. Native

American traditions and values are at they heart of each tnbal college s

structure and identity While much of white society identifies Indians with

objects of the pastfrom tipis to peace pitiestribal college' rgue that

treditwnal culture is more than artifacts ft is. instead, a nurturing and

supportive influence that helps to dthne an individual s self identity. With

this students are told, perhaps for the first time. that their culture has valee

But this emphasis on Natn e American culture should not be seen as an

attempt to u nhdraw from con..:mporary society Ins-ad, an understanding

of their past is seen as a wa) to build a stronger :uture. For example, at lezst

one stud) has shown that the Indian students who understand and accept

their h .age have greater self-respect and are more likely to succeed

academically,

Reported Salish Lootenai College \ _ix President Jerry Slater. 'Many

young people have had a hart time They have a history of heavy drinking

and have, in general. a tacit. Of sell respect But as they get more involved in

traditional culture the) begin to get new self respect Sometimes the) will

quit their :Irtrtl.ing as begin to find a life that is more meaningful for them.

III Second, tribal colleges offer training for tribal need3 Because they are.

ir most t.ases, located on reservations and are run by tribal ers, they

1.1,b.at sloth their communities require While courses range from

certific. n welding to, at une college. a master s degree in elementary

ecteapm each college s curricalum is based on the understanding that most

membees cic not want to leave the reservation "nstead, the colleges
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tailor thoir curriculum to the needs and opportunities that exist in their

communities. No non-Indian college or university can oiler this.direct link

between the programs offered by the school and the needs of the

reservation.

But the idea is not to lust produce a cadre of productive laborers

Instead. tribal college administrators want their institutions to promote

greater Native American leadership. True self-determination can be

promoted only when students are trained to become leaders in their

reservations as well as the nation as a whole The numbers are still small,

but there are a growing number of people who attended an Indian college

and now have earned four-year or even graduate degrees and hold

administrative positions in area schools. social service agencies or

government offices

III Third. trilal colleges sponsor development programs that directly

benefit their reservations Believing that their responsibilities are not

limited to the students who enroll in their schools. all work to bring

econoolic development and combat debilitating social ills Some work

direc,I. with area industries to provide traming and sponsor research

Others support bterac tutoring and alcohol awareness programs Most off.r

free tutoring for the high school equivalency test

Through all of this v. ork. the colleges act wholisucally to bring positive.

Fell -directed change to Native American Cornmunitles. i f what is so

remarkable is how mucn they have r.ccomplished with such limited

res.iurces Campuses are often httle more than collecuons of trailers tir
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storefront buildings where space is always at a premium Faculty and staff

must be scverely restricted.

Federal support has been essential for the survival of the colleges. The

Carnegie report urges federal lawmakers to maintain funding and ensure

that appropriations keep pace with the growth of Indian student enrollment.

Tribm colleges have proven that they can succeed. We would like to see

them have the opno:tunity to excel.
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PREPARED STATMENT OF HON. JOHN McCAIN, U.S. SENATOR

FROM ARIZONA, VICE CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON

INDIAN AFFAIRS

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for scheduling the hearing today to

hear testimony on my bill S. 2167, to reauthorize funding for the

tribally controlled community colleges and their endowment program,

and on S. 2213, Senator Conrad's bill to increase the authorization

for the endowment program and make other changes, a bill I was

pleased to co-sponsor.

The first of these bills, S. 2167, would reauthorize

appropriations for the tribally zontrolled community colleges

through 1992. It is a two-year authorization, rather than one of

longer duration, at the request of the American Indian Higher

Education Consortium and represents a decisim made by tribal

college presidents earlier this year. I look forward to testimony

on this element of the bill. If college presidents desire a four-

or five year authorization, I am, of course, willing to amend my

bill.

With regard to the Navajo Community College I will point out

that its authorization for funding for its operation is a

continuing one. The provision in my bill relating to this college

I,
(1 11

'I
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is to assure continued authorization to receive construction

grants.

Even though S. 2167 only a reauthorization measure as it

stands, I want to use this occasion to offer my views on the

importance of tribal colleges in higher education.

These community colleges meet needs of American Indians that

are not being met by other inf:itutions of higher education. They

reflect the cultures and the aspirations of the tribes that govern

them; their curricula may include Indian cultures and languages,

as well as the curricula found in other community colleges; they

provide supportive learning environments to students whose previous

instruction may have been deficient; and their reservation

settings make higher education accessible and encot:rage continued

learning by young and old alike.

And what these colleges do, they do well. Their graduates go

on to jobs or to four-year schools. And those who enter four-year

schools are less likely to drop out than those who have not had the

tribal college experience.

The success tribal colleges have achieved has

despite inadequate funding and facilities which are

Congressional authorization of $5,820 per student

matched by appropriations, I regret to say.

been achieved

often poor.

has not been
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I am hopeful that we will be able to further increase the

funding for tribal colleges this year, perhaps, in part, through

the Congressionally-authorized tribal college endowment fund. In

my floor statement on this bill, I applauded President Bush for

proposing a tripling of the endowment program for historically

black colleges and universities, and I look forward to working with

him to obtain the increase in the endowment program for tribally-

controlled community colleges which my distinguished colleague,

Senator Conrad has proposed.

Mr. Chairman, the tribally-controlled community colleges of

this 'Ation have been for too long but little noticed for the

important roles they play in affording higher education

opportunities to American Indians. Late last year, however, they

gained new visibility with the publication of Tribal Colleae:

Plapino the Future of Native Amertca, the product of a two-year

study conducted by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching.

In this publication is described the richness of the tribal

college experience for students and for the communities they serve,

and the poverty of their resources. Its action plan looks to

private sources of funding, as well as to the Congress, to

str-ngthen the abilities of the colleges to serve Indian people and

comnwnities as they ought to be served.
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The Carnagie report also looks to tha promise of the tribal

zo11ages, saying, "They,can, with adaguata support, continua to

open doors of opportunitl,to the coming ganarations and halp Native

AR4rican communitias bring together a cohasiv society, ono that

draws inspiration from the past in order to shay* a creative,

inspired vision of the future."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

0 7
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The Trihany-cattrollad Community oU.q. Assists:toe hal
Why Nora nands are Needed

A Report Prepared by the

American /ndian Higher Education Consortium

liarch 30, 1?90
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Preface

This report has been prepared by the American Indian Higher

Education Consortium (AIHEC). Its purpos is to provide evidence

and information to support a request to sUbstantially enlarge the

FY 1991 appropriation for the Tribally-Controlled Community

College Assistance Act. All of tle AlHEC institutinns

participated in providing information for the report. Included

were enrollment figures, tuition levels, needs, outcomes, and,

most important, the colleges' prospects for the future.

AIHEC received assistance from Dr. Robert Sullivan, Director

of Special Projects at North Dakota State Univertity, in

analyzing the information and developing this report. Dr.

Sullivan has had some twenty Years of experience working directly

wit-a the Indian reservations in both Dakotas and lontana in the

areas of economic and community development. He is familiar with

AIEEC, working with it and several of its member colleges since

the tribal colleges came into being. And finally, as a member of

the Administretive Council at North Dekota State University, he

has a thorough knowledge of post-secondary education and its

fanc'ang.

AIEEC requested Dr. Sullivan's assistance ecause they

wished to develop a report which reflected an outside view of

their development and curtent situation. The trthal college

presidents, who comprice 1.111D.C's leadership, believe they have

been successful in this endeavor.

1 WI
4
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The Tribally-Controlled Community Colleae.Aseistance Actz
why More FANS are Needed

Intots_sic

This report provides evidence to support the tribally-

controlled colleges' request for a very sUbstantial increase in

the funds available to them in Ft 1991 under Title I of the

Tribally-Controlled community College Assistance Act. The

evidence it provides addresses specific issues that have been

repeatedly raised in past appropriations hen=ings for the Act.

Consecuently, tbe report begins by reviewing what might Le termed

the payoffs from the tribally-controlled colleges, e.g., indian

people becoming employable and leaving the Welfare rolls. /t

then provides an analysis of %he tribally-cuntrolled colleges'

funding situation, e.g., contrasting their funding levels with

those of comparable non-Indian institutions. =his is followed by

an assessment of the impact of these funding shortfalls on the

tribally-Lontrolled colleges, e.g., the problems they face in

maintaining academic quality on a shrinking instructional funding

base, ,And finally, the report analyzes and provides supporting

evidence for tbe colleges' request that funding under the

Tribally-Controlled community College Assistance Act'be increased

to $5,820 annually per full-time Indian student, the level called

for under the Act's original authorization. Before turning to

the body of the report, however, some background on the Tribally-

Controlled Community Cel:ge Assistance Act and its funding

history.

Baci,cround. The Trib!..ly-controlled Community College

I 1 1
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Assistance Act became law in late 1978. The Act, under whiCh

direct federal funding is provided to tribally-controlled

colleges on a per student basis, was and is critical to their

growth and survival. Its passage was followed by the

establishment of a nutber of nev tribally-controlled col3ages.

It was also followed by very sdbstantial growth in the academic

standing ef the tribally-controlled colleges; today, 19 of the 24

tribally-controlled colleges are either fully accredited or in

various stages of candidacy for accreditation.

Unfortunately, however, the annual appropriation under tho

Community College Assistance Act has fallen far shc t of what is

needed. Under the Act's original authorization, funds were t^ be

allocatee to the colleges in terms of their ful.-time, Indian

Student Count (ISC); as was mentioned earlier, the Act authorized

anninl payments of $5,820 to the colleges for each of their ISCs.

Eowever, that funding level was never achieved. Actually, the

first year of the Act saw only partial funding available to the

colleges. And funding reach,/ its highest levei at $3,100 per

ISC in FY 1981.

Since then, the trend has been steadily down. to be sure,

there have been some small reversals, i.e., increases in the

am.punt per ISC in certain fiscal years as a result cf periodic,

moderate increases In the overall appropriation for the Act.

However, over the long term, the anount per ISC has declined

steadily from that $3,100 high point. Indeed, it dropped to

$1,964 in FY 1989, rose to an estimated $2,220 (final figures are

not in) in FY 1990 as a result of an appropriation increase, but

2
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will again drop below $2,000 in FY 1991 unless there is a further

increase in the overall appropriation. The reasons for this are

not difficult to discern. Enrollments at the tribally-controlled

colleges have risen rapidly from the beginning; the amount

appropriated to the Tribelly-Controlled Community College

Assistance Agrt has not. Chart 1 on the following page depicts

the tribally-controlled col]eges' funding histury-under the Act

from 1981 on. What the dhart reveals is a continuing increase in

ISCs among the tribally-controlled colleges and a continuing

decrease in federal funding per ISC under the Community College

Assistance Act. In other words, the better the cellegcs perform,

the less funds they receive per stedent.

TrUel College ;.-22gralislacntsT_Ibt2Tamaffa!

The tribal colleges have performed very well. They have

been of irmeascrable importance in tribal revitalization and the

rebirth of hope and pride on their respective reservations. They

have become a primary player ill the economic and social

development of these reservations, changing the lives and ettloOk

of the local Indian people. Put simply-, they are a paradigm of

Indian celf-determination and what it can zeai. Their brief

histotios have demonstrated that, given the opportunity, Indiau

people are very able to direct their af.:airs and improve their

lives.

It is unlieely that anyone who is familiar with the

development and history of the tribally-controlled colleges uou3d

disagree wi-h any of the points made above. It is also unlikely

that anyone would fail to agyee that the dollar value of the

3
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impact of the tribally-controlled-colleges on reservation life,

far outweighs the dollar value of the federal investment in the

colleges. Indeed, past appropriation hearings on the tribally-

controlled Indian Community College Assistance Act have clearly

revealed the prevalence of these sentiments.

However, it has also been apparent at past hearings that

although everyone agrees that the overall benefits produced by

the colleges far outweigh their costs, no effort has been made to

translate these surplus benefits into specific dollar amounts.

Consequently, what AIHEC has done here is to survey six of the

tribal colleges in order to provide some information and dollar

amounts on the welfare savings and increased federal tax payments

generated by those Indian people who have taken advantage of the

opportunities the tribal colleges offer.

The colleges surveyed to obtain this information are Oglala

Lakota, Sinte Gleska, Standing Rock, Turtle Mountain, Salish

Kootenai, and Blackfeet. All six are fully accredited, with

Oglala Lakota and Sinte Gleska being accredited for the

bachelor's degree and the bachelor's and master's, respectively.

All are among the larger of the tribally-controlled colleges.

Information was obtained from them for the Period 1983 - 1989.

It reveals the following facts.

1. A total of 1575 Indian people graduated from the six
institutions during this period. Of this 1575, 210
earned one year vocational certificates, 1198 earned
associate degrees, 158 earned bachelor's degrees, while
9 earned master's degrees in Education.

2. On the average, one-third of these 1575 graduates
(almost entirely certificate and associate degree
graduates) continued their education following
graduation -- many have since graduated with mere
advanced degrees, e.g., a bachelor's degree.
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3. Those who did not continue their education sought
employment, as did those who sought higher degrees once
these were completed.

4. Most important, information the colleges were able to
provide indicates that only 12% to 17% (depending on
the reservation) of these 1575 graduates are currently
unemployed. These unemployment rates contrast
strikingly with the unemployment rates of Indian pe::ple
on the same reservations who did not attend the tribal
college. Those rates range from 54% on the Flathead
Reservation (the home of the Salish Kootenai College)
to as high as 85% on the Rosebud Reservation (the home
of Since Gleska College).

Two coaclusions can be drawn immediately from these numbers.

To begin with, the colleges are having a major impact on

reservation :ndian peoples' employability. Second, the tribal

colleges are also having a major impact on the number of degrees,

including four year or more advanced degrees, being obtained by

reservation Indian people. In the past, less than 10% of the

reservation Indian students Who went directly from high school

graduation to a non-Indian, two year or four year institution

succeeded in obtaining a degree (and since only about 10% of the

high school graduates attempted to go to a non-Indian

institution, the overall success rate for high school graduates

was actually around 1%). The percentage of success at noraTIndian

institutions for these Indian students whose first Post-secondary

experience involved graduating tron one of the tribally-

controlled aolleges rises to between 351 and 401. (It should

also be noted here that th. six colleges were able to track a

number of their former .A-udents wno had transferred to non-Indian

four yeax In' atutions following the completion of one year at

the tribal college, and it was found that about 301 of these

transfers were successful in obi-lining a deg:cc.) These success

6
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percentages are striking considering that the average age of the

students at the tribal colleges is 30, and that many have

children. :They :Teak eloquently to the quality of th tribal

colleges and their role in bringing advanced post-secondary

training and education to the reservations.

These two conclusions are obvious; they reflect the

information obtained from the six tribal colleges surveyed.

gowevar, it is also possible to dtaw some second order

conclusiens based on the information obtaincd from the colleges.

The first of there conclusions concerns the welfare savings

generated by Indian reople obtaining employment. The point was

already made that an average of 15% of the 1575 graduates from

the six colleges in question are currently unemployed. This, of

course, means that 85% are employed. And, when we add another

piece of data, the fact that the majority of these 1575 graduates

were on either general assistance or 1110C prior to their

educational traiaing, it is clear that the annual savings in

welfere monies are very significant. The average monthly payment

for a family of four (and reaall that most of the students at the

tribal colleges have from two to four or five dependents) in the

D,.:kctas and Montana aVerages around $450 monthly. This totals

more than $5,000 per family per year, and even if we take a very

conservative view and assume that only 700 of that 1575 graduates

were formerly on some type of assistance, the annual welfare

savings :or that group are $3.5 million dollars.

Similar logic can be applied to the federal tax monies being

gencrated by tnese tribal college graduates. Once again, we will

7
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take a conservative view. /t will be assumed thatthe 1340 (85%

of 1575) currently employed are earning an average of $18,000

annually. (Recall that a substantial percentage have bachelors

degrees.) And since a family of four was used as the basis for

calulating welfare savings, it will also be used to calculate

tax revenuas. Annual income tax payments for a family of four

taking standard deductinns.on a gross income of $18,000 would be

in the neighborhood of $750. However, it addition to these

income tax revenues, it should also be recognized that on an

income of $18,000, each family wil' be generating $1,360 per year

in social security taxes.

Would some of these individuals be working even if they had

not attended the tribal college? Of course they would. se hime

again, we will use the same conservative multiplier used ifi

connection with welfare payments, 700 families. Sev--1., hundred

families, times $1,360 in social security payments plus $750 in

income tax payments, totals a direct tax return to the federal

treasury of almost $1.5 million annually. For those of you who

are aware of the amount each institution receives annually In

Tribal Chmmunity College Assistance Act funds, it Should be

apparent that the combined annual welfare savings and new taxes

resulting from only the most visible educational successes, i.e.,

the graduates, of these six colleges are appreciably greater than

the amount the six colleges receive annually in Comaunity College

Assistance funds even under the very conrervative conditions,

described above.

And in point of fact, these most visible successes are only

8
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responsible for part of the dollar payoffs from the tribal

colleges. What must also be noted is that a large proportion of

the educational activities of these colleges involve people who

are not seeking a degree. Instead, they are upgrading -heir

skills, and, in turn, their income. Tribal and local BIA

employees have had the opportunity to obtain new skills at the

college, e.g., typists who have learned and are now using word

processing. By the same token, individual ranchers and farmers

have had the opportunity to participate in courses in general

agriculture and recordkeeping. Or again, the majority of the

colleges are providing courses in business management and the

results have been an increase in the number of local Indian

entrepreneurs. Ho effort has been made to put dollar figures on

these added payoffs. However, they speak for themselves.

TrAft3-221.1.06151-16/-11Crilifalit1/ittilin

The point was made earlier that from the beginning there has

been a continuing decline in the par student funding provided to

the tribal colleges under the Community College Assistance Act.

Per student (ISC) funding was at its highest point, $3,100, in FY

1981. It dropped to $1,964 in Fl 1989. And while it rose

slightly to $2,220 in FY 1990, it will once again drop below

$2,000 (sdbstantially below if BIA recommendations are accepted)

in FY 1991. The impact of these continuing shortfalls in funding

on the tribally-controlled colleges will be reviewed at length in

the next section ot this report. But clearly the impact has been

profound. It threatens the academic quality of the tribal

colleges. It has become a concern to their various accreditation

9
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agencies, e.g., the North Central Association of colleges and

Schools.

Furthermore, the magnitude of the crisis in tribal college

funding is actually more substantial than these nominal dollar

figures indicate. For betwwn rising prices and inflation over

the past nine years, it would take $4,805 today to equal the

purchasing power of $3,100 in 1981. At the same time, however,

the best the colleges have been able to co with respect to their

Community College Assistance Act funding over the past nine years

is to obtain occasional, moderate tncreases which, as wag

illustrated earlier in Chart 1, have done little more than assure

that the downward trend of funding over the past nine years han

not been a straight line.

Several factors, or more often, misperceptions, tame

contributed to the colleges' funding crisis. To begir with, the

federal government is operating at a substantial deficit. AMC

leaders recognize this fact and they recognize that their funding

will be affected. But they also recognize that the amount of

money being distributed annually under Title I of the Tribally-

Centrolled Community College Assistance Act is miniscule,

currently a little ovir 810 zillion. And they also recognize

that the colleges have never received anrthing near the S5,820

pAr /SC called for under the original authorization of the Act.

And finally, they recogmize that when rising costs and inflatirdn

are taken into account, the reductions in community CollegJ

Assistance Act funding greatly exceed those suXfered by other

a
federal programs.

10
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When these facts are coupled with the fact that 3t is

generally agreed that the tribally-controlled community colleges

are the most significant development to occur on the Indian,

reservations in the past fifteen years, a request to

substantially increase the small community college appropriation

would not seen unreasonable, particularly in light of the fact

that, at was shown earlier, the colleges are generating more

monies in velfare savings and tar payments than they are

receiving under the Act. Row nany federal programs are doing

that anywbor today?

Second, Bareau of Indian Affairs personnel continu, to

promulgate the notion that the Tribally-Controlled College

Assistance Act is to "provide seed money for tribal colleges to

obtain aftitional finatcial aasistance from other sources to

complement their total budgets." Anyone with even a basic

understanding of post-secondary education would find-this

statement mind-boggling. Institutions of higher education are

not profit-making enterprises; one can not start them with a

little "seed money" and assume they will become self-supporting.

The reason is simple. There are simply no Twestricted fundn

available anywhere sufficient to support the ongoing operational

costs or the tribally-controlled colleges. Clearly, it can not

be done through tuition: tuition at trite: colleges has already

been increased to an Average of a little above $1,100 annually

(nnd thin figure e.>:c.:udes three hich tuition colleges), i.e., to

a point where students aro having a difficult tine obtaining

suLficient financial aid to at*,:end the colleges. (It should be

11
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netted here that all of the colleges are waiving tuition on some

let to 20% of their students, because they were unable to obtain

financial aid.) likewise, no foundation or corporation in the

business of supPlying aralual operating monies to an organization

no matter hal. deserving. And finally, while theoretically the

colleges might be able to develop large endowments aver tire long

term, the likelihood of that event is very remote considering the

competitimn for feundation and corporate funds, and the fact that

establishing an endowment capable of supporting one ot the six

colleges surveyed would require raising somewhre between $15 and

*20 million.

Third. another mistaken notion that appears to be pervasive

at the annual appropriations hearings for the Community College

Assistance Act is that the rag=icted funds. th tribal colleges

receive from other federal education programs can be used for

general operations, e.g., instruction, student services. This

is not true. The great majority of these other federal education

programs such as Strengthening Developing Institutions and NSF's

program for improving tinority sciences are for AMAL9pAN0tal

Rurposes. They enable a college to take steps, e.g., automating

its recordkeeping and processing, to improve the efficiency,

breadth, and quality of its operations. Dut they can not be used

to fund operations. ince the developmental phase of these

program icprovetents is completed, the college must absorb these

new operltional costs. They must alisorb them out of their

neneral operating funds which aro made up almost entirely of

their Community College Act al_acations and ntudent

0.2
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only the 1% Set Aside for Vocational Education is semi-

operational. But even here it must be recognized that these

monies are for vocational education -- not the broader academic

programs. And it should be recognized that not only the 1% Set

Aside, but all of these other programs such,as Strengthening

Developing institutions are discretionary and highly competitive.

This lack of understanding on the part of BIA personnel over

the difference between restricted and unl,- -icted funding

programs has caused major problems for the community colleges.

They have been confronted with such simplistic formulas as

dividing the number of full time students at the institutions

into their tote/ revenues for the year (40% of whiCh are

restricted funds at the average tribal college), and concluding

that the dividend which emerges represents the amount of fund,

available per student for general instructional and opemcional

purposes. On the contrary, to reiterate what was said earlier,

the funds available for general day-to-day college operation,

e.g., instruction, are comprised of the Community College

Asslstance Act monies alid student tuition. Currently, the tribal
1

colleges are obtaining on the average roughly 37% of their total

restricted and unrestricted budget fro= the Co=munity College

Assistance Act. They are obtaining, on the average, another 23t

from tuition. And the sum of these two, or approximately 60'; of

their total budget, is what the colleges have for instruction,

student services, instructional support activities,

ad=imistration, faci24ties management . . . . in short,

everything. No public institution of higher education in the

13
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teired StaLes operates under comparable circumstances. Nor does

any public institution regard or include the restricted funds

they receive as part of their general operating budget.

The fourth misperception that the tribal colleges are

irvariably faced with at appropriations time centers around the

supposed unwillingness of their tribal governments to provide

them with annual funding. This assertion is both specious and

disingenuous. The assertion is spcticzs because a nutber of the

tribes are providing some funds to their colleges either through

the STA Indian Priority System or directly from the tribes,

general funds. The assertion is disingenuous because, as is well

known, the great najority of tribes have very little in the way

of funds; and what little they have is needed to support tribal

governeent and meet local needs ranging from social services to

economic development. In other words, all, of the concerned

tribes would be very willing to provide supplementary funds to

their tribal colleges if they had ape. And unlike the assertion

that the tribes have been unwilling to contribute to their

colleges, there is evidence for this last statement. The tribes

have contributed buildings, land, maintenance services . . . . an

invento* of :le speeific contributions could stretch for several

sentences. But only a few tribes have been in a position to

contrihute hard dollar funding annually. In point of fact,

unlike the Community College Assistance Act, the tribal

centributions can legitimately be described an "seed money".

See fifth and meet frustrating argument the tribal colleges

have eeen confronted with in their continuing efforts to resolve
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their funding situation (crisls) can be paraphrased as follows:

"Since the colleges are able to function on their current

Community College Assistance Act appropriations, how do they

justify an increase?" This question has surfaced at every

appropriations hearings from the beginning. Meanwhile, the

annual per student allocation of Community College Assistance Act

funds continues to decrease.

The answer to the question is ..,bvious. The colleges lwve

been able to maintain their operations, i.e., function, through a

cotbination of faculty and staff commitment -- the 50 to 60 hour

work week is commonplace -- and cutting corners. Both of these

expedients will, of course, fail over the long term. The

personal commitment of its employees can enable an institution to

survive for a long time, but not forever. Programs can be

trimmed, class sizes enlarged, libraries maintained at minimal

levels, equipment repaired and repaired, more part-time

instructors used, full-time faculty provided with no

opportunities to keep abreast of disciplinary developments. But

once again, at some point it comes to ar. end. ?or acadenic

quality has vanished along the way.

The trinal colleges are approaching that end point. Recall

that the 51,100 per ISC the colleges received in 1981 was just

slightly more than half of the $5,820 authorized in the original

Act -- and the $3,100 was inadequate to meet the colleges'

operating needs. But today, at a $2,000 per ISC figure, the

collegtx have well under half of what they received per ISC in

1981, since im now requires $4,805 to equal the purchasing power

25
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of $2,100 in 1981. The impact of ten years of steadily declining

funding will be detailed at length in the next section of this

report. But it should be obvious from these numbers tha the

co-leges are in a very serious fUnding crisis despite their

acknowledged successes. It is hard to understand why. At times

it seems that the tribal colleges are being allocated just enough

money to insure their eventual demise.

By now it im undoubtedly apparent that the continuing

decreases in annual community college Isc funding allocations

coupled with the fact that the colleges are unable to raise

tuition any higher (it is already well above comparable two year

public institutions) have put them into a serious funding crisis.

To be sure, the evidence advanced for this conclusion thus far

has been what might be termed internal. But there is also

stbstantial external evidence. AlHEC has made comparisons

between annual per student operational costs at comparable public

community colleges as well as at two BIA-operated institutions.

The first, and in many way the most intriguing of these

comparisons, is with the two BMA institutions, Haskell Junior

College and southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute (SIPI),

which is also a two year institution. In FY 1991, Haskell's

appropriation was $7,672,000. The number of r,tudents attending

Haskell for the year totalled 765 (arrived by averaging actual

Fall attendance and an estinate cf Spring attendance). If one

di ides 765 students into $7,673,000, one arrives at a per

student allocation of just over $10,000. Furthermore, it should

be noted that these are described as "enrolled" students.

16
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Haskell is apparently not being held to the W-ricter standard of

FTE.

SIPI did a little better. Their enrollment was approximate-

ly 535 for the year, and funding was $4,156,000. Their annual

per student funding was thus just under $7,800. Again, these

nuMbers were enrolled students; they were not described as FTE.

Not surprisingly, tribal college leaders find the contrast

between what the BIA apparently needu per student to run Bureau

schools and what they feel the tribal ges ne -- student

to operate their institutions, somewba_

Similar differences can also be to -ae tribal

collegcs and two yew: institutions in Mont-. Dakota, and

Wyoming. The per student cost for 1989 - 1990 for the three, two

year public colleges in lentana was $4,340, of which $3,838 Was.

state and local funding:, while tuition accounted for the

remaining $502. Actually, however, the averaged cmt for the

three colleges is somewhat deceptive since two of the colleges

are appreciably larger than the tribal community colleges and

their cost per studen4 is therefore lower. The best comparison

is with the third college, Dawson Community College in Glendive,

Montana. Its student FIT in 1989-1990 is 385 -- very comparable

to the six colleges uurveyed here. The cost per FTE at Dawson is

$4,55:-, of which, again, tuition is only $500.

The tribal colleges are a/so far behind the two year public

:lstitutions in North Dakota. Since two of the North Dakota two

year institutions are very much larger than any of the tribally-

controlled cozmunity colleges, the only comparison will be made

17
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with tne ether three two year colleges, whose enrollments are

comparable to those of tne tribal colleges. For 1989 - 1990, the

per student FTE costs at these three institutions averaged

$5,030. This $5,030 wms comprised of just under $3,800 in state

monies and just over $1,200 in tuition.

The disparity between per student cost at the two year

collegei in Wyoming and the tribally-centrolled colleges is

almost as great, even though all seven of the Wyoming two year

schools are substantially larger than the tribal Colleges --

which nortally results in a much lower cost per student. Tndeed,

Wyoming haz only been included in the present comparison because

the state's sf.ze and sparse population assures that its two year

schools are comparable to the tribal colleges in terms of raral

isolation. Be that as it may, the average cost per student at

tne seven schools in Wyoming tor 1988-1989 (the latest figures)

was $4,352 annually, of 1,&"ch just under $500 was tuition and the

remainder state and local funds.1

Finally, let it be noted that the types of costs at the

public c011eges are identical with the costs included under the

allocation per student for the tribal colleges. They are

conventional operational costs. They do not include tonics for

construction or any type of major equipment or facilities

improvements. Furthermore, it should also be recognized that, as

'BlA and state per student cost figures were obtained from
Buremu documents, Deputy Commissioner Zohn Hutchinson of the .
Montana State Board of Higher Education, Assistant commissioner
1.4=y Isaac of the Norte Dakota State Board of Higher Ecucation,

a d ES. Helen Firchens et the Wyoming commission on Ccmmunity
gcs.

18
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part of state systems, all these public two year colleges have

reduced operating costs in suoh areas as tuel, supplies, etc.,

because of the magnitude of their purchasing activities. The

tribal colleges do not have these types of savings.

The Tribal College Funding Crisis: Tts bereft

Barring a substantial increase in the FY 1991 appropriation

for the Tribally-Controlled Community College Assistance Act, the

tribally-controllea colleges will be faced with yet another year

of major funding shortfalls. The vidence for this conclusion is

indisputable. Annual tribal college FTE funding is far below

that of public two year institutions in the Great Plains and

Rocky Mountain states cited here. And of course it is even

further below what BIA believes is needed per student for Haskell

Junior College and Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute.

Indeed, the combined tuition and community College Assistance Act

funding the tribal colleges have per ISC is less than one-third

of the $10,000 per student allocation provided to Haskell Junior

College. Ard the total FY 1990 appropriation for all of the

tribal colleges is less than the combined appropriation for

Haskell and SIP1.

Occasional comments were made earlier regarding the impact

of these dnnu41 funding shortfalls on the tribal community

colleges, pdrticu2ar emphasis bein:: placed on the inevitable

decline in the academic quality of the tribal colleges' programs.

This same concern has been expressed by the tribal colleges'

regional Accreditation Associations in several instances. The

Accreditation Associations warn ':hat continued funding

19
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shortfalls, and, in turn, a decline in the colleges' academic

quality, will eventually aZfeat their accreditation status. /n

the view of the leaders zt the tribal colleges, that inevitable

decline, if it is not already underway, is beginning. And this

section of the report cites some of the specific ways the

colleges are being affaoted.

Instructional Oua:alsa

1. Faculty salaries at tribal colleges continue to fall

further behind factO:tysalaries at public two year

colleges. Currently, faculty salaries at the tribal
colleges range fron $19,000 to $21,000 annually.
Average faculty salary at public two year institutions

is in the neighborhood of $30,000, e.g., in North

Dakota it is $29,200. The impact of this salary
differential is already appearing in the form of

faculty turnover at the tribal colleges.

2. By the same token, employee fringe benefits such as
medical insuraace, average far less than employee

benefits at pn...nlic institutions. And once again, they

are falling further and further behind.

3. All of the colleges are forced to hire substantial
numbers of part-time instructors on a per crsdit hour

basis since they siaply can not afford to hire the

necessary.numbor:of-faculty_full-time. The
consiiiiiinEEg-af-thii are partiCUlaiLY-adveraea--To-
begin with, quality and commitment are less apparent

among the part-time instructors. But perhaps more
important, they do not develcp supportive relationships

with the students, since their only obligation is :o

teach a class two or three times weekly and leave.

M52221111Mala5unuorti

1. Library holdings at the tribally-controlled colleges

axe a fraction of lthrary holdings at comparable two

year public institu:ions. There arefar fewer hookr,
and many of those axe old editioas. There are far

fewer periodicals. At best, only a scattering of
disciplinary journals are aaraiaable, and these only at

the older tribal colleges. Furthermore, this disparity
will continue to grow. The tribal collegca are able to
allocate only minimal funds annually to increasing
their library holdings. This inadequacy in library
holdings can not help but compromise academic quality.

20
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2. Skeletal budgets have also made it difficult for the
colleges to liak in to interlibrary networks. Some of
the older colleges have established linkups. But both
they and the newer sehools need to do more.

3. Budget limitations have also adverse'. Y affected the
tribal colleges' abilities to take advantage of state-
of-the-art technologies in such areas as computer-
assisted instruction. The colleges are in a position
to obtain restricted funds from Strengthening
Developing Institutions and comparable programs to put
these state-of-theart toehnologies in place. But as
was pointed out earlier, these restricted programs are
limited to providing the-Mapital investment funds
nceded for the technologies and operational monies
during the developmental phase. kt that point, the
colleges -lust assume the operational costs. And since
these cominuing costs customarily include new
personnel, e.g., a director of a new computer-assisted
remedial canter, the colleges are unable to take
advantage of these developmental opportunities. Why
start what you can't continue?

stfmdent_SAZElae2

1. Bvery aspect of student services at the tribal colleges
lags behind student services at comparable public
institutions. This is particularly urfortunate because
the nature of the student population at the tribal
colleges actually calls for a much larger investment in
student services than would.be true at comparable
public institutions. However, again the tribal
colleges do not have the operational monies needed to
maintain an adequate level of student services even
though there are restricted developmental -funds
available, e.g., Strengthening Developing Institutions,
to put an adequate system in place.

2. Me tribal colleges, for extxple, have been unable to
provide the academic, career, and personal counseling
their students need. They have been forced to rely on
such nakeshift approaches as faculty providing infernal
counseling to students, since the limited nunber of
student services staff are already overloaded with such
=dame but essential aspects of student servicer as
financiml aid applications, recordkeeping, and li%e
activities. At best, some of the older colleges nave
succeeded in obtaining a profeszionally-credentialled
counselor as Dean of Student Services. But the tint
this individual can devote to counseling activities is
very United. And badly needed specialized counseling
in areas such as chemical dependency or vocational
rehabilitation is nonexit: ent at the tribal colleges.
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3. Student advising has likewise suffered. Because of the
large number of part-time instructors, the advising
loads for the colleaes' full-time faculty are far
beyond what woUld be found at a comparable public
institution. Of necessity, faculty advising to the
students is limited tO sUCh mechanical activities as
identifying the students' course revirements at the
beginning of each quarter or semester. Almost no time
is available for what might be termed the social -
psychological aspects of advising.

4. Most alarming is the fact that as a result of the
continuing increases in Indian student enrollment at
the tribal colleges and increasing shortfalls in Per
student funding, the student services situat'en is
reaching crisis proportions. The colleges are havirg a
difficult time even keeping pace with the More
mechanical tasks involved in student services. In
point of fact, if it had not been for the commitment
and dedication of all of the staff and faculty at the
tribal colleges, the institutions' inability to provide
an adequate level of rtudent services would have
already led to-serious problems in such areas,as
student withdrawals. But those problems will come. As
was pointed out earlier, at some point facult!t and
staff commitment will no longer suffice as a substitute
for professio:ally-staffed student services.

Adninigrutien

1. Administt,Itive salaries at the tribal collees are
likewise fax behind salaries for comparable positions
at two year public institutions, and the gap continues
to widen. Several tribal college presidents earn as
little as $25,000 annually even though they possess a
doctorate. Even in the oldest and Iargest tribal
colleges, presidential salaries are only in the
neighborhood of $40,000. Other administrative
salaries, e.g., deans, comptrollers, etc., are equally
below those of their counterparts at public
institutions.

2. The tribal colleges are also administratively
understaffed. The majority of upper level
administrators double in at least one other position.
Likewise, such critical administrative activities as
institutional research, long-range planning, and
institutional development are simply not present in thc
colleges, except informally. These misning ectivities
mast become part of central administration et all of
the tribPI cc:loges. They are essential to maintaining
suceessi.:1, cost-effective institutions.
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Uhat is described above is just a saaple of the major

problems the tribal colleges are encountering as a result of

their increasing funding shortfalls. Many more problems could be

identified. Obviously, line item budgets for everything from

general supplies to equipment repair have suffered. Furthermore,

as will be enlarged on in the next section of this report, it

must be recognized that all general operational costs, e.g.,

equipment repair, are much higher for the tribal colleges than

for two year public institutions in the Upper Great Plains and

Reeky Mountain states. Almost without exception, the tribal

colleges are rural and geographically isolated. To take one

example, the Blackfoot Community College, at Brouming, Montana is

125 miles trom Great Fdlls. Any type of equipment repair

requires either bringing someone out from Great Falls or shipping

the eouipment into Great Falls. The increased cost is self-

evident.

Yet again, az will also he enlarged on in the next section,

the tribal colleges, almost without exception, are operating in

makeshift antiquated facilities. Beating costs are far in

excess of what would be true in a newer facility --.the type of

facilities found at public two year institutions. By the same

token, maintenance costs for these older facilities are much

higher than »nay are elsewhere. As a result, the tribal

colleges, unlike public institutions -- which have a separate

hedge:. !or facilities conntructicn and major renovation and

maintenance -- are -rorced to use varying amounts of their tuition

income for facilities upkeep rather than directly for student-
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related purposes. This, ot course, -. hs that the total amonnt

in Unrestricted monies available to tile colleges per ISC is even

less than appears, since part of the tuition income is being used

to addrass these other

requirements.

Nialt_io_Nudog_tad_MX

As has already been indicated, the tribal colleges are

requesting that the FY 1991 appropriation for the Tribally

Controlled Community College Assistance Act be increased to a

level which will enable the colleges to receive $5,820 annually

per TSC. The colleges recognize that this allount is a very

substantial increase over the amount they are recieving per TSC

at the present time. They also recognize that Assistance Act

funding at this level when combined with tuition revenues will

put then somlwhat above current FTE student funding at the two

year public institutions in the upper Great Plains and Rocky

Mountain area. But, as was noted in the last section of this

report, a substantial part of the tribal college's tuition

revenues mist be used for maintenance of their physical

facilities--a burden which is not shared by the public two year

colleges around them. And it should also be noted that by virtue

of their highly rural and isolated locations, general operating

costs for the tribal colleges are much higher than for their

public counterpmrts.

nunber of the unique factors affecting the tribal colleges

were apparentl- recognized et the time the Tribal Comnunity

College Assistance Act was originally authorized. For as is well
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known, the original authorization called for $5,820 per fell time

Indian student. And when one considers that several years of

discussion and analysis precesded the original authorization Jf

the Tribal eommunity College Assistance Act, it seems likely that

the $5,820 figure was based on carefully analyzed needs.

Admittadly, the tribal colleges never recieved the

authorized amount per full time student. The highest annual

funding per Indian student =ant was $3,100 in FY 1981, and

although it decreased steadily thereafter, the colleges continued

to operate. However, while they continued to operate, Quality

necessarily suffered. The impact of these funding shortfalls has

been fully described in previous sections of this report and it

will mca be repeated here. Sutfice it to say that overall, the

impact has been vezy severe. And if per ISC funding cannot be

increased drazatically in the very near future, that overall

icpact could be lethal for a number of the tribal colleges.

Actual17, as was brought out earlier, when we consider the

joint effect of rising costs and inflation over the past nine or

ten years, the original $5,820 figure that was authorized Tor the

colleges would be slightly over $8,000 per ISC today, just as the

$3,100 provided per Indian student count in 1981 would be $4,805

today.

In other words, the tribal colleges' funding request for FY

1991 can hardly be considered exctssive. It doesn't cone close

to the original authorination figure of s5,e20 per ISC whan tnat

figure is translated into today's dollars: aLd it is just 20$

higher than FY 1981's $3,100 when that figure in expressed in
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todayos dz.:4ass. The proposed SS,Lie cnly appears like a very

large increase Yhen it is contrasted with where the colleges ars

today because of the continuous and substantial decreases in the

V
funding they have recieved per ISC.

But of course the-guestion will undoubtedly be asked: why

do the collages need such a large increase in their Comuunity

college astistance act funding; how will they use all of these

new funds?

That will not be a problem. Indeed, even at an annual ISC

figure of $5,U20 the tribal colleees will he no more than

adequate:7 fended. They will be no more than adequately funded

because of two Sectors. First, they are faced with ten years of

catching-up. Second, once they have caught up, they munt have

sufficient annual funding to remain there. The steps the tribal

colleges must take if they are to remain successful, cest-

etfective institutions have been implicit earlier in this report.

But the more igportant ones are detailed below.

I. The tribal colleges must provide an immediate 15t

increase to all of their support staff. Currently the

colleges are losing secretaries and other classified

staff to the offices of tribal government, the local

primary and secondary schools, and the local BIA.

agency.

2. The tribal colleges must provide an iemediate 20%
increase to all cf their full-tine feculty. This will

still leave the full-time faculty substantially below

average faculty salaries at two year public

institutions. Dat coupled with tbe commitment the
tribal college faciaty have brought to their-jobs, this

will be eaough to prevent the serious faculty turnover
problens the ccilbstz are now facing fron turning into

a mass erodes.

3. The tribal colleces zest enlarge their full-tine
faculty by fro= four to seven new members, depending on

the size of thc tribal college. It is sitply not
possible to maintain quality wnen a very lorve
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proportion of the colleges' courses are being taught by
part-timeafaculty, many of whom have minimal
educational qualifications for teaChing at a post-
secondary institution.

4. In addition to these general increases in faculty
numbers, the colleges must employ some specialized new
faculty if they are to realize their plans for
developing pre-professional associate degree tracks
that will be directly transferable to four year
institutions at the jumior level But pre-professional
taacks in fields such as Business Administration or
Engineering require faculty members with relevant
advanced degrees. And since it is a sellers' market in
these professional fields, the colleges must have the
funds to meet the market price.

5. The tribal colleges mast add tram two to five
professionally-caedentialled staff members to their
student services division, again tee nuaber dependinc
on the size of the college. It will no longer be
possible to rely on informal, at best paraprofessional,
stadent services in such areas as counseling.

6. The tribal colleges must establish new full-time
positions in central adainistration for such functions
as institutional researah, long-term planning, and
ovezall institutional development, e.g., curriculum and
program development. These new staff will be essential
if the colleges are to remain academically relevant in
a rapidly changing society.

7. The colleges must be in a position to provide moderate
raises annually to all of their etaloyees in future
years. Partially catching up in FY 1991 will not be
enough. The colleges must continue to provide adequate
coapensatic If they are unable to do this lor lack
of funds, t-a eventual outcome will still be crippling
annual faculty and staff turnover.

C. The tribal colleges =cat enrich their fringe benefit
packages. currently, the great majority offer little
more than is reeuired by the federal goveiament, e.g.,
Social Security. Retireeent benetits are far below
those available at public institutions. Medical
benefits, in those instances where any are provided,
are very limited. Again, improvement is essential to
maintaining a quality faculty and staff.

S. The tribal colleges must begin allocating substantial
funds annually to upgrading and maintaining their
instructional support resources, e.g., library
holdings, computer assisted course materials. This is
essential to preseraing academic quality. Current
investments in instructional support materials are in
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the neighborhood of $5,000 to $8,000 annually. An

adequate a=ount would range fibm $40,000 to $80,000

annually, again depending on the size of the

institution.

10. The tribal colleges must begin replacing and updating

their equipment and software holdings. Host of their

laboratory equipment for the sciences is ardhaic; the

majority of their computers and software programs are

anywhere from 5 to 10 years old -- literally primitive

compared to what is available today. Standard

equipment replacement schedules, a seven year
depreciation schedule, must be put in place pm4

implemented. Annual costs for ipplementing the
replacement schedules will range from $30,000 to
$50,000 annually, depending on the institution,

although somewhat larger allocations will be needed

initially to bring the colleges to a point where a

standard replacement schedule is meaningful.

11. Finally, the tribal colleges must begin alloclting
resources annually to a variety of specific needs and
activities, all of which are givens at public

institutions. For example, faculty must be provided

with developmental opportunities if they are to remain

current in their fields. increased library holdings,

In particular, the disciplinary journals, will be

important here. But faculty must also be given
opportunities to attend disciplinary convocations,

seminars and workShops. The inves'onent for this type

of aezivity is relatively small -- travel, per dlem and

registration fees. But the payoff is very high. Yet

again, those students who expect to transfer following
graduation must be provided with opportunities to visit

selected four year institutions within their own states

in order to assure a smooth transition. The investment

here is likewise very small, the cost of renting a 15

or 20 person van several times a year and some limited

per diem. But again, the payoff is very high. Other

comparable specific needs and activities Could be

cited, but what they all come dowm to is the fact that

the tribal colleges nbed sufficient operational monies

to address these relatively inexpensive but important

needs and activities.

These represent the major steps the tribal colleges must

take if they are to remain academically viable. Clearly,

achieving the objectives described by these steps will require a

much higner level of operational funding than the colleges have

had in the past. Rut what should be clear by now is that unless
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the colleges can receive that much higher level of funding under

the Community College Assistance Act, their long-term survival is

questionable. Tuition has already been raised well beyond the

average cost at the majority of public two year institutions.

Notions that the colleges can use monies they receive under

restricted grant programs to suppOrt their general operational

costs are simply not true. At bottom, the Tribally-Controlled

Community College Assistance Act Le_ang.,._aou_l_d be the tribal

caleges prirary source of support for t4e foreseeable future.

Could things be'different sore day?. Perhaps they could.
,

Perhaps over time reservation eConomies can be developed to a

level where it will become,possible fon.the reservations to
r

establish a solid local tax base. And at that point the tribal

colleges would expect to obtain at least part of their funding

needs from local tax collections.

But that point is still well in the future. And what must

be recognized is that without the tribal cclleges, the liklihood

of the reservations ever reaching that point is very remote. As

the Carnegie Report on tribally-controlled colleges documerts,

the colleges have already demonstrated that they are a necessary

-- and to some degree, a sufficient -- condition for reservation,

development. By the same toRen, the colleges were described

earlie: in this rersrt as having "been of immeasurable importance

in tribal revitalisation" . . and "a primary player in the

economic and social development of their reservations.'"

Yurtnermerc, judging from their accompliOaments thus tar, the

colleges will continue to become more and more important on their
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various reservations.

But they must have adequate funding if they are to achieve

their full potential. That is shy AIBEC is requesting an

appropriation large enough to allocate the colleges $5,820

emnnally per ISC.
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